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ABSTRACT

In a laminar model of a collisionless magnetosonic shock wave, ion 

equations of motion are integrated through shock-like profiles. Conserv

ation relations and Maxwell’s equations allow a self-consistent deter-- 

mination of unknown downstream ion distribution functions f^, ion temp-- 

erature T^, and electric potential jump cj).

Favourable comparison of model T̂ ,<j) , with experiment establishes %

2(at low 0.3, &=8wN^k(T^2^T\^i/B^ ) the importance of laminar ion dynamics.

reflections occur a self-consistent length emerges'.

The solutions T^, (j> are extensively studied at various Ma ch. numbers

pe
ence on L and T . / T . i s  considered, s el il

I

-ii

i
Heating is due to distortion of JESaxwellian distributions when entropy is 

conserved; in particular shock dynamics is dominated by a fast "tail" of 

reflected ions.

The solutions for f . are considered. The "stability" of the model
ato its assumptions (linear profiles, shock thickness CL^) ) is shown. When '4;

for different values of P . Laminar ion heating is very efficient and at 

high P can exceed proper conservation levels due to ion reflections; at |
Ihigh p C^*) the electric potential is unable to slow the ions to conserv- ' f

ation levels. The model predicts significant reflected ion currents in the 

plane of the shock.

The boundary p* is determined. Then laminar ion dynamics on the scale 

of the electron heating length O l O  C/m ) cannot occur for P>P*, Depend- f

... Ï



The nature of non-laminar P>P* shocks is considered. Collisions 

are found to be important in laboratory shocks, and are efficient in 

slowing the reflected ions. In the absence of collisions, ion instab

ilities must be considered. It is shown that turbulent slowing of the 

fast ions cannot take place in alone. Further it is shown possible 

to construct a shock so that non-laminar mechanisms cannot occur sign

ificantly. Then the laminar model is re-instated. A decoupling of 

ion and electron heating lengths is proposed. Reflection heating in the 

Earth’s Bow Shock (̂  >^ * ) is modelled, and is comparable with experiment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis will be concerned with the behaviour of the ion component 

of a plane, perpendicular, collisionless shock wave. Such shocks are imp

ortant in the understanding of many physical events. They arise first as a 

curiosity in about 1964 with satellite observations of a shock beyond the

Earth’s magnetosphere which showed a thickness very much less than the mean
22free path for collisions in the solar wind. As Sageev reports (in 1964) ^

there was some difference of opinion as to the reasons for this phenomenon.

He found three groups believing, first, that the shock was a laminar event

maintained by ordered non-linear oscillations in the observed field profiles;

second, that they were non-laminar> or turbulent; while a third opinion was

that they did not exist at all, for while collisions might be infrequent in

the shock, they might yet explain downstream conditions and shock thickness.

In 1965 the first laboratory shocks were produced. The work of Paul

et al,^ is typical. They found reproducible, well-defined, steady-state

(in a macroscopic sense) shocks, where again shock thickness, L^, was less

than the mean free path for collisions. But now they were further able to
15show by computer calculations that collisions could not explain electron 

heating. Thus it was suggested in the 1965 paper that ion acoustic turbul

ence in L would be the cause of an "anomalous" resistive heating of electrons s
- resistivity had to be two orders of magnitude greater than the collisional 

leveli
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Collisionless shock waves existed then in that heating had to be

explained by the interaction of one charge with all others, via the self-

consistent fields, and not by binary collisions* Thus Sagdeev's third

group was proved wrong, while/ at least for the electrons, the shock was

non-laminar with electron density fluctuations above the thermal level.

The ions in these early shocks are found to be about adiabatically heated,

merely being slowed without increase in thermal energy, by the fields.

Theoretical research has then concentrated on the electrons in the past,
7,9and in all but perhaps one experiment, they seem to be understood.

Shocks are of further importance. The laboratory shocks are gener

ated (for example) in 6‘ and z-pinches, and so might be expected naturally 

in magnetic containment devices in the thermonuclear program. It was 

initially hoped that collisionless shocks could be used to heat ions to 

ignition temperatures which are so high that collisions are infrequent, 

(They have also been used in explanation of solar flare events, as well as

being of close geophysical interest in the Earth's Bow Shock),
In 1970, Kornherr^ published the first significant deductions of ion

heating., In his strong, hot, shock non-adiabatic ion heating T,_/T.  ̂ 7lad
occurred in two degrees of freedom. This heating, and that found by Paul 

et al, is as yet unexplained. Encouraged by the success of the turbulent 

electron heating studies, most work has gone into demonstrating ion turb

ulence via instabilities. As will be shown below, ion heating occurs only 

for quite well-known shock types, and typical of hot ion shocks is the

presence of two-ion-beam instability. But as Biskamp reports in his review 
gof 197.3 , this has not been a success.
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Evidence will be given below, that even when ion heating occurs, f

turbulence does not appear to play an important part. Thus the poss- f

ibility of some laminar ion heating mechanism is naturally suggested. f

Needless to say, there is collisionless ion heating in experiments, when 

non-adiabatic heating is found.

In this work, the ions are considered in an approximation in which y

neither turbulence, nor collisions, are present. In the rest frame of a 4

plane, perpendicular shock, the ions move in time-independent, averaged '

fields. A non-adiabatic heating will be shown possible, which is of the 

magnitude of the observed experimental results - a result not obtained |

by turbulence theories, ;

In highly collisional shocks, a species is heated by an entropy |

increase while collisions maintain Maxwellian particle distributions. If H

in some system there is no entropy rise, then the species is adiabatically i

heated and does not increase its "non-flow" energy. On the other hand, in 

a laminar, collisionless plasma, it is well-known that entropy is conserved.

It is shown below that if, now, the ion distributions are allowed to be non-

Maxwellian downstream, their energy must exceed adiabatic levels. Such

heating is only accessible to a kinetic theory study - in a fluid model, 

the collisionless ions must go unheated if entropy is conserved.

It will be shown that the laminar shock does indeed suggest that dist

ributions are non-Maxwellian. A model of a laminar perpendicular shock is 4

then constructed. This is built on the following properties. Profile shapes 4

for magnetic field and electric potential in the shock are not calculated ::

self-consistently, but chosen by comparison with experiment and the aid of f

available physics. Thus shock thickness is taken from experiment, while short, 1
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steep, profiles can to a first approximation, be modelled as linear. The 

physics, in the form of Maxwell's equations and the conservation relations, 

3Qakes it possible to find self-consistent jumps from the upstream to the 

downstream for all parameters. The effect is that the electrons may be 

ignored, and attention is concentrated specifically on ion dynamics in 

laminar fields.

The observed geometrical set up of the plane perpendicular shock is

^hown in Fig, 1.1, In the rest frame of the shock, plasma drifts from

.̂00 in crossed and fields. It's equilibrium conditions are specified.

These are N ,‘V ,B , T — T +T , and T /T., say. The electric field E must bej . 6 jl ^ 1 y
compatible with that for a proper upstream drift.

1E = —  V  B = const, y e l l

in the whole space by Maxwell's equation, VaE = 0

(1.1)
This is constant

I
i

S
;■£

■<
■t
%

!
I
■S

Î

FIG 1.1
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gives

r E ^  ~  17 A b 1  L —  c —  — J

gives, since E^=const,

00

C Z ^ M / v^v f (v) d^v + “ X . E A B ]  = 0  (1.5)s s / X  s —  4'fr —  —  —

The square

brackets are interpreted as [A] = It is noted that the total of all

species, s, and not of individual species occurs, for momentum and energy 

flux. Electromagnetic momentum and energy flux are included.

The initial upstream distributions may be chosen as Maxwellian, At 

U£= ̂ -00 , collisions will ensure that distributions are once again thermalized. 

If Maxwellians are substituted in 1.3 - 1.5, then the plasma equivalent of 

the Uankine-Htigoniot relations^^ results. These may be written to order ra/M 

and 17^0^,

5. ■ I

!An electric potential, ^(x), is experimentally observed to appear in

the shock, increasing to in the downstream. Then, ion dynamics requires
■ j

the modelling of $Cx), B(x), in L . The absence of currents outside of L |

IJ'
5'
■?and the y-component

^ 1®1 ^ 2^2 (1.2)
IBoth ions and electrons 

must be slowed to 37̂ , to conserve overall charge neutrality.

If there is no time dependence anywhere, then the shock parameters are # 

"X-rdependent only, giving the conservation relations

C . / V f (v) d^v] = O (1.3)j —  s —

[ E M f V V f (v) d^v + "T (E + B ),x] =0 (1.4)S S / —  X S —  ' OTT —  —  —

J
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^2 ®
(1.6)

N V B
—  = —  = —  (B = 0  everywhere) . (1.7)
«2 ''l ®2

5K(Te2 + Ti2' ^  ̂ ^ '^2

MV 2 2 0„ HATvT \7 \T ^M v /  2irMN V " V 27rm^V^V^ |1 "'1 " 1 1

The condition for the existence of a shock, gives
1

5K(T^^ + ^ I

3M 4ïïMN^

This is the magnet-

osonic JŜ uch.. number, relevant to propagation perpendicular to the magnetic
2field. The quantities K(T^^ + T^^)/M, B^ /4ttMN, may be identified as the squared 

acoustic and Alfvenvelocities. Their ratio is twice

/Î K(Tel + Til'
(B^2/8n)

, and it
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is an important measure of the relative dominance of fields and particles.

It gives the ratio of particle to magnetic pressure. The non-dimensionalized

quantities M,|3 are in common use as initial shock parameters for they are

useful for comparison purposes. The R-H relations (1.6)-(1.8) may be written

in terms of M and ^ . A further property is that = ^2z ~

Now if the (ion) distributions are non-Maxwellian immediately downstream,

these relations might still apply. Thus, in the constant laminar fields

extending from the rear of the shock to x=+«>, if temperature is defined as
M

they still hold, 2

and are used in this form in the shock model, for the ions. It has been *

suggested above that even with conservation of entropy , downstream non-flow 

energy may increase above adiabatic. Thus it must be shown that T^ as defined 

here, under the constraint Entropy=const., can be super-adiabatic. While the 

conservation relations apply even for collisional shocks, they must now be 

restricted to collisionless plasmas.

It is noticeable that no determination of occurs in the conservation 

relations while cj) is required by the model for the ion dynamics. Also, no < 

jump for T^/T^ is given so that the energy partition between species downstream! 

is unknown. It is the solutions of these quantities which emerge as the most f 

valuable information given by the model, when a technique is developed for I 

finding self-consistent A kinetic theory approach, yielding solutions for | 

the downstream ion distribution functions, will give valuable information on



the nature of ion instabilities, and the consequences of unfreezing the 

time component. All these will be compared with experiment.

It is first necessary to review the evidence in favour of a laminar 

ion approach.
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f

I2. The Thesis and the Experimental Problem

Two principal sets of experiments will be quoted. The first,

chronologically, has been the stimulus for a great deal of shock

research, demonstrating in 1965 most of the known behaviour of

plasma shock waves. These are experiments performed at the Culham
1 2  3Laboratory by Paul et al., and reported in a series of papers ' ' 

between 1965 and 1970. They showed perpendicular shocks where pure .3

collisions could not explain downstream parameters - they could then

justifiably be called collisionless shock waves. This work has been 'g
4 *conveniently summarized by Paul in reference , These experiments 4

were restricted to the domain T >>T.,e 1
The second set of experiments were specially conceived to 

investigate the domain which has the effect of amplifying the

role of the ions in the shock dynamics. Thus they are of interest 

in this thesis. They are due to a team at Garching ^^6,7,8 are ^

published between 1968 and 1972, these later dates reflecting a slow 

shift of interest to the role of hot ions in a shock. Of importance 

is reference due to Kornherr, where the nature of ion heating in
7the shock is considered explicitly, and reference where first 

direct measurement of ion temperature downstream of the shock is 

reported. Few experiments have been reported since then. The goal 

of nuclear fusion has become more realistic, and thus justifiable 

from the point of view of expense. Further, some degree of theoret

ical stagnation seems to have occurred, Biskamp, in his review of
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91973 , is quoted on a shock, problem - the explanation of an electron

turbulence: "All theoretical attempts to find an efficient instability

for T >>T., V_>>V [V_ is the drift of ions relative to electrons]e 1 d e d
.... have failed, and there is little room left for further research," 

Problems seem either too complicated to justify their theoretical 

investigation (say of turbulent collision frequencies), or no approp

riate mechanism could be proposed to explain the unusual events.

Again, fusion research seems to offer greater attractions to the
Itheoretician. #

This thesis examines some phenomena unexplained since 1955, and I
the first Culham experiments. No absolute conclusions can be drawn 1'-r
for as indicated above, a (hypothetical) model is used. The exist- 

ance of a firmly defined theoretical behaviour for ion heating is 

conclusively demonstrated, however, so that only the dominance of the |

model's explanation of ion heating need be considered in the future.

A mechanism to solve Biskamp's problem is suggested, among other 

ideas.

The experiments will be examined below under headings. Each

I

heading will become relevant to the properties of the model which is ?
?finally constructed.

. •

The following observations, principally at the Culham and • 4

Garching Laboratories, have been made,

I
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1/ steady State Shocks. There is observed in the experiments 

above, a well-defined region in the life-time of the shock, when no 

evolution of the profiles occurs. There is a well-defined, sharp, 

transition between two regions that are themselves well defined, and 

accessible to measurement, (It is a recurring problem of shock 

experiments, that while a stable initial plasma can easily be achieved, 

the shock and its generating magnetic "piston" are not clearly 

separated to expose a "shocked" flow. The Culham and Garching 

experiments are z- and 0- pinches respectively, where the shock is 

formed as a disturbance propagating ahead of the imploding cylindrical 

surface current sheet. Strong magnetic field gradients in this sheet 

form the magnetic piston). The Culham experiments are taken at Mach 

numbers M^v2.5, 3.7, 6.3. The final shock shows no separation of 

piston and shock, and has further strongly oscillatory profiles, and 

so is accordingly ignored.

This information is taken from oscilloscope traces of electric 

potential and magnetic field. Thus within, the resolution of the trace 

these "steady-state" profiles may hide very fine-scale, fast 

oscillations.
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il/ Profile Types Two basic profile types are observed. 

These are illustrated in Fig. 2.1

<<x'i low NwMBPlg

® -- -------y — *  Q

(W H igh M«c h  NuMoeg

FIG. 2.1

The first is the expected smooth transition and is characteristic 

of low Mach number shocks only. The shock thickness, L^, is found to 

be of order 7 C/w^^, for Culham M^2.5,j?'\'0.04. For the Garching shocks 

of Kornherr L ^0.5 C/w . 20 C/m , where M'̂ '1.7, j3vo.4j furtherS pi pG
T^<T^, contrasting with Paul's work, T^>T^, and suggesting an increased

shock width with ion temperature. This dependence of is not clear,

however. Experiments due to Hintz at these low Mach numbers, but

with ^=0 + 0 . ^ 0.1 and ^d.O, claim L vio C/m ; here T ^T., so thate 1 s pe e 1
the ions are very hot, thus suggesting is constant with 0-0^ ^ ^ ±*
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The dependence on ^ ^  is not clear. The ion Larmor radius, r 

always applies, while for electrons, r^<<L^,

The individual traces of electric potential and magnetic field 

are found at Culham to have the same shape, but with the former 

rising more rapidly. No potential measurements have been made at 

Garching, This is unfortunate for they give valuable information on |Ithe nature of ion heating in the shock, as will be shown below. An %

explanation for the fast rise in electric potential may be offered
11 12by the experiments of Eselevich et. al. ' . A special probe

allows high resolution display of the potential profiles, which shows

the appearance of an electrostatic subshock (predicted theoretically %
13by Krall ). This occurs in a region quite far into the transition 

where flow becomes sub-Alfvenic, but remains super-ion acoustic, 

indicating a region of insignificant magnetic field dynamics. These 

electrostatic subshocks are rapidly oscillatory. However, they are 

not found at low Mach numbers M^'^2.8, and indeed, they are observed 

when the second profile type of Fig. 2.1 (b) is seen.

The high Mach number shocks show a "foot" developing in front 

of the transition proper. An experiment due to Phillips and Robson ,

3has studied the foot in some detail. Directional current probes

established the presence of gyrating ions, such that they were reflecting

off the shock front. The radius of gyration closely corresponds to the
15length of the foot. This mechanism had been noted by Gagdeev in 1964 f

who saw that these deflecting ions gain energy. The pure resistive 

shocks of the low Mach number region, analysed theoretically as solitons.
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show the appearance of three-valued flows (over-turning of the wave 

profile) at a critical Mach number, M*. Beyond this critical level, 

which represents the break-down of two-fluid equations to the shock 

(and indeed represents the possible limit of a sensible analytical 

shock theory), the reflection of ions is an obvious explanation of 

three-valued flows. The critical M* has been calculated by Kornherr, 

as a function of jS, and falls from M*v2,8 at 0=0 (cold plasma), to 

M*^l as As in most such low-M analyses, the ions are assumed - #
■f

to gain no thermal energy. Thus, almost by definition, M>M* shocks S

should see ion heating in a decreasingly efficient electron heating 

environment. Inclusion of hot ions in M<M* shock waves, does not 

affect the theoretical results significantly (at least at small 0 ), 

as will be shown below.

The ions reflect off the electric potential, and follow an 

orbit given schematically in Fig. 2,2 The ion is assumed to suffer 

no collisions, at least in the upstream of the shock. This is 4
Ïsupported by the observation above, that foot length corresponds to 

the ion radius of gyration. After bouncing off the shock, the ions 

are accelerated by the ambient electric field Ey, while in the up- a

stream. They then gain large velocities, Vy, and are eventually RIturned by the magnetic field B^, with sufficient kinetic energy to *|

surmount the electric potential. /S
%

I
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FIG. 2,2

An ion current to the positive y-direction occurs. The observed 

positive value of (x) in the foot is maintained by a current of 

electrons swept with the ions. In the steady-state shock.

(X - j = n e ( V ^ - V ^ )dx y y y (2,1)

where n is the density. Then sufficient electron flow may keep

dB > O even in the foot,
dx

It will be shown below that the energy gained by the ions is

enormous; the M<M* shock waves are no longer purely resistive. It

further appears that reflected ion levels depend on the shape of the

ion distribution function, thus requiring a kinetic theory approach

to the problem of following ion behaviour, and signalling the collapse

of the M<M‘* fluid theories.

It is now held by most reviewers that shock thickness increases
4when M<M*. This is bbrîie.xjut by the collations of reference (Table II) 

But no consideration is given to other variables and their possible
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influence on L^, Thus the Culham experiments progress according to 

M^^2,5 < M* > 3,7 by fixing initial temperature, and varying the 

initial magnetic field; thus initial P varies. But the Alfven Mach 

number is not the natural one for the plasma shock wave where two 

"sound" modes operate. It is shown below, that the typical profile 

Fig, 2,1 (b) should be removed at M>M*, if /3 is small enough. If the 

reasons for shock thickening at M>M* are connected with reflecting 

ions, then there is a possible jS- dependence for (there are no 

reflections when the initial ions are cold),

Thus the thickness is not well known, but is safely taken

as lying between a few for low-0, low-M, shocks, varying up to
.cC/tüp^ for M>M*, and probably for high 0, This problem is extensively I'

considered below. However, for the resistive transition, r^>>L^,

always, while in the foot r.'VL ; conversely, r <<L ,i s  e s
The conservation relations across the shock require that

V^B^ = VgBg. Thus reasonably similar profiles for density 

and velocity, as compared with magnetic field and electric potential, 

may be expected. The Garching experiments, expecially of Kornherr, 

are unusual. Very low ionization is effected t'i50%) , and ionizing 

collisions in the shock allow (N^V^ < N^V^), It is therefore necessary #

to derive a modified set of conservation relations. As usual the 

electric potential does not appear in the relations.

Much more may be said of shock profiles. It has been indicated 

that plasma flows in the plane of the shock are required, ' Their 

distribution across the shock is important, but is of no essential
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use to this thesis. Turbulence regions in the shock are also of
12interest. Eselevich et al. show that for shocks propagating 

into an initially thermalized plasma with T = T., fine resolution -t® Iof profiles shows an initial slow increase where Coulomb collisions %

heat the electrons. When T^>>T^, ion-acoustic instability saturates

to further heat the electrons and further modify the profile. Again
ÿ

the ion dynamics are of importance in this thesis and in spite of |

these latter properties of shock profiles, the M<M* ions are not 

heated across the shock, and so do not see these details (within 

experimental error).

The essential data is then the appearance of the foot in the 

magnetic field and electric potential profiles, indicating reflecting 

ions. Relevant shock thickness for various parameters is vaguely 

known. The shape of the profiles has no observed effect on ion 

heating at M<M*.

iii/ Electron Heating, The first deductions on the nature of

electron heating across a perpendicular, collisionless shock were

made without a direct measurement of the electron temperature jumpI

The 1965, Culham experiments, measured the electric potential in the

shock, and shock velocity. Conservation relations across the shock 
2 2satisfied 'v- + e^. Thus the ions are slowed only by the

electric potential jump and are not heated. But then all dissipation 

must appear as electron heating downstream. It was found that while 

ion-ion and ion-neutral collisions did not occur in the shock, some 

electron-ion collisions were present. Maxwells equations give
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dB/dx « - Jy, and (to the current is carried by electrons f

in the transition. Thus a collisional resistive heating was occuring.

Estimation of this heating, even in the extreme conditions at the

rear of the shock, suggested the resistivity was too small. But it

was known that conditions were suitable for ion-acoustic instability,

with T o-lOT, and'V-'xO.l V (where V_ is the electron drift maintaining e 1 d e d
the current J^, and is the thermal velocity of the electrons).

Electron heating via-ion-acoustic turbulence was immediately suggested.

Later papers validated the deduced heating levels by direct measurement. ?

The electron gyroradius is much smaller than shock thickness. The 

electrons then see the averaged shock fields as very slowly varying 

and will follow their drift orbits (equipotentials), They cannot gain 

energy from the fields (the ions are reflected by while the electrons 

would be accelerated),

The measured electron temperatures agreed well with conservation -|i
15 ^relations. An MHD computer solution using classical resistivity, f

gave a ratio of total heating to resistive heating of order 6 ,

These results have been the stimulus for most of the shock research

to date; "anomalous" electron heating has been found over all parameter -K

ranges - indeed such heating defines the "collisionless" shock.

The Garching experiments were such that T «T., While the Culham #e 1 r!'-
,5experiments quickly verified that ion-acoustic turbulence was responsible f

for electron heating, the condition T^<<T^ at Garching implies that ion- 

acoustic waves are stable. However, electron-cyclotron instabilities occur |
7in these shocks with growth rates sufficiently rapid - as measured by the

rate of growth of linear waves, rather than by the energy content of the res-
9ulting turbulence - to be a viable dissipation mechanism, Biskamp



7by Keilhacker et. al, , Since conservation relations must fix

Î
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argues that the turbulence energy content is too low. Further in 

the experiments of Kornherr, the mechanism of electron heating 

remains unresolved. All turbulence heating theories rest on a so- 

called universal instability, typified by a relative drift of 

particles. This drift is so low in the case of Kornherr, that no 

waves can be unstable, again as discussed by Biskamp, Electron f

turbulence still persists.

At high Mach number, increasing ion heating has been deduced 

by Kornherr, with direct measurement of ion heating in one instance
I

the total thermal content of the downstream, a decreasing electron 

heating must take place. Electron heating remains in excess of 

resistive (classical) levels and some instability can usually be ïï

found. There appears to be no change in the nature of electron 

heating at M>M*.

iv/ Electron Turbulence, The above feature of turbulent 

electron heating is noted, for it implies the presence of turbulent 

shock profiles in contrast to the picture presented in i/. Thus there 

is a fine-scale structure within the trace of the oscilloscope. In 

the paper of 1970, the Culham team reported light-scattering 

measurements of turbulent spectra of frequency and wave number within 

the M<M* CM̂ 'v2,5) example. These are measurements of electron density 

fluctuations. The results were consistent with the theory of ion- 

acoustic turbulence of Kadomtsev finally ensuring the process as
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9
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the cause of electron heating. Some inadequacy of this stochastic
17theory has been noted in , requiring a further step in the chain s

of events. This is mentioned below. In this shock no ion heating 

occurs, so they do not see the electron fluctuations. 5

It is noted then that the motion of the ions through the 

shock is apparently consistent with the oscilloscope picture of steady 

- state, laminar profiles.

No turbulence measurements at M>M* were made. Thus it is not 

certain that the ion heating which occurred there, is due to an ion- 

scale turbulence. Except for the appearance of the "foot", no 

major change of profile shape occured,

Electron-cyclotron turbulence was identified in the Garching 

experiments by comparison with computer simulations, and the growth #
A

rates of the linear waves. Reversal of the electron current in the

shock front, J , reversed the direction of turbulent wave ïy &
propagation, thus supporting the suggestion that the electrons

I, argues that no sensible ion instability has yet been found to give 

a turbulent ion heating,

v/ Ion Heating, Typical of all M<M* shock waves, then, is |f

the absence of ion heating. Pedantically, this is not strictly true 

as will be indicated below, but may be taken to apply within 

experimental accuracy.
tIn the M'^3,5>M* Culham experiment, an approximate 28% of total ÿ

heating may be due to the ions. Experimental errors in the direct

I
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4-measurement of electron temperature are about _15%, while together 

with errors in the determination of the initial conditions for 

application of the conservation relations, the evidence for ion 

heating is rather tentative. This low ion heating is due to low 

initial 0^0 .1 , and to the moderate initial T̂ /T̂ 'v̂ l.
IA somewhat different situation is found at Garching. In the 

z-pinch, Culham experiments, the initial plasma is established by 

an oscillating axial current. This efficiently ionizes the filling 

gas (>85%), with strong turbulent heating of the low-inertia electrons ^

resulting. Rapid thermalization follows, and T^>Tj^, upstream. The 

experiments at Garching are 0-pinches, but their importance lies in 

their heating technique. Here, a 0-prepinch strongly heats the ion 

component to give T^>T^. The resulting plasma may pay the penalty 

of low ionization; Kornherr's shock has ^50%, Kielhacker very high, 

ionization,

A quick comparison of initial parameters shows 

Culham; M~2.4<M*,0~O.O4 M~3.5>M*, 0~O.l

T /T.~ 1, > 85% ionization, e x
Garching (Kornherr) ^: M'v-1,7<M*,0'^O.4 M'v4,9>M*,0'^2,6

T /T,'V0.25 T /T>0.16 ie x e x  •
50% ionization.

( Keilhacker s t , al) M'x>2, 5>M* ,0'v«l

Te/Ti'\̂ 0.23

At Culham, the conditions are such that T^2>>^^2' allowing at
"ÏÏ

some point in the shock, the non-acoustic instability. At Garching

■ IS
-Îi

I
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T\>T^ everywhere. Then this instability is suppressed as mentioned 

earlier; the ion thermal effects should be greatly amplified.

Kornherr examined the ions in the following way. Profiles of 

density, magnetic field and electron temperature were made. 

Noticeably lacking is a measure of electric potential in the shock. 

The shocks were in a region of sufficient time independence so that 

the R a n k i n e -Hugoniot relations,could be used to calculate further 

unknowns. The presence of ionizing collisions due to low initial 

ionization required extended conservation relations, and these 

allowed calculation of the following;

i) total temperature downstream, which immediately allowed 

evaluation of ion temperature;

ii) the downstream ratio of density rise due to ionization, to

the total density there, may be found;

iii)this last is the most important and is the calculation of the 

number of degrees of freedom m^ of the ions (assuming that the 

electrons are heated by anomalous resistivity, in three degrees of 

freedom). This last point is important for if m^<3, turbulent 

stochastic heating is unlikely (for example), and thus the effective

ness of ion-seen turbulence as a heating mechanism can be judged.

At low Mach number M'̂ l̂.V, no ion heating was deduced, so that

again the ions do not see electron turbulence (which is in this case

electron-cyclotron, since T,>T always).1 e
At M^4.9>M*, strong ion heating is calculated with

Now compressional heating of the ions across the shock must occur.

By definition, adiabatic heating measures increase in temperature 

without an increase in the internal energy, and is given according



shock must satisfy

+ ecj) (2,2)

If any shock shows ions satisfying this equation, then conversely 

no ion heating takes place. It is unfortunate that electric potential 

has not been measured in the Garching experiments. More generally, 

conversion of upstream ion streaming energy to non-adiabatic heating

:i|
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to T. /T._ = (N /N ) . Here y. = (m. + 2)/m., is the ratio ofiâ.Cl IL«L 6 JL 3. jL JL
specific heats for the ions. Clearly, if the non-adiabatic heating 

content is to be measured, a knowledge of m^ is very important, for 

the larger m^, the smaller is the adiabatic heating.

In Kornherr's experiment,

Tiaa/Til ~ 2.3, T.g/T-i ~ 17, Tig/Tiaa ~ 7.4 ,
■SThis last ratio shows very strong non-adiabatic ion heating. The
Isource of this heating has not yet been demonstrated. The data |

suggests that m, = 2 is very probable,
,K

For a beam of cold ions, conservation of energy across the f

will imply 1
2 2^MV^ = igMVg + e# + [heating ] ions, (2 .3) 4

Iand the useful ratio y

= 2e*/M(V^2 - Vg^)<l (2.4)

this latter R,<1, has been obtained by Eselevich, in shocks where i
ÿreflecting ions occur (M>M*). No ion heating was deduced, so that

the energy balance could not be tested. The ratio R, ranges from . i|(p %
R.^l for weak shock waves, to R.'^O.S at high M. These shocks are of 9 9
low B 1^0.05. The Culham M>M* shock gives R ^l, even in the presence
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of reflecting ions, and with estimated 28% of heating due to the ions; 

here 0.1, It will be shown that ion heating increases strongly 

with increasing 0 ; it is then to be expected that becomes smaller 

with increasing 0. The experimental results do not support the simple -'I

energy balance (2.3), where the self-consistent value of  ̂is appar

ently too large. The model to be proposed below will cast new light 

on the value of (|). But it may be noted now that the ions acquire |

very large velocities, V by reflection. This is a source of ion
y :

energy which may account for the downstream ion temperature. But this
Îlarge V velocity is turned into the shock front, where it must be a

slowed by the electric potential. It is possible then that (|) may 

increase to adequately slow these ions, while temperature increases - 

in violation of (2.3), Some quantification is clearly necessary.

None the less, R^ is a useful quantity in estimating shock heating, 

and R<1 certainly implies ion heating,

vi/ Ion Turbulence. The problem immediately occurs for an 

explanation of non-adiabatic ion heating, as shown by the Garching 

experiment, and suggested by the Culham M>M* shock. The example of 

turbulent electron heating, via a universal instability, has led to a 

search for similar ion instabilities. There is only one seriously 

considered example, and this is due to counter-streaming of the ref

lected ion beam with the main bulk of ions. Since ion heating appears #

to be concurrent with the appearance of reflection ions at M>M*, this is 

a very natural suggestion. It is the nature of the conversion of upstream 

ion kinetic energy to downstream thermal energy that is the interest of
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this thesis. All research to date has had in mind the turbulent 

heating of ions, while this thesis assumes the ions see no 

turbulence. The two ion beams are indeed unstable, and establish 

a turbulence which will result in a stable single ion beam down

stream. It is noted now, in favour of this thesis, that the 

reflecting beam draws its energy from a Laminar motion. It is the 

conduction of energy to the downstream that must be accomplished, 

and this may be in the form of a fast ion beam downstream, or as a 

thermalized (due to ion-ion instability) ion distribution.

The reflecting ions give rise to various forms of distribution 

at different situations in the transition. These are shown in Fig,

2.3 as contours of constant f. over velocity space (V ,V ),ions j: X y

Ik)

FIG. 2.3
Example (a) is a schematic representation of the situation at 

the front of the shock. The upstream flows into the transition with
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velocity V^. Some ions are exiting from the shock or reflection (I),

while others have followed their gyration orbits and re-enter the

shock with average conditions (II)• The beams I,II, need not be so

well defined. At the leading edge of the foot, no flow to occurs

as the ions reach a turning point. This is shown in example (b), and

is an opportunity for an ion instability far in front of the resistive

transition. Example (c) represents the situation that could occur

downstream if the upstream growth - rates are too small to cause any

diffusion of f. to a stable form. The energy of this last form ions
has not been previously estimated.

A good study of the instability is due to Auer et al. who

analyse the linear behaviour for a hot plasma in a magnetic field.

Computer solutions of the complete electromagnetic problem, show

that for Tg/T^ .̂ 5 peak growth fates of the unstable modes are

Y^.l As T^/T^ decreases this growth rate drops sharply so that

at T /T. ~ 1.7, .. Of use is the fact that y  ̂ occurs when thee 1 1 max
ions are cold, and when the ion beams are equal in size. A simulation 

shows further that the ion-ion instability cannot explain the 

observed thermalization of the ions; gyrating ions are observed down

stream.

A non-linear analysis of the most unstable situation of equal, 

cold, ion beams has been discussed for the case of perpendicular pro

pagation by Popadopoulos et al. Conditions were matched to those

of laboratory shocks. Then computer solutions showed a heating of 

ions co-incident with the attenuation of the ion beam velocities.
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Certainly, on sufficiently long time scales, the instability will

yield a stable, hot, ion distribution. As to whether growth rates

to saturation are sufficiently rapid to take place inside a shock

thickness must be decided. If they are, then the ion heating must

be examined as a turbulence phenomena. If Y is the linear growth

rate, and t is a time to saturation of the instability, then
2 2Popadopoulos finds that for m /Ü -̂>-100. The latterpe e

situation is comparable with the Garching shocks where shock

velocity and thickness give t '̂ L /V_ and Y x ^2,6, This iss s 1 max s
calculated at the growth rate Y of the simulation, and so xmax s
is too small to allow saturation. If the same growth rate is taken

for the Culham shock, then Y x ~10 ^, and again the plasma spendsmax s sr îf

too little time in the shock.

It is unlikely then, that if even these most exaggerated forms

of the instability are inadequate, that ions are heated in the space

L^. Fig, 2.3 (b) shows an unstable situation that exists over much

longer times (the length of the foot is, at Culham for example,

about 8Lg). But again it is expected that Y is too small, for while

X increases, Y decreases when the T /T.^1 upstream conditions are s max e 1
met (the linear analysis of Auer et, al,). The initial plasma is

often in thermal equilibrium between species so that T̂ V̂T̂  ̂ is

reasonable (the Culham shock); when T <T.,Y is further reducede X

(Garching) and in any case remains of order so that Yx^ is small. 

No fluctuations have been observed in the foot. The simulations 

of Auer et al. mentioned above, and those of Biskamp
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and Welter show evidence of fast ion beams downstream, implying 

that non-linear attenuation of the ion beams is at least incomplete.

This latter paper also suggests that damping of the magneto-sonic 

wave train found behind low-M shocks,, occurs when reflecting ionsaare 

present They show that a fast ion beam may efficiently damp the

wave train. This is indirect evidence of the fast beam surviving in fi

the shocked plasma. The examples (b) and (c) of Fig, 2.3 are then
$doubtful sources of complete ion turbulent heating, in L^. The 

situation (a) has not been analysed.

The Earth's bow shock gives support.for a laminar ion behav-
21 tiour . Stable electron distributions have been shown to occur on %

scales Lr̂ C/ojp̂ , while dissipation of a high velocity ion component

takes about 100 C/m .. The form of the electron distributions is Y

typical of electron instabilities seen in Laboratory shock waves; Î

the narrow L^^jC/m^^ is accepted as compatible with an electrostatic

instability of Buneman^^ The fast ion beam was deduced from the

observation of strong variation in structure with the angle of 4

21observation. This reference , is important for the following 

reasons. It was found that the bulk of slow ions downstream is 

adiabatically heated if the ions have three degrees of freedom, m^=3.

If m^<3, then non-adiabatic heating occurs. But it is found, too, 

that this heating is always about four times smaller that that of 

the whole plasma, including the fast beam. The latter has a density 

about 10% of the total. There is thus observed large energy in the 

fast component, downstream. The electron temperature is always less 

than that of the ions (as in the Garching experiments), so that 1

■JI
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heated electrons, m^=3. There is thus tentative support for ignoring 

turbulence ion heating. The absence of ion turbulence at low M<M*,

electrons play a decreasing role in energy dissipation in this high-M |

shock. These observations were made in a region where the complex Bow 

Shock was approximately of perpendicular type. x
IOther sources of ion heating have been proposed, but none have |
1:

been as favourable as the ion-ion instability. The electrostatic sub- s
i9shock is discussed by Biskamp . The strong electrostatic oscillations

could cause the trapping of some slow-moving ions. But the work of ^
ÿ

Eselevich et al. has showed that the subshock is co-incident with the 

appearance of reflecting ions; it is just these ions that would be ,#

trapped. Further, at very high Mach numbers, the subshock disappears -Y

altogether, while the ions continue to be heated (as deduced by R^<1).

Biskamp concludes that any ion heating would be insignificant in the f

subshock.

The indications are that the processes above are inadequate to 3
Iexplain ion heating as a turbulence phenomenon. A much stronger approach |

is possible, when a laminar study is examined.

References show that sufficient energy is carried by the

reflecting ions to account for the ion heating. This energy is gained 

in the (laminar) reflection orbit upstream of the shock, in the two &

degrees of freedom perpendicular to the magnetic field. But it was f
8 ^deduced by Kornherr , on observations of the shocked plasma, that ion 3

temperature levels may best be understood by m^=2. For the turbulence- ,i

■I:the similarity of the resistive profiles at both high and low Mach |
%
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:
5 
1I
1

Inumber, the stability of the foot at M>M*, with its dimensions very

close to those of an unimpeded ion orbit, and the absence of the 1
idownstream magnetosonic wave-train when M>M*, together with the

deduction of m. = 2 , the generally low growth-rates of the ion-ion -t‘1
streaming instabilities, and the high (kinetic) energies of the 

fast reflected ions, make a laminar study even more viable.

Maxwellian distribution both upstream and down of the shock.

I
The intriguing problem of a non-adiabatic heating mechanism 5

in laminar profiles arises - a situation where ion entropy is 

preserved in the collisionless plasma.

vii/ Confirmation with the Rankine-Hugoniot Relations. The 

Culham and Garching experiments both satisfy the conservation relat- 

ions. The Culham experiment at M<M* gives good comparison of total %
Iheating (calculated from the R^H relations) with electron heating.

This confirms the early indirect evidence of zero ion heating, while %
■>

supporting the use of the conservation relations in a form assuming Y

7The Garching experiments , in measuring all unknowns (except *
3electric potential which does not appear in the conservation relations), 

including ion temperature directly, satisfy the R-H relations. This 

confirms their use when M>M*, when gyrating ions can lead to strongly 

non-Maxwellian distributions in the downstream.
2 2The R-H relations are accurate to order M /M. and V /C , ande 1

require Maxwellians. Over a wide range of parameters these approx

imations are satisfactory - including all laboratory shocks examined 

here.
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From the above, all explanations of observed ion heating are 'I
3in some way unsatisfactory; they all insist on turbulent heating. 3,
ii

It is this idea which marks the departure point for this thesis. -

The question is asked whether ion dynamics in smooth electric %
Iand magnetic fields can raise the temperature of the ions. Such . .*

orbits will automatically conserve ion entropy. A steady-state I

profile for the ion motion has been noted in i/ above, and so the |

ion study becomes completely time independent. If the time component •

is switched off, then all the above mentioned ion heating mechanisms

are blocked. The orbit of an ion is unperturbed and is such that the

ion Larmor radius is very much greater than shock thickness, r^>>L^.

The ions see a very rapid change in fields in the shock, almost a %

step-function change, and so are unable to follow their drift orbits.

This is in contrast to the electron behaviour where r <<L , and theire s1unperturbed orbits are equipotentials. The ions then depart from 

equipotentials along what might be called non-adiabatic orbits (the 

ion gains or loses energy). Since adiabatic flow requires Maxwellian 

distributions (entropy is always conserved in the collisionless 

plasma) it is expected that non-adiabatic heating must appear as a 

departure of the ion distribution function from Maxwellian, An 

extreme example is the bump-in-tail distribution as proposed in Fig.

2.3. This is in contrast to gas-dynamic shocks where the Maxwellian 

form is conserved (by collisions), and so entropy must increase.

In the next section this idea is placed on a firm theoretical 

footing. The relevance of the mechanism to shock waves must be 

judged. Accordingly, following sections will be devoted to the cons

truction of a laminar, but kinetic theory, Model of a shock wave, 

and to the investigation of its properties. The model may be regarded
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first of all as a solution of an arbitrary entropy-preserving ion-

heating problem, to demonstrate the mechanism. But second, the

Model may be sensibly compared with experimental results.

The approximation to a study of a pure laminar theory allows

no simultaneous comparison with the turbulent heating mechanism

proposed elsewhere. These must be assessed independently for the

dominant phenomenon. But this section ends with a quote from the

early 1954 review of shock waves in collisionless plasmas, by R.Z.
22Sagdeev , which reflects the attitude towards ion dynamics carried 

in this thesis:

"One feels that a natural and reasonable approach to the theory of 

collisionless shock waves should start with a laminar theory, based 

on the notion of regular oscillations. The stability of the solutions 

so obtained would be examined. Finally, in the unstable cases (and 

when no laminar solutions exist) the turbulence question should be 

examined. "

He was referring to the behaviour of plasma modes in the shock, but 

recognition of the shock as itself a wave with laminar and turbulent 

properties makes the attitude applicable. The simplest possible case 

should be examined first.
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/•P (x,t) = M / d^v (v-v ) (v-v ) f (x,v,t) (3.1)=s —  s i  —  — s ----s s —  —

where

3. On Temperature in a Collisionless Shock

Given the species distribution function at some point in space 

and time, then its first, second and third moments are identified 

with the macroscopically observed quantities, density, momentum and i

pressure, of some statistical assembly. In particular, the plasma 

pressure is given by

On scales longer than the times to thermalization of the species 

when distributions become Maxwellian, the tensor nature of may be 

made to vanish, and indeed the species label as well, for equipartition :;f

of energy is implied as a few collisions are always present. By a 

suitable choice of co-ordinate axes, the components of P^ are reduced ,-i

to the diagonal elements only (rotation of an axis to lie along the 

drift direction, v ). The pressure is the same in all directions, and 

the internal energy is the sum of (in degrees of freedom) equal 

components. If P^ is an element of the diagonal, then temperature is 

defined as T^ ()(,t) = P^ (x̂ yt) / (x_,t) , suitable for adiabatic flow

(entropy is automatically conserved).

On times of interest much shorter than thermalization time, 

spatial anisotropy must be considered. Again by rotation of the axes i



T (x,t) = p (x,t) / N (x,t) (3.3)=s —  =s —  s ■—
Each component of is a measure of the non-flow energy of the

plasma, associated with the direction i, i=x,y,z. The sum of the

(scalar) diagonal components is a total non-flow energy. (It is in

fact not necessary that T^ be diagonalized, as this sum is

invariant under rotations). If M is the degree of freedom of thes
species, then temperature defined as &T../M can be different from1 11 s
each component T^^. Definition (3.3) follows naturally from the 

moment P^, and in particular, will be relevant downstream of a 

laminar shock wave for the following reason. The orbits of ions will 

be composed of circular Larmor orbits, super-imposed on the down-
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to lie along the drift v , of the bulk fluid, the pressure tensor 

can be reduced to a diagonal form. But the components of the 

diagonal will not be the same; in a plasma this may reflect the free - 3

flow of charges along the magnetic field direction, with motion 

perpendicular to the field restricted by Larmor gyration. This 

leads to the "two-temperature" MHD theories. In the shock wave it ■ .■■■; 
?

is possible to imagine strong x-dependence across the shock. There #

is no z-dependence at all in the perpendicular case. The gyration 

of reflection ions in the y-direction may hold different the x- 

and y- dependence. It is then possible that the downstream state 

requires a "three-temperature" study! |v

Quite pedantically, from the pressure tensor, a "temperature h

tensor" may be formed



Entropy is given in the laminar fields by

.,t)

P = M =s s
+ A / f (x,v,t)lnf (x,v,t) d^v — ' s   s -----

= 2s + (3.5)
Here x, and t are fixed. If F =/g  d^v, then the variation, 9 P—  =s y=s =8
may be carried inside the integrals to become the variational

problem ôG = O. Euler's equations are =s

^dvT " n   ̂ ^ ^ (3.6)
^ where

^11 ^ ' i - *' = -

■ ■■ I
s%
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:

stream drift V_. Temperature, as a measure of internal non-flow :i

energy, then resides in the Larmor gyration, and is an ordered, $

kinetic energy. This is consistent with conservation of entropy t

in the collisionless plasma, in laminar fields. It is just the £
■ Inon-adiabatic nature of such orbits that must be assessed; it has «

been suggested above that, with entropy conserved, non-Maxwellian,
£

anisotropic distributions must occur. £
iThe following important question must then be considered: can 5

a distortion from an initial Maxwellian distribution lead to an
• . 'i

increase in non-flow energy, as defined by equation (3,1), or 4

"temperature" as defined by (3.3), under the constraint that entropy

be conserved? *

S (x,t) -If (x,v,t) In f (x,v,t) d^v = constant (3.4)s —  J s —  —  s -----
23 IiThis is the classic isoperimetric problem . If A is a set ■■£

i
Vof Lagrangian multipliers, then the variation ÔF of F (v,f ,9f /9v)=s =s —  s s - #

is performed where, S

/' - '■
(v-v ) (v-v ) f (x,v,t) d V I

-  - S  -  S --------

T
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Then equations (3.6) yield the tensor

-M (v-v ) (v-v ) - X (1 + In f ) = O (3.7)s  s  s = s
for each element of this tensor it follows that

2
f^(5c,v,t) “ exp - ^s^^ ii (3,8)

lii

at some fixed point (x_,t)

Hence under the constraint (3.4), the pressure is an extremum 

when the distribution presents Maxwell! an cross-sections in each 

orthogonal direction. It is not necessary that the thermal spread in 

each direction be the same. The tensor P^ has been arranged so that 

only the diagonal elements are non-zero. The variation has been 

performed with respect to velocity-space functions only. The 

may be found in the usual way, for a given problem, by normalization 

requirements on f^. in collisional assemblies it is well known that a 

fluid which is adiabatically heated, (so that distributions remain 

Maxwellian and entropy is constant) is in a state of minimum internal 

energy. This is given by

(P /N ) = Constant , or —s s T
o

N s
No

Y-“l
(3.9)

This merely corresponds to the solution (3.8) of the variational 

problem? the consequence of importance to the thesis is that if pressure 

is defined according to equation (3.1), and the species (ions) move in 

laminar, collisionless orbits, then distortion of a distribution from 

Maxwellian represents an increase in the non-flow energy of the species. 

The extremum (3.8) is in fact a minimum. The object of this thesis is 

to estimate the possible distortion heating in shock waves.

Fluid theories, which consider the evolution of systems which 

have been averaged over velocity space, are not aware of detailed
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changes in the particle distributions. The heating mechanism examined 

above then requires the kinetic theory definition (3.1) , rather 

than an averaged or thermodynamics definition of pressure.

The above analysis strictly determines that pressure is 

increased when distributions depart from Maxwellian . Experimental 

observation of shock waves yields instead the temperature of a 

species, which is proportional to the square of the thermal spread.

In the laminar problem of this thesis, temperature is correspondingly 

given by equation (3.3). The variation above is applied at some 

fixed point (2c,t) . The temperature depends on the space and time 

co-ordinates only, by (3.3). Thus it is possible that spatial 

behaviour allows density (̂ , t) to compensate for changes in 

pressure. However, if it is known that cannot have spatial 

dependence, then temperature is proportional to pressure so they 

display the same behaviour.

The initial conditions on the unshocked plasma prescribe, 

given Maxwellians, the conditions far downstream. Then N^, ,

Tg = Tg + T^ are known. If the shocked plasma immediately behind 

the transition has averaged properties , then these persist.

The ion distribution may be distorted in velocity space. It is now 

possible to simply test for a super-adiabatic temperature by 

comparison of observed levels with the equations for adiabatic 

heating (3.9).. However, with Ng/Vg fixed, for a component of (3.3) 

and using (3.9) ,

"̂ 2 ^2̂ ^̂ 2 ^ ^ad^^2 ^ad ' so that
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temperature is expected to be non-adiabatic.

An interesting two-stage process of ion heating is then pro

posed, Distortion of the ion distribution by ion dynamics in the 

Laminar fields is the first stage, extracting upstream kinetic 

energy consistent with the proper slowing of the ions. The non- 

Maxwellian ion distribution, if it is stable, then enters the 

second stage, downstreanv where collisions rearrange the distribution 

of ions as Maxwellian, with possible increase in entropy.

However, the previous section has shown that fast ion beams 

may emerge downstream (Fig, 2,3 (c)), so that the distribution is 'a

unstable. In this case the second stage sees a rapid collisionless 

diffusion in velocity space of the unstable form, into a stable one, 

under the influence of unstable plasma waves. These are a source of 

entropy for the ions. Once stability is reached, collisions will 

establish a Maxwellian.

The second stage operates only on the velocity space of the 

downstream plasma; the conservation relations require that ions and 

electrons leave the shock with equal drifts, V^. The beam velocity 

of the ions including the fast beam must be V^. There is then no 

change in N^, , as even the unstable distribution drifts downstream.

The distortion heating idea above, reverses the attitude of 

current theoretical research into ion heating. Rather than search 

for an ion instability of sufficient growth rate, and turbulence 

energy level, to explain observations, it is now necessary that no
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such instability occurs; for in this case only, can laminar ion orbits 

be expected. A further interesting fact will be demonstrated below, 

when it is shown that so much energy can be fed into the downstream 

by laminar distortion heating, that an ion instability must be invoked 

to suppress the mechanism - indeed a complete reversal of attitude! I;
IThat this is a sensible attack depends on whether the ion %
fdistribution may be expected to distort in crossing the shock. There • f:
w

are some obvious examples that are encouraging.

The previous section has shown that the ion behaviour in the

shock transition is dominated by the electric potential. Thus at low

Mach number, the ions satisfy the energy balance ^MV = ^MV + eij), 

and they are slowed by the electric potential with magnetic field 

effects ignorable. If the observed oscilloscope profile is substituted 

approximately with a step function in c{) and B, then the ions are totally 

(in the transition) unaffected by the magnetic field. The velocity of 41

an ion may then be switched across the shock according to

!- 2- - - ' -I
Vx Y  \  (3,10)

IBut in the collisionless plasma, the distribution function f^, is 

constant on orbits, so that equation (3.10) represents a distortion 

of the axis underneath the distribution. This has the effect 

of large stretching of the axis at ^ 2e#/M, with smaller and

smaller elongation as V increases. This skews the Maxwellian as is
Ishown in Fig. 3.1 . jI

a
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V|

FIG 3.1
Then according to the above theory, roust be heated in

24
excess of adiabatic.

There is an interesting experiment due to Schumacher '. He 

obtained directly a profile for the ion distribution, by a Doppler 

broadening technique, which is shown in Fig, 3.2. The measurements 

were made downstream of a strong shock. Since the initial magnetic 

field was zero, this was not a magnetosonic shock wave, but the 

magnetic field profile was very similar to those of Culham, for 

example. Unfortunately no measure of the electric potential was 

taken, so that the demonstration is not perfect. Yet the similarity 

with Fig. 3.1 (b) is noticeable. In the direction parallel
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side-on

G56IÂ

F IG ,4, Comparison of Doppler broadening of Dg, in end-on and side-on observation.

FIG 3,2
to B, the thermal spread corresponded to simple adiabatic compression. 

The profile shows near perfect Maxwellian form. This is to be 

expected too in the one-dimensional analysis of Fig. 3.1, since there 

is only a potential jump to v^, and thus a broadening in this direct

ion alone.

When the shock is stronger, and the thermal spread of the ions 

increases, it may occur that some ions do not surmount (j), and are 

reflected. They eventually penetrate the potential, and emerge as a 

tail of fast ions ^0,21^ Again in the zero thickness approximation, 

the distribution may appear as in Pig. 3.3
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V,

V.

PIG. 3.3

A cut is effected at 2^^/ R * , where ions are slowed

to rest. The main beam of transmitted ions shows skewing typical 

of the transformation (3.10), The fast tail should itself show a 

vertical face (there is no velocity space diffusion in the time 

independent model) and since f^ is constant on orbits, must main

tain its height (the dotted lines),

The reflected ions are an obvious, extreme, source of

distortion heating. This is encouraging as ion heating occurs

experimentally at M>M*. Pig. 3.1 suggests that non-adiabatic heating 

should occur even at low M<M*. This is not compatible with obser

vation. These examples are strongly directional and may operate in 

reduced degrees of freedom (mu=2). This is in agreement with the

work of Kornherr, ^ and of Schumacher.
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It is noted, here, that if a distribution like that of Pig,

3.3 were to emerge from the rear of the shock, its thermalization

could result in the heating of some electrons. It has been

indicated that and will remain unchanged, as will total

temperature the conservation relations) as

evolves downstream. If were known, in Pig, 3.3, then the

ratio T /T. can evolve downstream. The two-ion-beam instability

very efficiently heats, the ions only (non-linear study due to
17Popadopoulos et al. ) when T ^T.. When T >>T,, a simultaneouse 1 e 1

ion-acoustic instability is observed which heats significant 

electrons. In the former, better than 80% of ordered ion energy 

goes to random ion energy, in the latter it dropped to about 70%.

There is thus an experimental warning. Measurement of ion 

temperature must take into account the possible three-temperature 

state behind the shock, the degree of freedom (to properly calc

ulate adiabatic levels), and should be made as soon as possible 

after the shock has passed.

In the next section, a Model is constructed to test this 

theory. A Maxwellian ion distribution is passed (numerically) 

through shock-like profiles, consistent with conservation relations, 

The distortion heating of the resulting downstream distribution 

is comparable with experiment.
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4. On the Numerical Model

This chapter supplies the primary building block of the thesis, 

where now the emphasis drifts from à general ion heating mechanism as 

in Chapter 3, to a complete self-consistent steady-state study of a 

collisionless shock. The shock must display not only ion heating in 

regions consistent with experiment; outstanding theoretical problems 

in shock physics include determination of the electric potential 

jump, not given by the conservation relations, and an understanding 

of Kornherr's deduction that m^ = 2. Knowledge of the downstream ion 

distribution function gives valuable information of ion instabilities. 

While the primary inspiration for a laminar (as seen by the ions) time- 

independent shock is supplied by the ideas of chapter 3, many results 

of much wider application will occur.

The equations of motion of each ion are followed through the 

shock. Since the shock propagates perpendicular to the magnetic 

field, no motion in the direction of IB(̂ ) is found and the ions move 

only in the two perpendicular degrees of freedom. The numerical 

problem is then going to be of the "simulation" type, the solution 

of which is the ion distribution function, rather than a "continuum" 

type where the Vlasov equation might be solved directly. However, 

instead of calculating the self-consistent time development of the 

electro-magnetic fields and particles to a steady-state as is usual
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7in simulations (an example is quoted above), the shock is regarded 

as ready-formed and constant in time.

To do this, approximations to the observed electro-magnetic 

profiles are chosen. If it is then assumed that these are the real, 

self-consistently evolved profiles, (for (|)(x), B(x)), then the plasma ^

equations reduce to Vlasov's equation for a collisionless plasma.

3f e 9f
- * - â |  + ïr (E(%) + c %  A 2.(2))- = o (4.1)

' f

No time dependence occurs, and since E_(x) , ]B(x) are "known". Maxwell^
iequations need not be solved. This represents a considerable reduction -j,Iin complexity of the problem1 ^

Now it is emphasised that Laminar shock profiles ^(x), B(x) are 

chosen. By Jeans^ Theorem, equation (4.1) and its initial conditions

f. (v, X = -«) (4.2) ^
1 —  ::

Î
are equivalent exactly to knowing the equation of motion of each 

constituent ion. In the given fields, these are now

1dE = 5~ (E (x) + -  v AB( x )), (4.3)
i

with appropriate initial values ^(x = -«>) . (This represents the 

conversion from a "continuum" type problem, (4.1), to a "simulation" 

approach, (4.3)). |

It is further possible to ignore the électrons in the collision

less plasma,* charged species interact through the fields. But the
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chosen profiles "are" the self-consistent fields, and electron effects 

are thus included automatically (as long as laminar ion behaviour is a 

good approximation).

It is noted again that specification of the shock according to 

initial plasma and Mach number, allows, through the conservation relations, 

downstream determination of ^2 '^2'^2' riot the potential (J)̂.

In the shock, thickness is chosen comparable with experiment. As 

a first approximation, a simple linear jump for an observed is assumed. 

Then the potential profile remains undetermined.

As above, the shock frame is chosen so that the ions (and electrons) 

drift from x = -«), perpendicular to the magnetic field, the flow is main

tained by the E ab drift,cE b 'x , where b =B Z and E = ~  V_B_ .  y z— ' -̂ 1 1 —  y C 1 1

The geometry is indicated in Fig. 4.1, in the regions upstream,in 

the shock, and downstream.

1I

i
{

e.

(.k) Ik sUock (ci

PIG 4.1
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It is in this fashion that profiles are chosen for the shock. 

No force parallel to ^  = B z, occurs so the ions are only x, and y, 

dependent. Computing time rises as the power of the dimension so 

this is a valuable time-saving device. Potential {j)̂ is undetermined.

The equations of motion are a map, taking the upstream 

distribution function from velocity space , to downstream velocity 

space Then is the solution sought. From f^, by

taking moments, the density n^, ion flux, / and temperature T^,

may be calculated. Not any level in allov/ed, as these must

be consistent with conservation relations across the shock. From the 

Rankine-Hugoniot relations of section 1, since laminar profiles (Fig. 

4.1) are adopted, the calculated levels must agree with

N.
N. = ^  = 1  f

Bo 8 I

®2x = ''ay

2

= O

A A

It is then required that

n

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

'f

II
■s
II
?"

Here the requirement of charge neutrality forces N^ “ = N, while flux

conservation then gives V = V. = V.e 1
It is seen that B^ is given by equation (4.4), by specification 

of the initial plasma and Mach number.

The vital information not supplied is the value of the electric 

potential jump. The fields cannot, apparently, be constructed.
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ilA
-iHowever, equation (4.4) requires that Jî

(4-7) î
which, ensures that the ions are slowed as much as the electrons; thus

charge neutrality downstream is effected, compatible with the profile

Fig, 4.1. No currents are allowed in the equilibria at + <». Now the

Culham shocks show that the ions are slowed by the electric potential. ^

At least when M<M*, when no ion heating occurs, it is clear that 
2 2'V îsMV_ + ec|>, ~ 1. (4.8) Ï

. I 2 (p I

The equation may be regarded as supplying only an initial estimate of 

(]), in conjunction with (4.4),

But if the ions are slowed by (f>, then the profile (j)(x) must be

chosen so that (4.7) is satisfied. It is expected that v^ will depend ^

quite heavily on (j).

Thus finally, a procedure emerges for the determination of a 

self-consistent system, with ({) now known: an initial estimate of p is 

made (perhaps using (4.8)), for a given shock problem, and added to 

the proper information of (4.4). The ions are integrated through the 

shock and n^, (n^v^) calculated; 

the question:

V l  X =2 7
^2 is asked. If v^ = (n^v^j/n^ is too 

small, (p is reduced, if too big then <j> is increased. By a trial and 

error procedure, it is then possible to interpolate for the correct



ing to = NgVg, and satisfied whatever the value of (p, self-

= y  a V (V)

~ /a^v (V - Vg).(v - Vg) fg (y) (4.9)

i-
A49. I
!1Kvalue of Ï

It is noted that the ion flux across the shock is fixed accord-

consistent, or not. If calculations show that this is not the case, ;<

then flux is lost due to numerical error, or due to ignorance of an

unincluded ion dynamic, |

For some choice of (j) the, in general, incorrect downstream 

conditions occur as the following moment integrations

"2 “ fg (y) - j

•ft

They are performed in two dimensions perpendicular to ]B. No change in |Iupstream values occurs in the direction of B = B z. In the following, #

small letters are reserved for the numerical integration, while

capitals apply to the required conservation levels. |

The problem now arises as to how to devise a numerical technique 

for effecting accurate integrals (4.9). i

The conventional approach to simulation type numerical "experiments" 

consists of the evaluationof the initial distribution of particles, 

forward in time in self-consistent fields, until a shock is formed. The t

numerical particles necessarily simulate the real particles, moving 

forwards into the shock. Downstream, a scatter of particles in will 

occur, even when the initial distribution has been regularly discretized.

The integrations (4.9) must then be performed over this scatter. Numer- «

ically, this would normally involve an intermediate step; a surface »

would be fitted to the data and the integrations performed on this

I
. _.
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I
surface. This adds to the cost of the simulation, while such fitting 

techniques involve a smoothing of the data which reduces the accuracy 

of the integrations. Estimates of downstream parameters are usually |

made visually from phase-space scatters. These simulations are usually 

irreversible, being designed to investigate anomalous transport effects • y

of the turbulent plasma. The system then gains entropy.

The reversible nature of the model proposed here, allows a 

different approach.

B are chosen for convenient upstream initial conditions, which includes

which has the restriction that an odd number of step lengths be taken in

The integrations cannot be computed over the whole of Thus

-I
A regular grid is established on downstream. Values of (|) and |

the specification of T^/T^; this requires use of the conservation ft

relations. The equations of motion of each ion are now integrated 

backwards through the shock, from a point in the regular grid downstream 

to give a scatter of points in the upstream. The value of f^ (which is 

constant on the orbit), is not known until the ion reaches the upstream, -ft

Here the functional form of the initial ion distribution is known, and

so a value of f. may be assigned to each point in the scatter. ft!With f. constant on the ion orbit, this value is then reassigned ftIto the regular grid downstream. Thus an unusually accurate quantitative f
■i

measure of the bulk ion properties is obtained. The integrations of 

equations (4.9) may be performed using the accurate O(h^) Simpson's Rule
j'l

the directions V^,V^. This is not inconvenient. ft

some cut-off when f^ is very small, is chosen, outside of which no f

I



grated forward through the shock to give a scatter in 7/̂ . But then 

the position of peak values of f^ downstream is known. Of course the 

drift is known, so that this is a suitable centre for the grid. 

However, ions gyrating off the shock front give a bump-in-tail type 

distribution in . The forward integration gives the centre of the 

tail which may be remote from the main beam. (But less accurately, 

for the maximum height of the tail depends on the position of the 

division of the upstream distribution into.transmitted and reflected 

ions; this cut is not well known).

Once the high points of the main and reflected beams are known, 

the grid is regularly constructed point by point outwards, in the

51.

significant, contribution to the integrals will occur. This may be 

checked by the conservation of flux, It is not initially

known whether a point in ̂  will integrate back to a region of 

significant f .. This is a draw-back to the method, for considerable • %
^ ; 3

time can be spent adding nothing to the bulk properties downstream in i

a search for large f^.

The attack of the model is to choose the initial conditions,
2with an initial guess for A small sample M of ions may be inte-

I

•Ï

directions to i V , i V . This is done separately for each beam. |îX y %1Simultaneously, the contribution of that particular ion to the moment #
“Iintegrals is calculated, so that no storage of information of any 'ft

single grid point is required.

If the reflected ion contribution is labelled sub-R, and that 

of the transmitted ions, sub-M (the Main beam), then downstream para

meters are calculated finally as
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"2 = "R + "ü

("2^2) = + (n^v^) (4.10)

(”2^2) = < V r )  + '"mT'm)

The outward progression along each direction is halted when the

contribution to these quantities is no longer of interest. The stop 

must also be consistent with Simpson's Rule which requires an odd 

number of grid points.

The equations of motion are, in the shock,

- I  Vy'

M y  = eE + -  V ' b '(x ) (4.11)
dt Y ^ X

The following non-dimensionalization is chosen to facilitate 

comparison of the numerical results with experiment. It follows 

naturally from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations (4.4) to define

n = ^  , _V = ^  , B = B /B (4.12)
1

The natural time of the ion motion is the inverse of the ion Earmor

frequency. It is important that shock thickness be very much less

than the Larmor radius, so that the ions are unable to follow their 

drift orbits. This is equivalent to Gft<<l/tg, where t^ is the time 

for an ion to traverse the shock. Larmor gyration is the source of 

ion non-flow energy in the Laminar model. Then let

t “ t'J2. , X = y  (4.13)

The upstream electric field E^ = is by Maxwell's equations a

constant everywhere, and used to normalize the electric field.
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E = E' / (4.14)

Then equations (4.11) reduce to 

= E + V B(x)
-dt X y (4.15)

= 1 - V B(x) 
dt *

These equations carry the ions forward through the shock, and 

they may be used to plot a rough scatter in to establish the region 

of downstream integration there.

The ions are integrated back through the shock by reversing the 

(now) initial velocities in 2^, with t = 0 there. The sign of is 

changed to ensure a proper drift of the plasma towards x = -°». Then 

equations (4.15) give, in the shock and for backward flow,

*̂ x̂ = -E - ST B(x)
~dt y

(4.16)
= 1 + V B(x), 

dt ^

In the linear profiles, E^ = -^^^x) = constant.

Upstream of the shock, the relevant equations ire, for backward

flow.

av* = _ V
-dt y

== 1 + V
dt *

(4.17)

since E = 0 ,  B^=l.X I

Downstream of the shock, for backward flow they are.
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dV
“dt

X = -Vy

dV
__Xdt

(4.18)

with given by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for an initial choice 

of parameters, P, M (equation (4.4)).

In the regions of equations (4,17) and (4,18), simple analytic 

solutions are possible. These are, for a given ion.

(4.19)
V = V sin (B t + a) , y J. XfZ

where

“ = b7  , Sin'l 1,2

Three basic orbit types can occur, and these are illustrated 

in Fig. 4.2.

(k) Cc)

FIG 4.2
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There is no simple analytic solution for the ions in the strong

shock gradients. The equations are solved for each ion by a standard

IBM Scientific Subroutine. This is a Runge-Kutta algorithm requiring 

equations (4.16), initial conditions x (t = 0), x (t = O), a set of 

error bounds on the output and a time increment. The algorithm self- 

adjusts the time step by repeated halving or doubling, to meet the 

error bounds.

When an ion is reflected from the shock as in Fig. 4,2 (b), the

Runge-Kutta routine is switched off and the analytic equations (4.19)

used to calculate the ion gyration end point on return to the shock.

The time spent by the ion in reflection may be very much longer than

the time spent in the shock; it is always the case that L <<r.=-v /fi, ,s 1 th 1
where r^ is on the scale of the upstream orbit. Thus the analytic 

step represents a considerable saving in computer time. Since the 

downstream state is given by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, the orbit 

of type (c) may be followed there. Then it is possible to keep 

(numerical) flux high. An interesting point occurs in integrating 

from the downstream back through the shock, to the upstream. For orbits 

of type (c) , there are two points of downstream exit from the shohk, 

where the velocity is positive. These are marked (I) and (II) in Pig, 

4.3
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Then it is clear that the starting point of the orbit, in the 

reverse integration, is at I. Thus all points in the downstream grid 

of type II must be ignored, and the model must check for them. Only 

ions on final exit from the shock are included. Thus v^>0 always.

A necessary condition for gyration from II to III, is that
2 2 2 ^(V^ - Vg ) + Vy > Vg. This is not sufficient as the phase

of the ion may carry even such V^>V^ ions safely downstream; thus if

V <0 and I V I > >  I V I , the ion is more likely to be returned to y ' y X
the shock, than if V >0. Thus regions of : V >0 must be excludedy -2 X
from the initial grid. The above example is illustrated schematically 

in Fig. 4.4.

7

FIG 4.3

FIG 4.4
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Their effect is never significant, f^ being very small in the 

neighbourhood of the boundary. Such regions are of course occupied, 

but have no relevance to the far downstream integrations over 

They occasionally occur in the Computations, and f^ is put equal to 

zero. The ion flux always remains high. '

The dependence of the model on shock thickness must be tested.

A sensitive response in temperature say, to a small variation in what 

is a crude approximation to real profiles, will jeopardize the use

fulness of the model. It is useful, then, to construct an = O 

model. It is clear from the Culham experiment, (M<M*) where 1,

that magnetic field dynamics are not important in the shock transition;

an = O approximation is then a sensible venture. In this case, 

the ions are quickly switched through the shock, or reflected and then 

switched through the shock. The solution is then trivial computationally 

(the same "backward" procedure must be used), using insignificant 

computer time. ^

When = O, an alternative approach may be used which avoids

the trial-and-error procedure described above. There the model yields 

a number of function surfaces for variables of interest, over the space 

of independent parameters (M,/3), for some T^/T^. The ordered grid of 

model runs (M,j3 ) is convenient for comparison with experiment, where 

M and are non-dimensional ratios.

When = O, the ions are slowed only by the potential jump,

while the magnetic field in the shock is redundant. Then the new 

independent parameters (v̂ ,(})) and T^/T^ (where v^ is the ion thermal 

velocity) allow the ions to be switched through the shock. Then
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(automatically) is calculated. But then B^ = l/Vg is known 

so that M and P may be calculated from a suitably re-written form |

of the conservation relations. No trial-and-error procedure is

necessary, but the method generates a non-regular scatter of results 

over M,0-space. Further, it is inadequate altogether if significant

orbits of Fig. 4.2 (c) occur, since B^ can be calculated only after 

all the orbits have been followed.

The model generates its own check on accuracy, since the physics 

requires flux be conserved, N^V^ = ^2^2* This quantity shows that 

first, all orbit types have been included, and second, whether a 

sufficient number of ions is used to afford an accurate Simpson's 

integration. The step-size in may be chosen different in the V 

and V directions. Further, different meshes may be used over the
y

main beam, and the usually well-resolved reflected ion beam. The 

number of ions taken through the shock varies in the region 200-400, 

requiring computer time (on an IBM 360/44, with 88K Machine) of order 

30-90 minutes. When L̂ =j= O, the model is clearly expensive, and made 

more so by the trial-and-error procedure, and the necessity of 

occasional searches of by forward integration of ions. These times 

may then be doubled (at least) for a realistic estimate of computer 

time per self-consistent shock solution. When = 0/ computer time 

drops to less than 5 minutes per solution. The numerical ion orbit 

is checked for accuracy, by occasionally integrating forward and 

backward through the shock, requiring that it return to its point of S
I'

departure. I|
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The accuracy of interpolation between two or more guesses to a 

solution, will depend on the nature of the locus of such solutions.

A linear interpolation is desirable due to large computing times. In 

most cases, this locus is found to be monotonie through the Rankine- 

Hugoniot levels, and approximately linear. Then even a coarse set of 

guesses will yield quite accurate results.

At large values of the ion thermal spread, computer time is high. 

Flux loss is held low at a few percent. But under these conditions 

curves may be checked fluent with an occasional very accurate integ

ration, and with the easily obtained =j= O case.

Typical experimental errors at the Culham and Garching 

Laboratories are in the region of ^ 15%. The accuracy of the model is 

always better than 10% (measured by flux loss), The viability of the 

heating mechanisms of the model may then be sensibly compared with 

experiment.

The model for a perpendicular, collisionless, plane, shock wave 

has been suggested. In the collisionless, time-independent system, ions 

follow unperturbed orbits so that the ion distribution is constant on 

an orbit. In pre-chosen shock-like profiles, the downstream ion 

distribution is found by integrating ion orbits back through the shock 

wave to the upstream where the initial Maxwellian is known (in 

functional form), Relocation of this value at the downstream allows 

integration for moments of f^ to be made over a regular grid in 

velocity space. Ion velocity so calculated must be compatible with 

the jump condition V^B^= ^2^2* adjustment of the undetermined

electric potential (not given by the conservation relations), this



while strong =}= 4 studies are suggested; every ion, in a distorted

distribution, rotates in Larmor circles about the plasma drift thus 

causing the whole distribution to rotate - the effect of such rotation 

will be considered. The graphic display further offers information on 

the physics of the distortion, and so of the ion dynamics.

The model is non-physical. Thus the linear profiles used below 

cannot occur for they contain points of uncertain derivative, not allowed 

by Maxwell's equations (away from sources, etc,). It is not yet 

demonstrated from the Vlasov-Maxwell equations, that stationary shock 

waves exist at all turbulent electron heating has been observed in 

all collisionless shock waves. There is a further aspect in which the 

model is, pedantically speaking, nonyphysical. It has as its nature
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condition is met. A complete self-consistent solution then evolves, 

with (j) determined,

The model is highly idealized, allowing principally no time «

dependence of the ion distributions. It is expected that when M>M*, 

they are two-ion-beam unstable. The dominance of distortion heating s

can only be estimated.

An important data output used below, is a computer-drawn display

of a three-dimensional perspective of f^ over 7^, The heavily distorted 

shapes so derived, indicate the presence of non-adiabatic heating as in 

§3, The integrals would show this result quantitatively, but the

topology of f^ is strongly suggestive of instability studies; thus ion- 

ion instability is shown.,, the T 4 Tn instabilities of Harris appear.

1

4
that it cannot explain the presence of the modelled components, |

1
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This is not the situation in numerical solutions of the full '4
i

equations. The assumptions of a simulation routine are very simple, 

and physical, at least when a sufficiently powerful computer is 

available. The best simulation uses the plasma equations to approx

imate away terms that are inaccessible. No artificial form for

significant variables is proposed, as in a model. The power of the S

model idea lies in reducing the complexity of the problem.

The resemblance to reality of the numerical simulations is

often startling. The time sequence of shock profiles of Biskamp 
20and Welter , seems perfect rerun of an experiment. Here lies a 

further problem of the simulation. The shock has been stressed as %

a multi-component event of great complexity. The best simulation 

will be a numerical rerun of an experiment; it will show all the 

detail of the real shock.

Simulation shock waves are becoming increasingly complex. Under- Ï

standing the shock wave resides in isolating the independent events 

of the complex. Optimally ^these events are presented as analytic 

solutions of the relevant differential equations. They must of course f
A:be tested against experiment, and here arithmetic begins. As the $

mathematical knowledge retreats from analytic solutions, back towards 

mere presentation of the differential equations and boundary conditions, %

the arithmetical link broadens into numerical techniques. It is 

symptomatic that the more difficult the differential equation is to 

solve, the wider is the numerical band between theory and experiment, g

Thus it is interesting to regard the model above, in its simple form, 

as being closer to the solution of the Vlasov equation in laminar fields, 

than a simulation might be to the full Vlasov-Maxwell equations. It is A

'A
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interesting, too, that the more simple the model the more it departs 

from reality. Thus the simplification is potentially closer to its 

disproof. Failure of the model destroys the assumptions of the

model once and for all.
r 27L There is an interesting short story due to Borges , He tells

of an ancient map - making guild which, ever dissatisfied with its 

maps of the World made then larger and larger until an accurate 

reproduction of the World was created. This short, short story ends 

as soon as it has begun by relating the grim fact that traces of this 

now obsolete map may still be found in remote regions of the Sahara.]

In the following sections, the model is compared with experimental 

results, and then extended by parameter studies. The former yields 

information on the structure of a particular shock, the latter on the 

relative influence of shock parameters.
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§5 On the Culham and Garching Experiments

The model is explicitly designed to test the nature of ion heating.

This only occurs in M>M* shocks, so that other examples might be ignored.

However, from the above sections, it has been pointed out that an

undetermined shock parameter is the electric potential. Thus the M<M*
%

model will give a comparison (when no ion heating occurs), with M<M* |

experiments where potential has been measured. Such a shock is the

Culham example, where M^'V2,5<M*, 0=0,04, Further, their M>M* shock “5

will give comparison of potential and ion heating. The Garching shocks

were designed to test the T ^T. dependence of shock structure; as ae 1 ■ h

spin-off of this program, ion thermal behaviour is amplified. Thus it &

may be hoped that the definite (direct) ion heating measurement at 

Garching can be repeated. Thus their M>M* shock is studied. They give 

no measure of electric potential.

(a) The Culham Shocks. The two experiments may be usefully --ff

numbered Cl (at M = 2.4<M*,0 = 0.04) and C2 (at M = 3.5>M*; 0 = 0,1),

Since no ion heating has yet been measured when M<M*, the model. Cl, #

I

must show ignorable heating, in particular, few reflection ions should 

be observed, while small departure from Maxwellian of the ion distri

bution should occur. At M>M*, C2 should show these effects very strongly,
Î

Figures 5,1 and 5.3 show the computer-drawn topography of the ion -.4
/

distributions of Cl and C2 respectively.
:"i
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It is surprising then, that Fig. 5.1 shows strong distortion.

There is elongation in the direction V^, of the shock propagation.

The elongation at small is typical of the transformation of the 

axes under the distribution, - 2(j) ' (in non-dimensional

form) as discussed in §3. There is evidence of a small vertical cut 

at = O, with traces of reflecting ions occurring far into the first 

quadrant.

The behaviour is dominated, apparently, by the electric 

potential, with minimal ion reflection, in keeping with experimental 

observation when M<M*. The value M^2.4 is quite close to the 

critical Mach number, M*'v2.5 (as given by Kornherr indicating 

that a quite.sharp emergence of reflecting ions occurs at M>M*. It 

is noted that the displays Fig. 5.1, 5.3, are generated under the 

convenient approximation L^=0. A comparison of such presentations, 

with an case, is given below; no significant changes occur. The

quantitative calculations are performed, of course, with Fig.

5.1 has no V^- dependence then, and so pure Maxwellian cross-sections 

occur, unchanged from the upstream. The V^-sections show significant 

stretching at low-V^, with only small visual change from Maxwellian 

at higher values.

Quantification of the distortion heating held in such a 

distribution gives, for M<M*,

h a  / h i  ~ 4.4 , while T .2 / ~ 1-8 (5-1)

Thus even the low-Mach number shock finds ion heating. This result is 

reconciled with experiment for the following reason. The total down

stream temperature may be calculated from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations.
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and since laminar fields are assumed downstream held

constant) then by conservation of energy, is constant so that a

comparison of the non-Maxwellian model with the R-H relations is

permitted. Then the results (5.1) above show that ion heating is

only ^3,3% of the R-H level. The errors in measurement of electron

temperature at Culham are 4̂  15%, so that detection of this small

energy is impossible. The information (5,1) is then of no use in

the verification of the model. The potential jump is found to be

2  0.4, and this may be compared with experiment. Fig. 5.2 is a

reproduction of the observed profiles of electric potential and

magnetic field, taken from the first (1965) paper of Paul et al.^.

The shock transition is marked, while the potential scale (volts)
2is duplicated by a non-dimensionalized (with respect to e/MV^ )

statvolt scale. The very smooth rapid transition is noted in Fig.

5.2 (a), where M<M*. In Fig. 5.2 (b), the foot structure is found,

indicating reflecting ions at M>M*. The rise (|) 0.4, of the

model, is then roughly comparable with example (a). As measured

by the ratio of electric potential to the loss of beam kinetic
2energy of cold ions, R^ = 2^/(l-V2 ) in non-dimensional form,

R^ 2  0,96; experimentally, R^^l is claimed, and a favourable comp

arison may be made. An estimate from ,over/
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M** 2 5 Bï-Bïe
V2-4x!0»cm/tc.

I 2*0 r* Ma -37
- 800

- 200

■ 100

Time (Dsec)

w  M < n *

(.W H > h *

FIG 5.2

Fig. 5.2 (a), of the potential, gives /,(() 0.37, which is thus over

estimated by the model by some 8%.

Comparison may be made with C2 on two points - the ion temp

erature and electric potential. Here, the upstream j3 is increased 

from J3 =0.04, to 0= 0.1. Examination of the schematic distributions 

of Fig, 3.3 (a), (b), suggests that the number of reflected ions can 

be dependent on both the thermal spread of the distribution, and on 

the self-consistent value of the electric potential. The Culham 

experiments were varied by changing the initial magnetic field, but

keeping the initial upstream plasma temperature fixed. Thus T^^~.0033,
2T^^'V.0036 { in units of velocity V^, and expressed as 2v^ , where v^ 

is the ion thermal velocity). Comparison of the main beam of Fig.5,3, 

with Pig. 5.1, shows no visually perceptibly broadening. Since
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2 .ÿ/3 = N.k(T^ + T^)/(B /Sir), P is increased by a reduction of initial 

magnetic field. Since the ion thermal spread does not increase, the 

important changes when M>M*, are due to the electric potential.

iThe model finds c|>„ 0.43, The ratio R 0.96, is again high,Z —  9 —
in spite of ion heating, but the Culham team noted that in their

I
shock R̂ '\'l, M>M*. The model then has favourable agreement through •

R , while the experimental value for cl> gives, as estimated crudely *
"Ifrom Fig. 5.2(b), almost precise agreement. It remains to examine $

the nature of the temperature jump.

In the case of the M>M* shock, these are, from the model,

^ 2  ^i2^  a, 17.4 r ~  2  5.6 (5.2)
il lad

Then the model

predicts strong non-adiabatic heating of the ions. The non-flow 

energy in the downstream is held in two degrees of freedom perpen- |

dicular to the magnetic field, and is held predominantly in the 

emergence downstream of a high-velocity tail of reflected ions. In "I

spite of recrossing the shock potential, they retain enormous energy.

With the total heating of (5.2) in mind, the breakdown into main 

beam, and that of reflected ions gives,

*̂ i2 *̂ i2 ^122  17.4 , T " 2  5 . 5 , ^  ~ 1.8 (5.3)
il il main beam iad main beam

Where the

adiabatic heating of the main beam is estimated using the total initial 

temperature. Only some 30% of the total energy resides here. The last «

result of (5.3) shows that the main beam is not heated significantly,

as compared with the M<M* shock. The ratio of energies in the main
'#1
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and reflected beams is

Tail ^ Main beam ~

Comparison with experiment is rather vague, due to the nature 

of the experimental results. These are shown in Fig, 5,4,

-, 2-0
ÛB_ (experimental)too
Tj + (computed)SO

(experim ental)

-100 0 100
r(nsec)

FIG 5,4
The measured conservation level is T + T. = 72 eV, The peake 1

electron temperature, in L^, is calculated by extrapolating the 

measured results back so that the temperature profile corresponds with 

that of the magnetic field. When the error in this method, is super

imposed on the 2  15% error loss, quite a large lee-way for the deter

mination of ion. temperature results. Peak electron heating in is 

given by Paul et al, at T^^ 66 eV, This represents an ion jump

T. ^ 6eV, or a ratio T. /T. ^ 5. No direct ion temperature was 

taken. Further, no initial ion temperature was made. This can have 

quite strong effect on the final ion heating. It was calculated that

the initial plasma exists long enough for thermal equilibrium T^^T^
15to occur. These estimates were re-inforced by an MHD model of the 

shock. This suggested a higher conservation level of 84 eV, allowing 

up to about 28% ion heating
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ripe for electron heating (via unstable ion-acoustic modes) in the
19

I
!I

The smallest estimate, with T^g/T^^ 5, observed by Paul, is

a temperature as calculated in three degrees of freedom behind the
I

shock. The model finds T^g/T^^ 17.4, but in two degrees of free-

dom. If this energy is now dispersed in three dimensions, then the

model predicts T /T 6.6. This may be compared with the exper-iz iJL —
imental estimate, but allows for no electron heating in the therm- 

alization of the distribution of Fig. 5.3, Fig, 5.4. shows, indeed, 

a reduction in electron temperature behind the shock which must be 

due to collisions, as thermal equilibrium is reached. The electrons ï-
' Iemerge about 11 times hotter than the ions (in the model 10)r S

and have considerable energy to share. These conditions are also I
two-ion beam instability of Popadopoulos et al.

The comparison then yields excellent agreement of electric 

potentials. The model, when the ion energy is dispersed in three 

degrees of freedom, gives 2  6.6, while the experiment gives 'I

a minimum T. /T \̂;5, (When electrons are considered, the model gives |

T^2/T^2 ~  10f while experiment gives T^2/T^2 ~ Ilf conservation is at .f

72 eV). Thus, with some uncertainty which yet lies principally in the 

small ion heating with respect to the electrons ( 8,3%), the correct 

order of magnitude for ion heating may be claimed. There is then à

support for the laminar ion-heating mechanism, and that the ions have, 

experimentally, two degrees of freedom. Most of the heating is held 

in the fast tail. The matching of the observed foot of Fig, 5,2 (b), 

with the unimpeded orbit of a reflecting ion is forceful suggestion '%

I

I

i
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that some ion heating must be occurring as used in the model.

The ion heating was very tentatively suggested by the Culham team.

The ion energy balance, if there is heating, does not apparently support 

the observed 1, This effect is reconsidered below, where a careful

examination of theoretical predictions for (f> is given, and represents 

new information on shock dynamics: that the reduction of ^ in the balance

2 2 ^MV = hMV^ + ecf) + [heating]1 2  ,
need not be met by the 

ion heating, (This may be roughly understood as an effective increase in 

upstream kinetic energy in the form of the accelerated reflected ions.)

The following data occurs,, in the breakdown into the main and 

reflected beams:

Vg = 0,328 = 0.319 = 1.19

("2̂ 2' = 1-01 (V2>„ = 0-97 W t = °*°4
Thus only about 4% of flux is lost to the reflecting ions. They

have high beam velocities downstream. There is a clear resolution into

main and reflected ions, and only one significant reflection off the shock

front takes place. There is no confirmation for the results (5,4), A

measurement of the density of a fast beam, which is supposed due to
21

reflections, downstream of the Earth’s Bow Shock has been made. It is 

found to be about 10% of that of the main beam. But the conditions are 

not comparable with the Culham shocks, as the initial plasma is of much 

higher  ̂• Some support can be found from a knowledge of the ion densities 

in the "foot".

The nature of the foot has been examined by Phillips and Robson
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They give an estimation for the jump in magnetic field there, in terms 

of the fraction of reflected ions. This is
2

b = ■    = fG • — -----  , G-ve , (5.6)
2 - 1  1Bi - 1

in an

approximation of small b, f. Only the crudest estimate has been obtained |

from the model, for the density of the gyrating ions. The reflected ion 

beam has a flux downstream of ^3.6%. Its mean velocity is ^1.2, and 

after switching it back through the shock, should enter the shock with 

velocity, upstream, of ~1.3. Then the density of only those ions enter

ing the shock, is f^ ~ •028. To this should be added the density of ions 

leaving the shock by reflection. Regarded as accelerating from zero, |

back down the shock, and as having the same flux as when they enter the 

downstream, then f^ 2  -038. At the shock front the total density is

estimated. From the observed height of the Culham foot, (5.6) gives an 

independent estimate for f. These are from model and (5.6) respectively. f

f 2  0.07 f 2  0.08 (5.7)

There is thus

reasonable agreement. But the densities upstream will have a difficult 

X- dependence in general, and no profound support for the model results.

No explicit study of the dynamics of the foot has been attempted here.

The growth of the magnetic field, its sensitivity to f, and to upstream 

perturbations remain a largely open research area.

The illustrations Fig. 5.2, show the smooth profiles in B and (}>.

These have been substituted by linear profiles which ignore the foot i

i
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structure. A quick estimate of the stability of the model solutions 

may be made by approximating = O. Then it is found that no 

significant change in any variable occurs. This is studied exten

sively below, but one interesting change emerges. From the results 

of (5.4), the downstream ions have no drift to the y-direction after 

leaving the shock. At the experimental value of L^, the flux in that 

direction of the reflected ions is balanced by an opposite drift of 

the main beam. In the shock, these ions will see an averaged Lorentz

force - —  V B y .  When L = O, no such force occurs, and so there is C X 2?- s
no balance of ion flux. Conservation relations require that = 0 .

This results in considerations of shock thickness, below.

The effect of curving the profiles so that they merge smoothly 

with the upstream and downstream, merely alters the effective shock 

thickness. With respect to all variables, no significant change occurs.

As long as ion currents in the shock are small (it is noted that the• 

reflected ions have strong V in the shock, but small density), their
y t

effect on field gradients is small. From Amperes Law in the Culham 

shock, dB/dx = -J^ 2  50, while for the tail "v .05, being lOOO 

times smaller. The linear profiles are then adequate.

The effect of the foot has small consequence to the ion dynamics.

Being on the scale of the ion Larmor radius, they will see only a slow 

change in electric and magnetic fields. Since the effects of distortion 

heating of the transmitted ions, even in the resistive shock, are small 

(at least at the Culham parameters), there is no need to examine the

laminar dynamics of the ions in the foot.
I

J
.
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of reflecting ions.

These shocks seem ideal candidates for the model, as no explicit

M M . 9, (i ^ 2.6, Tg/T^ 'Xv 0.16, = 0.5 C/m

observed laminar fields, a run was attempted.

In the model, the "independent" variable in finding a solution

Thus some optimism for an agreement of the model with observations 

is felt. The mechanism of distortion heating is proposed and exhibited 

by the model, and displays temperatures that are of the order of those 

observed. The selfrconsistent electric potential generated by the model
(

is comparable with experiment. \

(b) The Garching Shocks. While only about 3.3% of total heating-------------------------------------------------------------------  'Î
resides in the ion component of the Culham shock waves, the Garching S

i
experiments of Kornherr , and Kielhacker et al. , for example, have g

8T.>T everywhere. The prediction of , is that under the conditions |1 e I
P 2.6, MM.9>M*, T^g/T^^ ^ 7.5. Such heating is easily measured by |

the experimenter and the model may be sensibly tested. Again shock |

profiles were found to be smooth and stationary, so that laminar profiles ij

could be considered. Shock thickness is L 0.5 C/(o ..s pi
A second experiment with MM.7<M*, and j3 '^0,4 showed no ion |

heating. There is no apparent change of the two profiles. Thus as in

the Culham example, the ions are unlikely to see turbulence at M>M*
6this shock shows a "foot" in profiles , thus confirming the presence -t

study of ion heating has been performed at other laboratories. Accord- f

ingly, at the parameters

and in the
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is the unknown electric potential. This must be varied until the ions 

reach a proper downstream drift, Vg = Vg, consistent with the equili

brium there,

A plot of v^ with <j) is shown in Fig. 5.5

0 3

Tĉ

FIG 5.5

The hard line is the locus of the (not self-consistent) solutions 

for the total ion component. The dashed line represents the drift of 

the main transmitted beam. These make clear the effect of the fast 

reflected ion flux downstream. The electric potential is never sufficient 

to slow them consistent with the conservation relations, their velocity 

rising steeply as (j) increases. The main beam cannot be easily slowed. 

Self-consistent solutions occur when the hard curve intersects the hor

izontal line v^=Vg.

Thus it is apparent that there is a limited solution subspace of 

the 14, j3-plane, available to the model. The space of solutions should be 

delineated, while the apparently suitable Garching experiments with

I
iI
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laminar steady-state fields, and measured ion dynamics, should be

examined, if only to give a physical feel for the reasons for the

model’s collapse.

It is noted now, that in the region of the minimum of v^, the

model predicts fj^2^'^iad while Kornherr experimentally deduces

T.^/T, , 7 + 1^. Again most of the ion heating is due to thei2 rad —
reflected ions. But it is further indicated that the density of the 

reflected beam, and its velocity, are increasing and thus growth rates 

of the ion-ion streaming instability increase. It is suggested then 

that the trapping of a few slow ions in the transition (the very ions 

that will be reflected) by a low level of ion-seen turbulence, might 

reduce the ability of the fast beam to overshoot the potential jump. 

Such ions will emerge in the main beam. Some heating can be sacrificed,

In the following sections, the physically relevant shocks will 

be examined first. Explanations of shock behaviour due to ion dynamics 

are examined in detail. In this, the advice of Sagdeev is followed, 

to investigate the simple, laminar, case first. Only in later sections 

will the appearance of turbulence in the model be discussed.
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6 On the Ion Distribution Function

Some importance may be attached to the three-dimensional displays

of the downstream ion distributions. Without them, the mechanics of

the distortion is obscure. A number of these have been generated, and

will appear in later sections. In this section, the shape is considered

for a particular example.

The displays are drawn over a regular grid in . Construction of

the surface is not automatic with the running of a model shock. The
2grid size is limited to 121 ions, which is seldom compatible with the

requirements for accurate integration over fl^f in general, the smooth

main beam can be described over a coarse grid size, while the small

sharp tail (Fig. 5.3) requires a finer. It is apparent from Fig. 5.3,

that the tail as drawn would not give accurate definition of f^g* Thus

each display requires special construction.
The figures 5.1, 5,3 above are drawn in an approximation of zero

L^. In Figs* 6.1, 6.3, two runs at M=2.4, 0=0.1, with shock thickness

L =1/6 V-/JÎ. ^ 16 C/ü) and L =0, respectively. Figure 6.1 is supple- S X i s
mented by a scatter of orbit end-points in iĴ , created by a forward 

integration of ions (dispersed on an initial regular grid over the ion 

Maxwellian), ' This holds further useful information on the ion dynamics. 

Shape is given to the scatter by truncating f^ at some suitably chosen 

contour of constant f^ in the distribution topography, so as to show 

the elongation of the main beam, and the position of the tail. The 

scatter is shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Many points arise. The very clear separation into reflected and trans

mitted ion beams is again clear. The former beam has a considerable 

drift, +V^, while the total drift relative to the main beam is of order 

2V^. The initial upstream ion distribution is extremely localized at 

these small values of (= h0)f which in the non-dimensionalized model 

is essentially a measure of thermal spread. Thus the reflected ion 

beam, sliced by the potential from a narrow f m a y  be expected to be 

itself localized. In the time-frozen model, no diffusion in velocity 

space will occur, both to create a monotonie type distribution (stable) 

and to remove the vertical faces in the main beam and tail (non-resonant 

velocity space diffusion). Then again, the topology of the surface f^^ 

is maintained, with the vertical face well defined. The localized low-# 

tail is effectively turned by the potential at a single point close to 

the rear of the shock. As ion thermal spread increases, so significant 

ions are reflected from all points in the shock, helping to broaden the

tail. The resolution of the tail is reduced further, at high j3̂ , as 

illustrated in Pig, 6,4,

I

FIG 6,4



there is no vertical cut at V =0 in the tail.X
It is apparent from Fig. 6.1 that slopes of f^ up to the face 

of the tail are very steep. There are problems here in the numerical 

integration of the tail. The first lies in the precise location of 

the vertical face. The tail is located by a course forward scatter as 

in Fig. 6.2, but most of the contribution from the tail comes from the 

region very close to the vertical face. It is thus often necessary to 

run a fine-scale search along a line constant, through the tail, to 

find a point such that f^^^ (in the tail) 'v f(v̂ =0). Just one such 

point in the tail is sufficient to allow the outward progression of the 

model, point by point, from that point, and yet maintain high flux.

The face in the tail is rotated so that it is no longer parallel to

83.

If the ion at point I(a) is bounced off the electric potential 

(say Lg=0), it reappears in velocity space at the point 11(a), It 

then gyrates gaining energy to III(a), remote from the initial circular 

contour. In example (b), the same contour in a much hotter ion dist

ribution, will result in the ion at 1 (b), re-emerging in velocity space 

at 11(b), a small increase in ion energy. It then gyrates to Ill(b),

where it re-enters the shock front. If L O, then no distortion ofs —
the distribution in the V^-direction occurs, and the tail of example 

(b) is then less remote from the main beam, after crossing the shock, 

than example (a). This is illustrated below. Typical of the hot 

Garching ion beams, is a bridging of the two beams.

The figures show that only one significant reflection off the #

shock front is necessary at low ]8 . This may be seen by the fact that

■Ï
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that of the main beam. Each ion in the tail is locked into its

Larmor orbit in the reflection procedure, and then has a shock

transition time to gyrate about B, taking the distribution with it.

The angle of the face to the V^-axis is always small. Thus while

the high-point of the tail is accurately calculated, the numerical

progression along a Cartesian grid will see the peak values of f,

along the cut, disappear into the discrete grid. However, the tail

is quite localized in = constant cross-sections, so that location

of f (in the tail) gives sufficient accuracy, max
The Simpson rule is of course very accurate. The requirement 

of an odd number of grid points, and the cuts in the beams make the 

numerical procedure slightly more involved. Fig. 6.5 indicates 

schematically how the Rule fits its parabolas to the very steep tail, 

as even or odd points are chosen.

/ t

(A) (I)

FIG 6.5

..̂1
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Examples (a) and (b) will show very different heights in comparison 

with f(V^=0), at the cut in the main beam. Large amounts of reflected ion 

flux may be lost, or when the beam is small, large thermal energy cont- '"I

ributions (In Fig. 6,1, this represents some 80% of total heating downstream),

Example (c) represents the way the model is designed to use the (current) 

three grid points. Accurate contribution to the left of the face occurs;

the region to the right clearly deminds a fine grid size. If the parabolas V

were shifted one point either way, a strong over-estimate of flux would ;f;

occur. In the main beam, this problem is overcome by starting the integ

ration at the face, V =0. This is not convenient in the tail where the j
X  j

face- is not well-defined.

The transmitted ions show a number of properties as well. First the 

expected elongation of the distribution along the direction of shock prop- f

agation is found, and is apparently the same in both L^=0, L^=l/6 % V^/0^

shock waves. In the latter case (Fig. 6.1) the whole beam has been rotated 

through some angle, again in the sense of ion gyration about B^. The degree 

of rotation is dependent on transition time, and of course on a complicated 

variation with B^(x) in the shock. From Fig, 6.1, or Fig, 6.2, this rotation 

when L^ 4 O, is not very strong. When the magnetic field dynamics in the 

shock is ignored, by setting L =0 , no such rotation can occur. From a comp- I
'J

arisen of Figs. 6.1, 6.3, this would appear to be the only change. It is 

not surprising then that the Culham examples were accurately duplicated by 

L^=0 approximations. In following sections, such L^=0 displays are suitable 

for their purpose. In each case the rotation of the main beam must be under

stood.
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I
a

Now in the physics of the model, which, again, is regarded as %
Îa good approximation to the physics of the real shock, the beams show
s

strong non-Maxwellian form. As in the Culham example (plotted at L =0) ,
4the distortion of the main beam is typical of the transformation of |

the axes under the distribution

V ^ - 2(f>' : f = constant , (6.1)

This is

apparently little affected when 4 O, and the magnetic field dynamics 

are included. f

The stretching ne.ar V = O is extreme. This is important. For 

while there is a flux of fast ions, with velocity much greater than 

that required by the conservation relations, downstream, it is necessary 

that the main beam be "over-slowed" to compensate. In the absenee of 

reflected ions, the energy balance equation for the ions at jfœ will be
■the usual form ï

+ ec}) + [heating] (6 .2) |I 6 ÿ:
%

Now the skewing

to small V is vital in this case, for R, < 1=» V (f (1))-W (f (2))>V_.X 9 X max x max 2
Then if the distribution remains symmetric on crossing the shock (when

= O), simultaneous slowing and heating of the plasma cannot be effected, 

consistent with the conservation relations. This is illustrated in Fig, I
6.6 (a). Fig. 6,6 (b) shows that skewing of the ions towards low V can 

of course make = Vg. u

!
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•I

C«.>

V,

(k)

FIG 6.6

It might be argued that (6.2) does not apply when reflected ions

occur, and that this is the only time (M>M*) when ion heating has been

observed. However, the inclusion of the fast reflected ions is such that

they sometimes cannot be slowed, as in Pig. 6.5 (a), whatever the value

of R (the Garching example) so that all mechanisms capable of over^9
slowing the ions are tested to an extreme. In the Culham example, with.

reflected ions, R^<1, ion heating does occur, and so the main beam must

be skewed only, to compensate for the fast tail. (Since R.<1, V (Jf ------  (|) ' X max
(1)) V (f (2)) > V f  under the transformation (6,1)).X xnd.x /t

The scatter-gram of Fig. 6,2, indicates this skewing by a low 

density of ion endpoints in the region V % O. A transformation which 

preserved Maxwellian form, could not slow this shock properly. (The low 

"density" at ^ O has no physical meaning - density (proper) is 

measured by the height of f^ in this region and may be very high - except 

to say something of orbit types in the shock).

%
.I
I
I
S'

%
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Information of the ion dynamics is easily drawn from the scatter- 

gram. The main beam shows a regular pattern of upward sloping ion end

point loci. At small they are widely spaced, and as increases

they come closer together. Inclusion of magnetic field dynamics induces 

the sloping loci. It is obvious that these have rotated due to the 

transition time Larmor gyration of the whole distribution. But when 

compared with the rotation angle of the elongated distribution as a 

whole, they appear to have undergone a further convolution. In Fig. 6.7,

the points II and III i n a r e  on a contour of equal f^. They transform 
** n,to II , III in The point I is the position of f̂  - It orbits tomax

FIG 6.7

Ï
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Ion number I at f (1) is slowed by d) (such that R <1) to a àmax é Ipoint l' such that >V^. The magnetic field now allows the inclusion

of a Lorentz force averaged across the shock, ~  VAB. Since V (I)=0 (atc   y
the shock front, at least), there is an averaged force - ■—  V^B, in the

direction of negative V^. This accounts for the displacement to l' in

. If there is a final exit velocity V ^ 0, then there is a further %— 2 y
adjustment to the co-ordinate. Thus same averaged Lorentz force -|j

—  V B will help the potential to slow the ion. The orbit is clearly c y .
complicated, even in this simple model.

The over-rotation of the locus through II', l',IIl', with respect

to the rotation angle of the whole beam, is then brought about by the

different components of the ions II, III, in V^. Ion II always has

a positive 37̂  velocity. It thus experiences an averaged Lorentz force

+ “  "V B , helping it through the shock. Ion III conversely, always sees c y
a negative averaged force - y  V^B , thus helping to slow it across the 

shock. Thus III' appears in ^  with V '< V ' while ion II' appears6 XxJ.X XX
with > V The orbits followed by II and III are not in generalxll xl
symmetrical in L^, so that differing displacements to may result.

All ions will show this behaviopr to lesser or greater extent.

It is clear that the faster the ion enters the shock, the greater the_

mean Lorentz force ” ™  V„ B , to -V . There is minimal compensation forc  ̂ y ^ I
this displacement by some ions spending a longer time in the shock. .■&

Thus the whole distribution sees a displacement to -V^, in the 

main beam. In the region , ion reflections do not occur. The drift

y  must be halted by interaction with the electron current. When M>M*, I

I:

J
-4
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reflecting ion currents with large drifts to +V^, may balance this drift 

as has been seen in the Culham shock wave. This is of interest below. 

The distortion of Maxwellians in V -cross sections is small.y
There is the electric field E^-constant, covering the whole space. For

an ion projected to jjV , there is a change in velocity according to 
 1

V + 2E Y , where y is the displacement on the ion. This isyj: V y 1 ~ y
always found to be small. Opposing each motion is cyclotron gyration.

B' o

4

PIG 6.8

Fig. 5.8 illustrates schematically the actual ion motion (hard 

curve) and the motion if either field is turned off. The scatter of 

Fig, 6.2 shows very small variation in "density" with change'^in 

suggesting that the forces of Fig. 6.8 balance each other. Surpressing 

all magnetic field dynamics, by putting L^=0, to force Maxwellian V^- 

cross sections downstream, finds no significant reduction in distortion

heating. The main effect of putting L^=0, is, at some parameters, to
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20As indicated above, the simulations of Biskamp and Welter , and

s

increase the number of reflecting ions. I
f

The shape of the distribution is then fairly easy to understand

within the framework of the model. Direct comparison of these mechanisms ÿ
Îwith experiment cannot be expected. Only the general shape of the |

electrostatic distortion (6.1) is shown in the one measured ion dist

ribution known, due to Schumacher (Fig. 3,2). The effects of

rotation of the main beam will be small since r.>>L , while for the same1 s
reason, the ion dynamics when 1^=0 , mentioned above, will be ignorable. X

Their important consequences lie in ion heating. This is dominated by 

the reflected tail.

21 ithe Bow Shock measurements of Montgomery , show that some collisionless

shocks will find a fast downstream beam. There is then some support for

the model. Due to the dominance of the electric potential in the trans-

ition dynamics, it is important that this should agree with experiment.

This causes the partition into reflected and transmitted ions. Then

some attention should be given to the non-trivial reflected ion orbits.

The physical interpretation of the reflected ion heating may be

taken from Fig. 6.9. Here the orbit of the mean reflected ion is plotted.

The simple orbit of a transmitted ion is shown. The Larmor radii for up-
-istream and downstream conditions are respectively r^^^CX^6 , 5. Thus f

ion temperature has not quite matched the magnetic field jump across the 

shock, so that r^ = \^^i  ̂̂  thermal velocity) has decreased

slightly. The cyclotron frequency has been increased about 2h times, t;

I
I

I
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consistent with the jump in B.

Since ion temperature is measured as non-flow motion (with respect 

to the conservation velocity, V^, downstream), the transmitted ion temp

erature is small compared with the large Larmor gyration of the reflected 

ion, or its very large beam drift, V^^l. The transmitted ions have

V 'V' 0.4, Their Larmor radius is about 10 times smaller than that ofM 2 —
the reflected ion. In this shock about 89% of non-adiabatic heating lies 

in the reflected ions. The rest lies in the distortion of the main beam. 

(This heating may be understood similarly as the creation via non-adiabatic 

orbits of larger Larmor orbits for some ions).

The spatial scaling of the beam, at its upstream turning point, is

X 'X' - 0,4 V /S2 - Ç/m . , y 'v 2 V /U.^ 5 C/w (6,3)X X px X X ^x

These numbers will depend quite substantially on the initial phase

of the ion orbit. Drawings similar to Pig. 6,9 have been derived by Auer

et al, in connection with a particle simulation on the Earth's Bow

Shock, This paper suggests for the first time the importance of reflected
21ion beams in explaining an observed fast structure (Montgomery ), down

stream of the Bow Shock, The paper is interesting for they deduce that 

the ion-ion instabilities cannot explain the observed thermalisation of 

ions. Further they propose that ion reflections supply an initial coarse 

dispersion of ions in velocity space. It is in the program of this thesis 

to test this latter statement - a study not made by Auer et al, - and to 

extend their work.
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There is' one further orbit type found to occur. This is shown 

in Fig. 6.10, and is characterized by a temporary emergence into the 

downstream, of an ion.

I

Fig 6.10

Calculation of this orbit clearly requires knowledge of the down

stream state. They are infrequent and only at very high do they 

carry significant f^. It may be noted that since is large downstream, 

they spend a short time there, being rapidly returned to the shock. The 

accelerating electric field will have a short time^o operate, and be 

less dominant than upstream, in creating a high-energy orbit.
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7 Further Considerations of Self-Consistency

It has been shown above that the model can give estimates of 

shock heating that bear comparison with the Culham experiments. Further, 

the self-consistent solution found matches other observed values quite 

well. At this point it is convenient to regard the model as a useful 

tool applicable in the study of collisionless shock waves, at least in 

some region of M,jS- space, and that the mechanisms of the model occur 

to lesser or greater extent in all shocks. The model is of interest 

primarily in its physical relevance, that is, in the solutions that do 

occur. In the next sections variation of parameters will be made with 

M and |3, only where sensible solutions can be found. It then remains 

to investigate the solution domain. Further, dependence of heating on 

other variables such as T^/T^, L^, must be investigated. Thus a gener

alization of the model beyond the knowledge of a particular experiment

is made. While T /T. is independent, the role of L is not yet clear, e 1 s
and in this section is discussed.

From section §4, it was shown that downstream bulk velocity

V « = O. This is predicted by the R-H relations when B = 0 ,  and is yz \ X
further built into the model as an assumption, in integration of orbits 

in the downstream (Eqns 4.17). Thus "two" definitions of non-flow 

energy of the ions can be made. These are
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"2 - ^ 2'» ^2 (7-U

V '"2 ?2^^' = J (v^2 + Vy2 - v ^ / -  Vy/)f2 _

The second

will give the proper non-flow energy. 'If the model is working well it

must be identical with the first, which is thus held as a check on the

self-consistency of the model. It is noted again, that at the observed

values of parameters on the Culham shocks, no significant difference (less

than 1%) is found between T^^^ and T^^^. A very small net drift, V^'V'-O.Ol 
2is found, but V is then negligible in the accuracy of the model. Some

y
importance may be placed on the check, for the reflecting ions carry large 

kinetic energies into the downstream.

The study begins as a variation at fixed 0=0.1, T^^ = T^^, with 

magnetosonic Mach number. The aim is to elucidate heating dependence on 

M. The study must eventually be extended by additional curves at various 

0. The 0 = 0.1 study will show not only heating, but as a spin-off, some 

information occurs to suggest that a self-consistent shock length emerges 

from the model. The relation between shock thickness and ion dynamics 

has not been proposed quantitatively (and to present knowledge qualitatively ) 

before.

In Fig. 7.1, the non-adiabatic heating of the ions according to 

the definitions (7,1) are shown. Total heating is given by the hard curve, 

while the contribution to the heating due to the transmitted ions is given 

by the dashed curves.
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FIG 7.1
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tial, consistent with the condition V B = V„B_ of the Rankine-Hugoniot1 i À z.

relations, L must be adjusted so that V „ O, As M “>-«>, then s y2 —  ms
h from' above. (This limit comes from the R-H relations-increasing 

Mach number at constant /3 implies increasing upstream energy in Kinetic 

form, so with /?= constant, less effect from temperature (-X)) and mag

netic field (-K)) is expected). With = 1/6 V^/0^ fixed, the velocity 

jump becomes a maximum, so that transit time for the ions increases. The 

propulsive force in the y-direction is an averaged Lorentz force V^B.

In the non-dimensionalized form here, the quantity V_B_=V_B_ = 1 at +1 1 2  2 —

1/6 , due to longer transition times.

To investigate the behaviour of the model in its y-dependence, 

additional moments of the distribution are calculated according to

1

There is noticeable, large, divergence in non-adiabatic heating

at large M ^ 2.5. Thus at M=8, T^^^ 0.4 T^^ . The shock thickness

has been fixed at L = 1/6 V /^.. Then since V /Ü. = M C/co ., with
S JL. ZL 1  jp

1/6 V /0. fixed and M increasing, the C/co . scales are decreasing %X i A px f ©
with M. Or, at M = 10, for example = 1/6 ^ 1.7 Ĵ/cô .̂ Exp

erimental observation of steady state shocks puts L̂ .̂ C/(ô ĵ  in the low- 

j3 region of 0=0.1, even for high Mach number. It seems clear that the 

choice of shock thickness is not arbitary in developing a self-cons

istent solution; it is not sufficient to choose <j), the electric poten- 1

I

for all shocks and so the mean Lorentz force may be regarded as approx- 

imately constant from shock to shock. Thus ions will be expected to show

an increased displacement to -y with increasing M, when is fixed at #
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%

with
/

V .2y K !

Vy fz 3 V = "'z''Zy>m + ("Ẑ zy),
'̂ y ^Z dgV

(7.Z)

In Eig, 7.2 is shown the variation of the scales 10 C/^ , C/Ü .pe pi
over the plane of M, 0-space, when the shock thickness is held at 

1/6 in the whole plane.

hO

(O

fo

FIG 7.2
In Fig, 7.3 is shown a plot of v^^ with M. The hard lines give 

the drift of the total plasma (which is approximately that of the main 

beam of transmitted ions), while the dashed line indicates the drift of 

reflected ions. These values are measured as the shock emerges down

stream.
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FIG 7.3
No reflected ions are found at M = 1.5, so that no velocity is

ascribed to them. The total motion to V is thus negative, while Wy ' y2 '
increases with m. These are very slow changes in v^, so that the energy 

content of the drift remains low always. However, this may be reconciled 

with the drastic changes of Fig. 7.1 by consideration of the total down

stream energy of the ions as a function of M. This is plotted in Fig. 7.4

t

O 5̂ /O

FIG 7.4
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It is apparent that total ion energy (calculated here in the per

pendicular direction) falls off rapidly with increasing M, while the (small)
2 Akinetic energy, , is increasing, and thus more and more significant, |

accounting for the temperature divergence. The reason for the decay in a

total energy is clear from Fig. 7,2, Over M, -space, the dotted lines are

isotherms for the total plasma. If T^^ = T^^ always, they hold too for the g

ions. By fixing p and varying M, the thermal spread of the ions is decreased

thus leading to relatively smaller energies downstream. In the units of this s
2 2 ' #work, 2v^^ = ^ O as M 00̂ while downstream kinetic energy levels off |

in the x-component as Under these conditions the model is expected

to be sensitive to V directed energies. The ratio T^^^/T may of course 3y ad :
increase, even as T^ (total plasma) gets smaller (see Fig. 7.1), but it merely :

measures a distortion in shape of the downstream distribution. This may yield 4

a considerable ratio even in a vanishing ion temperature state. It may be 

noted that as M ^  «>, the R-H relations give 2v^^^(%V^)^.

A considerable amount of energy is then injected into the V motion by 

the model. In Fig, 7.5, explicit calculation of this energy as a ratio

^  “ '*Vy2^ ^ made.
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/o

FIG 7.5 *

The dashed line is 
again for the transmitted ions only, and shows that they dominate the 

y-displacements in the shock. The total plasma (the mean) drift is 

then twisted off the dotted line by the reflecting ions, which put in 

their appearance at M^l.5. It is curious that the energy of the mean 

plasma downstream should be less than that of one of its pairs. But 

the graph does, not display total energies. It is then a possible solution 

to the self-consistent problem that while must be zero, components of 

the ion distribution may have significant directed energies in plane of 
the shock.

There is a sudden jump in energy in the region M>2. The critical 

Mach number for the overturning of the ion beam(failure of two-fluid model) 

is calculated by Kornherr at M*n»2.5,
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The Kinetic energy rises to no,3 the energy to downstream. In 

the two definition T^^^, T^^^, it is seen from Pig. 7.1 that the heating 

of the reflected ions is not much affected by the definition, while most 

of the change is held in the transmitted ions. This is consistent with 

Fig. 7.5.

The behaviour indicated above, suggests that the shock thickness

must be reduced (in units of as M increases. A simple extension

may be made by considering the case L^=0, while a realistic study may

be made at observed shock thicknesses, at high Mach number of order

C/w .. For the case 0=0.1, Fig. 7.2 indicates that at M=6, Lpi s pi
The model shows this to be too thick, as significant displacement of

the main beam occurs. It is thus decided to investigate heating at a

constant 10 C/m . This is consistent with low Mach number shocks, as pe
indicated before; the increase in Mach number across the critical level

has been claimed to show an increase in thickness - this is ignored.

The Lg=0 model is at high Mach number.an effectively opposite

extreme of approximation to the case L^=l/6 It is seen in the

above paragraphs that at L^=l/6 displacement to -y occurs, carried

by the gyrating ions of the main beam. Fig. 7.5 shbws that the reflected

ions oppose the tendency to -y. When L^=0, the displacement of the main

beam can occur, so that drifts are dominated by the reflecting ions. The

graphic displays of the previous section show the ions to have strong

velocities in the +y~ direction. Thus a net drift to +y is expected. In

the example of the Culham shock wave, runs were made at L = 10 C/m , as ‘s pe
observed, and L =0. The first very interestingly gave no drift to V , the s y
second gave a drift to H-y corresponding to a proportion of energy, at 

M^3.5, ignorably small.
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In Fig, 7.6 the dependence of ion drifts on is shown. In example

(a), at M<M*, where no reflecting ions occur, the L =0 model gives no Vs y
drift, while L = 0  will give a drift -V under a mean Lorentz force s y

- c - V  ■

ui

a) M > n *

PIG 7.6

V.

Since this flux to -V^ at M<M* can only be met by an electron mass

flux to +V , the model must allow some drift of the ion beam to -V .
y y

Some interaction between interdrifting ions and electrons must occur,

in the real model. The ion beam drifts so as to increase gradients in

the shock as given by Maxwell's Equations, dB/dx = -(n.v. - n v ) . In1 1  e 0 y
the fixed gradients of the model, this implies a drop in the electron 

current {'Which is probably beyond detection at order 1% of the total drift 

as given by the gradient). In the physical shock, it is possible that

J
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the gradients may steepen towards the rear of the shock to compensate

for a now increased current flow. This is considered below.

In the case M>M*, the reflecting ions exit downstream with large

velocities to +Vy. In spite of having low densities, their velocity

is so high that they have greater flux than the main beam. At b^=0

then, net downstream drift to +V occurs as in example (b). When Ly s
is increased, this component may be reduced through zero, into a 

negative drift. The, dependence of is complicated, for

while the main beam will acquire a drift to -V^, it is not yet clear 

that the reflected ion beam will not compensate with increased flux to 

+V^1 Further, the problem must in a sense remain always unsolved 

(within the model), for the degree of drift to -V^ that may be allowed 

(as is necessary in the M<M* case) is not determined.

Thus it is concluded that no entirely self-consistent model results 

However, the principal aim of the thesis is ion heating and its 

consequences. It is valid to search for the model solutions, if the 

effects of different on dependent parameters is not drastically 

unstable, giving wildly changing answers.

The possibility occurs then, that L^=0 shocks may be a useful 

approximation to the real shock, if non-adiabatic heating and electric 

potential^are comparable with experiment and with observed L^, model 

shocks. At the Culham conditions the measured heatings are the same to 

'>̂ 1%

Some importance is attached to the L^=0 curve at 0=0.1, then. But

it must be held in mind that v 4̂=0 at L = 1/6 V /^. , L =0, with v ^<0y s J. 2. s y zi
in the first case, and V2y^® in the second.
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Comparison of these curves is given in Fig. 7.7, as a plot of 

non-adiabatic heating with M.
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The hard curves indicate total heating. The definition T^^^ is chosen 

since it calculates the thermal content of the L^=l/6 case. They agree 

up to the point M'̂ 2, No reflecting ions are found here. There is then 

a sudden emergence of reflecting ions as represented by the difference 

between the hard curves, and dashed curves of the transmitted ion levels, 

This occurs for both cases, with the zero shock showing slightly 

more efficient reflection abilities. If this is the case, then higher 

electric potentials may be expected in the L =0 shock, for a self- 

consistent solution according to More striking comparison

may be made by subtracting away the transmitted and adiabatic components 

to give Fig, 7,8,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ^6" ^

a.

/o

FIG 7,8
The dependence of

electric potential, (j), on M, is given in Fig, 7,9,
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FIG 7.9
The important solution for will be expanded on below# Such 

self-consistent solutions for ({> are rare, and very complicated. Both 

curves are self-consistent with slowing the ion beam. Not yet invest

igated is how ^ (and of course T^/T^^, etc.) varies with the solution 

proper with zero drift velocity to +_ V^. To this extent, the differences 

in (f) explain the efficient ion heating of Pig. 7.8. Since L^=l/5 V^/0^ 

is valid at low Mach numbers, the proper value of ^ lies close to the 

lower curve; at high M, since 1/6 = constant with

increasing M, the L^=0 curve is a better approximation. It may be 

mentioned here, that in an energy balance for ions across the shock 

according to
2 2 + e(f) + [heating] ,

1

I
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ion heatingî The curves that result in Pig, 7.8 show both these effects, 

as will be shown below.

Thus far, there is qualitative agreement between the two models, on 

ion heating. Quantitatively, the = O shock gives about 15% greater 

heating over the greater part of the axes shown. This estimate is in line 

with experimental errors, and so the curves may be of obvious use for comp

arison with real shock phenomena.

However it is possible to be slightly more pedantic, and ask for the 

variation of heating with 14ach number, this time at a shock thickness fixed

at 10 C/m over the whole range of M. This is given in Pig. 7.10, and pe
corresponds closely to observed shock thicknesses.

since V is fixed by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations increased ion heating ^

(L =0) should be accompanied by a decreased value of potential. This is ^s
not the case due to the presence of two mechanisms:- one is the fact that f

magnetic fields structure when 4 O may help the ions through the shock

(V _<0 => a helping Lorentz force - —  V B , to the potential) thus leading 4?y c y g
to small the other is that the fast reflecting ions may gain so much

energy by reflection that the potential must work exceptionally hard to

slow them properly, thus leading to a large value of (j). In general the
2ratio R = 2(j) / (1-V^ ) -= 1 taken from the above relation, does not prevent

”1

■I

J
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As expected, since at low Mach number L^=l/6 V^/0^^10 C/to^^, while at

high M, L =1/5 V /Ĵ .=>C/o) -K) as M->w, or L =10 C/w -K), the curve crossess J. i pe s pe
over from the lower curve to the higher. The increase in temperature is

carried by the transmitted ions, as ^^=10 which is not consistent

with the Lg=0 case. Thus the transmitted ions retain a dependence on

shock thickness which suggests that the L^=0 approximation will not always

be useful. The drifts to V are such that T^^^ = T^^^ when L =10 C/m ,y s pe
thus justifying this choice of L ,

The ratio above,was quite sensitive to a sudden emergence of 

Vy-flux, in spite of reflecting ion opposition at higher M. In Pig. 7,11 

for the lower Mach numbers, comparison is made with the ,10 shocks.

The departure is quite startling.

to

FIG 7.11

I
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1

It is of note that although the reduction of from to |

10 C/w at M = 6, has reduced the kinetic energy ratio according to Fig,7.5 pe
from ^18% to <̂ 1%, there remains a very slowly increasing drift to -V^. This 

suggests that should not be increased with M, but should rather be reduced 

if anything. This is important, and is discussed below. It is commonly held 

that increases across a critical Mach number. The j3-dependence of the 

rniodel is of interest then. Experiments are sometimes run for different shocks 

by fixing initial temperature, but varying magnetic field. This leads often ||

to an increase in /3 across M*, the critical Mach number.

Equivalent to Pig. 7.1, it is possible to generate T/T^^ curves on

various values of . The levels j3 =0.005, and 0=0.3 are chosen, and shown in

Pig. 7.12, for the cases T^^^, T^^^ again.

At the high-0 value of 0=0.3, the temperatures agree up to a value #
IJM^5. In line with above arguments, the shock thickness becomes too broad

after this point, and allows excessive drift to -V^ in the downstream, carried

by the transmitted ions. At low values of Mach number the small L ^ I O  C/ws pe
at jyi=l,5 does not show dangerous drift, but has the expected drift to -V^ in 

a region where a very small number of reflected ions are occuring, insufficient 

to compensate for the main beam.

I

I
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A

At low |3 = 0.005, the definitions agree only up to M^l.5. There 

are no reflecting ions at all at this low temperature, for all M.

If the separation point is labelled M say, there is seen to be |

a progression of increasing A  with increasing /3. It was noted above 

that at 0=0.1 ,M 'Myi*, the critical Mach number. This is fortuitous, 

since while 0 increases, M* decreases , but from Figs, 7 . 1 , 7 . 2 , M |
Jfincreases. The events are not independent however. It is noted that f

the fewer the reflected ions (non at all at 0=O.OO5,M=5, say), the 

more drastic the separation of measured and test temperatures. It is

commonly held that M>M* implies the overturning of the ion beam by

reflections (a wave-breaking phenomena clearly not acceptable at 
280=0.005, M*=2.8 ) and so there is some relation between the M* and

a. I!The reason for increasing M lies of course in the ability of the h

1reflecting ions to reduce the main beam tendency to -V^. The flux of a

such ions must then be increasing with 0, at a given M. It is shown ÿ

below that the variation in ({> with 0 is small, while the thermal spread
I

of ions increases. Both these effects increase thé flux of reflecting 

ions.

The following table gives a comparison of parameters at the 

separation points, for these three values of 0.

i
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I
(i) (ii) (ill) I

0.005 /?= 0.1 /3= 0.3

T , = T ., M ~1.5 ~2.5 Mel il 4
M* ~2.8 M* ~ 2.5 M* ~ 2.2

L is fixed at
1^6 that is; L 'v. 10.5 C/o) L ~ 18 C/w L ~ ,95 C/o) .1 ± pe pe pi 4

%
^ 'V 0.2 (f) ^ 0,39 (j) 'v 0.42

("2^2y)~ - ("zVgyXt .07 ("zVgyXt .35 |

("2^2x'tail~ ■ ("2^2%) tail ~ '"2^2%) tail ~ |

I
The last two lines show the rapid large increase is reflected ion

flux and how they are distributed to V and V . Further, the large increase s ̂ y -l
in (() is noted. A comparison of for all three ratios is interesting, as

it helps to establish the large thermal content added into the downstream

shock by just a small increase in#. If this is so, then kinetic energies 4

to will be expected to have smaller significance in the definitions of

ion heating. At high # it is hoped then that solutions are increasingly €

independent of the choice of L . In Fig. 7.13 the ratio R is given fors E
three values of #=0.005, 0.1, 0.3, It is noted then that in spite of there 

being large drifts to (at #=0.3) for M<M , the temperatures T^^^

agree for M<M .
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0*1

FIG 7.13
The dashed lines refer as usual 

to the transmitted ion; the large separation between the kinetic energy 

to of the mean plasma, with that of the transmitted ion at 0= 0.3 is 

noticeable. Also the curves appear to undergo quite rapid changes at M , 

At high p the dotted curve is smooth showing the rather sudden effects of 

a reflected ion decrease, (This is explained below for M>È .)

The importance of the point îi lies, in each case, in giving a 

region in which the effects of the V drift in downstream solutions may
y

be ignored. Thus up to M comparison with experiment is valid. When
-AM>M , then shock thickness becomes too large (at constant jS, and fixed ^

* V^/SÎ.)

.Î
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Further study of shock parameters should then depend on the sen

sitivity of temperature, electric potential, ion reflections, with changing 

as an independent variable. It is hoped that suitably stable solutions 

are found, so that a completely self-consistent run can be avoided. Since 

choice of ^ requires two runs, and then choice of requires at least two 

finite -L^ runs, the average computer time per point in M, 0-space will 

rise four times (at best) to order four hours.

For a short while, then, this section will be concerned with plots 

over L^. All the time it is hoped that parameters will not depend danger

ously on L^, so that some physical information, of relevance to shock 

experiments may be deduced not only on these parameters, but also as regards 

shock thickness.

In Fig. 7,14, a plot of the downstream non-adiabatic heating ratio 

is given against L^. The upper curve is heating due to the total ion comp

onent, the lower is due to transmitted ions only. The dashed lines represent 

T^ the solid line The indication of the previous results

are that even with the definition T^^^ continues to give good measure

of temperature, comparable with the ^^=0 case, and the case such that v^ 

is small. The figure is plotted at M=6, 0=0.3, T^^ = T^^. These values are
Aquite close to M and are chosen at high P so that reflected ion fluxes are

quite large. The length scales are duplicated in units and C/w ..1 1 pe,i
At the standard length = 1/6 very strong heating is found,

so that non-adiabatic levels are about 90% of total ion heating. This rep

resents an ion thermal energy jump of about 36, while,spreading this energy 

into 3 dimensions for comparison with the Rankine-Hugoniot relations.
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to  •

'— >

PIG 7.14 the electron jump is

about 3 times the ion jump. Thus the ion heating is considerable when 

compared with the total. Most of this energy is held in the reflected 

ions, and temperature dependence with is expected to be sensitive to 

such ions only; the transmitted ions are dominated by the transformation 

across the electric potential as discussed above. It is seen then that 

the variation of heating with is quite constant, at least on the range

. Por the transmitted ions, it is constant for allpi
shown, reinforcing the idea that the potential dominates ion shock 

heating. The reflecting ions show a variation of about 10% which is,again 

inside experimental errors, for ^ 1/6 Shock thickness greater

than C/w^^ are unusual, while if L^=10 C/to^^ is chosen, heating drops by
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about 10%,
It is clear too, that the drifts to are unimportant for

> 1/6 as was shown in Fig. 7.12, as indicated by the divergence

of The transmitted ions show the most change. The appearance

of the divergence clearly has an -dependence. By reducing shock thick

ness at any point in the plasma, (M>M*) the real and fast temperatures can 

be made to agree. There is (at least at these parameters) an encouraging

lack of temperature dependence.

The dotted curve at 1*^=0 is a hypothetical link-up with the easily 

generated b^=0 solution. There is sudden very rapid increase in ion heating. 

This may be attributed to improved efficiency in generating reflected ions, 

but this conclusion must be tempered. It has been indicated above, that no 

solutions can be found for shocks of the order of the Garching parameters

|3'i2.6, T/T.'V'.lô), The effect of zero L is to reduce the domaine 1 s
of solutions to a region < 0.3. It will be discussed below, but solutions 

generated with increasing P lie on a surface over M which folds back on it

self. There is thus a point at which 3/3M, 3/3i? It occurs that this

solution surface is beginning to fold in the region of the shock of Fig, 7.14. 

The effect is then not of great importance, but emphasises that the 

solutions must be treated with caution.

At large ^ ^ ^ 5 there is pronounced decline in

reflected ion heating. This must sensibly be tied to one of a small number 

of possible causes. Most likely is a drop in reflected ion fluxes. As 

^s ^  the point of reflection must stay far to the back of the shock, to 

effect a division into reflected and transmitted ions.
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it will occur that such a large bulk drift of the incoming ions 

to -V^ results that the ion gyration significantly helps to slow the 

plasma fluxes. Alternately, could be so large that even "reflecting" 

ions need not leave the shock but gyrate in L^, In the steady state 

model the fluxes (UgVg^) are shown in Fig, 7.15,

h6

/

Te, ‘ T(,

Space are approached, and at large L^. The middle region stays quite

1

M , C  I
V

4  %  '  g  %  ^ i %ff  , %

%
FIG 7.15 1

There is variation at very low where the limits of the solution

Iconstant at about 11% reflection. These are small numbers, so that even 

a small change relative to total flux can be quite extreme - thus as #

indicated above, 11% reflection can carry most of the energy. Then a loss 

of flux to reflection of order 5% is a 31% drop in energy. The effect can 

be large. Errors may amplify in there small numbers, so that a better
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guide will be in plots of the electric potential which are accurate to 

two significant figures. These are given in Fig, 7.16, against L^,

h o

f

FIG 7.16
A 15% drop in ^ has occurred This explains the low distortion 

heating of the main beam downstream, as given in Fig. 7.14, dominated 

as it is by the electric potential. The dashed "temperature" indicates 

the rising drift of these ions to -V^, while the difference between 

total and transmitted levels falls (for both sets of curves).

Again there is rough constancy in  ̂with variation in L^^l/6 

It is very interesting that at L^=0, R^=l. In conservation of energy 

across the shock, where considerable ion heating has occurred, this value 

should be expected smaller. However, the potential is working hard to 

slow the plasma, thanks to the reflected ion beam. Variation with 

then merely underlines the growing effect of ion magnetic field dynamics.

I
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notably ion gyration, in the shock, low values of R, are discussed 
below in connection with other variations for (f) and in the light of 

published estimates of <j).

The variation with at other points in M,0-space, are given 

in Pig. 7.17; T/T^^ is plotted.

FZQ ^

n-l'C, fi-O't (̂ ĥô oorj

. L^ /<9 ~ '

At lower 0=0.1, and smaller

Mach numbers, the heating remains quite constant. There is some

variation in the region of L^=0 always, but again this is not likely 

to affect the L^^O model. At low 0, the agreement there is found to

be better than at 0=0.3. Again, for 0 0.1, the L^=0 curves appear

to be a reasonable approximation. The results have not been extended

•1

'I

I
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It will be held, from now on, that choice of L is not critically fs
dependent for measuring T, It is shown above that even while large #

drifts to Vy occur 4= the measured temperature is of

order the "adjusted~L " temperature. From Figures 7.7 and 7,8, t

at low M for L = —  —  and high M for L =0, gives good approximation to I
® fii ® I

an adjusted -L shock. It can be settled then to use the definition
® )

which is less than, or order, the temperature at 10 C/m , as anP® ^

estimate of shock heating useful for comparison with experiment.

However, one may sensibly ask if there is some indication of a 

proper shock thickness, for a given M, 0. Strictly, R-H requires

V^^=0. At M<M* this cannot be met by the model, implying some trans

ient interaction of the ions with their fields, or with the electrons, S

At M>M*, there is no reason to suppose that the transient

interaction ceases. At very small 0, the model gives no -balance #

for all Mach numbers. (Of course, charge neutrality requires, as for

the V -component, V =V ,=V „). It is felt.then that while the model X  ̂ ye yi y2
cannot strictly reach a self-consistent parameters do not depend

significantly on the choice of L^. Attention is thus concentrated on //

the heating (and other) properties. Further information on L occurs ft
S %

below, and a discussion of the rather tentative evidence for a deter- %
■ft

mination of is postponed.
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§8 On the Variation of Ion Heating with Mach number

It slowly emerges then, that important characteristics of the 

model are held in these points:

(i) that large adiabatic heating of the ions can take place in a 

laminar, reversible, co-operative process;

(ii) that this general "distortion heating" occurs through two diff

erent orbit types, one wholly within the shock transition, the other 

leaving the shock in a violent bound off the electric potential - 

these effects may be considered as of separate importance;

(iii)that the model predictions may be compared with experiment 

(Culham) at least in some region of the M,0-space;

(ivj that the laminar ion model fails (Garching), and the effects of 

ion instability must be considered.

It is recalled that up to the present, explanation of ion heat

ing as turbulent resistive heating due to ion instabilities in the 

transition, has been frustrated by the long growth times to saturation 

of the unstable waves, as compared to transit-times. The model proposes 

that the initial coarse broadening of the ion distribution is due to 

laminar orbits, with a slow turbulent second stage that effects stab- 

alization and thermalization. The model measures the temperature of 

unstable ion distributions for M>M*, and non-thermal distributions for 

M<M*,
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with (8.1) is

’’ad (n

the adiabatic index, and of course m_=2. Then is the measure of

downstream energy, not associated with drifts, that is used in Fig, 8,1,

ft

It is now proposed to generalize the model results in a parameter
ft

study with the magnetosonic Mach number, M, Experiments, as they occur, ?;

may then be easily compared with the curves obtained. Information on 

the physics of the shock becomes apparent by contrasting solutions.

In Pig, 8,1, is presented the important set of curves of heating,

at constant 0, as a function of M. As above, the heating is measured

as the ratio of the non-drift energy, to the adiabatic heating. The I;
ftfirst is calculated as %

f  i"'' - ̂ 2̂  h2 = + Ty , (8-1)

as calculated

in two degrees of freedom perpendicular to B^, Thermalization, downstream,

will distribute this energy in three dimensional velocity space, A

measure of a temperature appropriate to comparison with the conservation

relations (the Rankine-Hugoniot prediction is suitable), is then

RH 4T._ = ( T  + T  + T ) / 3 ,i2 X y z . '
where T = T._, since no z il

motion at all occurs along B^, Again the adiabatic heating for comparison

, I
• 1 '

whereY.= (m^ 4* 2)/m^ is
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All calculations are made with ^l^^i' ^^^ced. From the previous

section, there is then some likely error for M>M . It was found there that 

this is always less than, or of order, the experimental error, but that at 

high Mach, number, the 1,^=0 approximation will be more accurate. Fig, 8,2 

is then presented. Equivalent to Fig, 8,1, is now zero, and may be

used when M>M , It is noted that in the latter, the progression with 0 

halts at 0=0.1; at L^= ™  it halts at 0=0,3.
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Fig. 8.1 is an important conclusion of the thesis, and is rich

in information on the low-j3 behaviour of a shock.

At Ja<l, when no shock develops, no heating is found above

adiabatic level. For each value of 0 there then occurs a smooth

increase in T , _ with Various behaviours occur at each 0} iz ad
the case 0=0.1 may be usefully analysed first. This may then be 

compared with §7, in the study of L^-dependence. Now the general

shape of the curve should be explained.
 ̂ 8 From Kornherr's work , the critical Mach number is M* 2.5.

It is seen that a quite sudden emergence of reflecting ions occurs

at M'\/2. TFp to this point T/T^^ rises to about 1.5. This energy gain

is .̂ 5% of total heating as given by comparison with the R-H level,

and cannot be measured. It is recalled that the M<M* Culham example,

at 0=0.04, gave an energy gain of about 3%. The heating is due to

simple distortion of the transmitted ions (in this case the total

ion component). On the region M<M*, the model so far gives no

information that is not accessible to a two-fluid theory (with

anamalous resistivity) . But represents the breakdown of these

theories, where profile solutions are generally found to go three-

valued. This is interpreted as wave-breaking, or the overturning

of the ion beam. The complicated problem of dealing with the

reflecting ions, even as a cold fluid, has prevented studies on M>M*.

What is interesting in Figs. 8.1, 8.2, is then an unusual graph of

temperature dependence, on this region.
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The hard curves represent the total Ion component, the fine, 

dotted lines the non-adiabatic heating of ions transmitted directly 

through the shock.

Then at JM~2, the suddenly significant reflected ion heating is 

apparent. The vertical line is a measure of this heating - a maximum 

occurs at ü'^5, and is about 70% of non-adiabatic heating. The Culham 

experiment falls at M'̂ 3̂,55, where approximately the same proportion 

holds. The rapid appearance of reflections (which has yet to be 

explained) at , is in line with the general success of fluid shock

theories at M<M*.

As M increases, both components increase until a point is reached 

at , where total heating begins to decline. It is apparent that at 

H'blO, the reflecting ions play only a small part in the total ion heat

ing. This behaviour is interesting, and easy to understand from Pig.

7.2 above, where isotherms are plotted in M 0-space. Thus at 0=0.1, the
t

temperature falls with increasing Mach number. Thus the thermal spread 

of the ion distribution diminishes and the number of reflected ions 

must decrease. But it appears from Fig. 3.3, that this number depends 

not only on the temperature, but on the value of the electric potential 

as well.

Now as M increases, so h, which is a maximum jump obtained

from the conservation relations. The ratio is found by putting B ->• 0, 

v^^ -> O. In the non-dimensionalized form, as M-> “ at some fixed 0, then 

the upstream kinetic energy of the plasma dominates. But since B O, • 

then the ions must be stopped by the electric potential. As Figs. 8.1 ,
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8,2 show, ion heating becomes small in the tail. It will be shown

below that this ion heating becomes a small part of total heating.

It then seems likely that reflections will cease as and that
2ion heating falls. Than the ratio R^= )'vl must be true.

Then should be increasing with M. At intermediate M, in regions 

where both magnetic field and distortion heating occur, tj) may have 

a complicated form.

The behaviour with ^ is given in Pig. 8.3, as predicted by 

the model. The value

/O

FIG 8,3
of ^ such that R^=l, (i.e. the potential sufficient to slow a cold 

ion beam) is labelled ij)*. It is plotted as the dotted line, and may 

be calculated for any M, |3, since is predicted.

It is clear that when 0=0.1, the ions are not slowed only by 

the electric potential, but also by the conversion of upstream 

kinetic energy into downstream thermal energy, this is accomplished

■i
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by non-adiabatic ion orbits in the laminar fields.

However, it suffices that is monotonie increasing, indicating

that the fall in reflected ion heating is due to falling initial

temperatures only. It is further noted from Figs. 8.1, 8.2, above,

that as (or as the efficiency of ion reflections goes up.

Thus choice of L is not in favour, as of the reduction of ions
fluxes. The variation of fluxes for each component, with M, is then 

displayed in Fig. 8,4.

/'O

fo

FIG 8.4

It is then apparent that heating at large M is coincides with 

the loss of reflected ions.

There are less obvious reasons for decreasing reflected ion 

heating. Thus the energy downstream depends on their reflection 

orbits. The larger these orbits, the larger is the energy put into

4
'fI
i 
i
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Larmor gyration downstream, that is, the temperature. A measure of 

the effect of the reflection orbits is given by their drift co-ord

inates downstream.

In jFig. 8.5 is shown the behaviour of with M. The curves

are velocities for the total, and reflected ion beams. Since the pre

scription followed, the former curve is known from the

Rankine-Hugoniot relations, and so is not new. It is seen that at 

H'vlO, = h, which represents the disappearance of all

JDagnetic field dynamics. This limit is reached quite rapidly, so that 

M  does not have to be abnormally large for the approximation ^2^^^min 

to apply. The total drift is approximately equal to the drift of the 

transmitted ions alone. There is very small variation with 0=0.1, 0.3,

To6m/ Jèt'iS

fo

FIG 8.5

and the curves may further be taken valid'/ at all M, with regard to
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shock thickness.

The drift of reflected ions downstream is increasing, but very slow 

change occurs at high M as the effects of dominating electric potential, . 

and disappearing magnetic field are felt. As all upstream energy goes into 

the plasma kinetic energy, so ions are reflected off the potential with 

greater velocity. This is carried to the downstream. Since this energy is 

then measured as temperature the tendency is to increase ion thermal energy 

when M is large. It is interesting that the exit velocity to of the 

reflected ions falls with as may be seen from Fig, 8,5, the companion to

JFig. 8.4. The decrease is very slow and it is expected that loss of energy,

gained by the reflection orbit, does not account for decreased ion heating 

at high H, The decrease in is expected as the higher exit velocities to 

as M increases, will alter the phase of the "mean reflected ion", and 

cause it to be turned more rapidly upstream.
2 2Thus it is noted that the quantity ^M(V^ + ^tail' increasing.

This does not mean that the tail is increasing its energy, as the number of 

reflected ions is falling. Thus finally, the loss of reflected ion heating 

is due to the low initial ion temperatures alone, as M ■> «j.

In fig, 8.7 the flux in the y-direction is plotted, and may be comp

ared with Fig. 8,4, Since (n falls with M, and density falls with.

M, must fall. This is shown in Fig, 8,6,
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In spite of these drifts in the y-direction of the total ion 

component, the previous section has shown that they may be ignored, Iÿ
value of L^, that the drift kinetic energy reappears as temperature. . ij

In the non-self-consistent model, energy need not-be conserved. What 

saves the model is the small dependence of ion temperature on L^. It

is otherwise not unimportant that these drifts occur in the model, for ^
"itthey help understand its physics, as occurs in section §7.
I

Figs. 8.4, 8.7, both show strong dependence on , while the pure 1
velocity curves do not. There is noticeable flux at 0=0.3, even for

M<M*, while at 0=0.1, flux stays low. The total ion component gains 

a large net flux, roughly the same for both values of in the y- 

direction as explained above.

At low M, 0=0.1, where the initial temperature is a more sign-

ificant proportion of upstream energy, the small ion heating observed 

in Figs, 8,1, 8.2, is due to the low values of fields in these weak 

shocks. The small values of cj) in Fig. 8.3 are then responsible for 

small distortion heating of the main beam, whilt= few reflections occur.

The behaviour at 0=0.3 is an amplification of that at 0=0.1. The 

question of behaviour at 0>O,3 is then tantalizing. These cases are 
discussed below, as they suggest a new regime of shock types. The 

extrapolation to M>10 is easy to infer. The reflecting component 

eventually vanishes altogether, while some simple distortion heating 
takes place. The proportion of downstream ion energy (relative to the ■

- ;ï

1
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total) has not yet been considered, but distortion heating of progress- %
- Îively colder ions must vanish. Indeed for M-x», the model predicts *

undetectable ion heating. This must be compared with experiment.

At 0=0.04 (the value of the low-0 Culham experiment), small 

reflection is occuring. At any fixed value of M, Fig, 7.2 shows that ?

falling 0 implies falling thermal ion spread (for some fixed T^/T^).

The heating due to reflections vanishes at M^6, while the total ion 

component then falls. These results support the extrapolation to 

Jd>10, of the previous paragraph. The fluxes in the x-direction are 

small, and Pig. 8.4 finds them squeezed out of significance. The 

fluxes to are more interesting. The large flow remains as M gets 

larger (Fig, 8.7). At-M'v3, the fluxes are ordered oddly; thus 

Cnv)( 0= 0.1) < (nv) (0= 0,04) < (nv) (0= 0.3) The explanation lies in 

the growing fluxes to +y of both ion components as 0 increases. When .?

no tail occurs, (nv) (0= 0.04)^ (nvX0 = 0.005), to -y, and is unchanged.

As 0 increases to 0.1, so the main beam acquires small drift as the 

tail suddenly emerges. The displacement of the main beam is then %

increased as 0 rises to 0.3,

At 0=0,005, a few plots to growing M show no emerging reflected 

ion flux at all.

Fig. 8.1 is a ratio of two more directly interpretable quantities.

Thus the downstream thermal energy of the ions is T^^ = T^ + T^ as #

above, while part of this heating is given by the adiabatic (no
Ti-l

increase in energy) compression T\^^ = T^^ * B^re Y^=2

as required by the laminar field dynamics, and as qualitatively

suggested by the experiments of Kornherr and Schumacher. Each of these :

t
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components having direct physical meaning should give new information, 

The adiabatic levels are not an unknown of the shock problem, and may 

be calculated from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, and the initial 

ratio T ^ / T . Useful further, for comparison purposes, is the ratio

Downstream temperature is shown in Fig, 8.8. Together with totals, 

given by the hard curves, are shown the usual transmitted ion contr

ibutions (dotted curves) and the adiabatic level (dashed curves). Non- 

adiabatic heating is now the difference between the hard and dashed 

curves.

FIG 8.8

Such heating is clearly falling more rapidly than the adiabatic. 

The familiar asymptotic behaviour at large M is shown by the latter. 

The argument following Fig. 8.1, is easily applied to the explanation 

of these curves. Adiabatic (and other) levels are seen to rise from

H

3
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M=l, in a region where density is increasing faster than initial

temperature is falling, with M  at fixed J3. The enormous increase

in ion energy in going from 0=0.1 to 0=0.3 is demonstrated. This

matches the rapid rise in  ̂ (of Pig. 8.3), while initial ion

temperatures rise. Then as  ̂goes asymptotic to (|)* (approximately) , 

low ion temperature causes a fall in T^g.

The temperature jump in going from the up- to the downstream 

is shown in Pig. 8.9

71%

w

FIG 8.9
The Culham shôck is at Jyî 3.5, 0=0.1, In the perpendicular 

direction, the ions have been heated about 16 times. The low 0=0.005 

shocks, show the ions heated about 5 times (most of this is adiabatic). 

The transmitted components are quite interesting. While total and 

transmitted energies increase when 0 increases, the energy jump of 

the transmitted has decreased. The measure of transmitted ion heating
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is made downstream by integration over this beam only, and is quite 

accurate. In the upstream it is necessary to decide whether the 

temperature of the ions, to be transmitted, is equal to that of the 

whole initial ions, or to that of the initial ions with the reflected 

Cto be) ions removed. Here the initial ion temperature is used so 

that an underestimate of transmitted ion heating might occur. The 

"cut" made by the electric potential in f^, into the two ion types 

is not simple (Figll.13, below), making estimates of separate beam 

densities obtainable only by numerical integration of the upstream 

once the cut has been determined. However, as long as the ions 

are not too hot, with a few reflections occuring, the error is small 

This error will increase with P .

The adiabatic heating is calculated using the measured density 

^2M* ^^Gn due to increasing loss of density to reflections, with 

Increasing j3, the temperature jump of the main beam may get smaller. 

This can be illustrated, too, in the easily and accurately generated 

Lg=0 case {Fig. 8.2),

The variation of heating with P is quite slow, as may be seen 

from Fig. 8,10.
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FIG 8.10
Taking sections of the heating surface T/T (over M,|3-space) , 

at constant M, gives variation with (3 at M=l,5, 2.4, 6,0, At small 

a behaviour similar to that at small M occurs. Thermal spread 

is so low that no reflections occur and only small heating is 

expected. At 0=0.005, the L ^ O  and L^=l/6 cases are more or

less the same, and even at large Mach number, low-0 heating is small. 

It has been noted above that at 0^0,04, reflecting ions occur when

. Thus at M=l,5, the curve remains slowly increasing while there 

is quite rapid increase for higher M=2,4>M* and M=6,0>M*. A s ,0 

increases now, or as thermal spread increases, so there is significant 

continuation of the trend. But now the trend may continue as 0 goes
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FIG 8.11
At low 0 there is a fall in When M>M*,  ̂then remains roughly 

constant with 0. For M<M*, the curve falls all the way to 0=0,3,

There is again only slow dependence on so that ion thermal spread 

must be invoked to explain reflection contributions to Fig, 8,10, The 

lower curve is of interest. No reflecting ions occur at 0=0,005, and

%
I

greater than 0,3, so long as the model holds. So, Fig, 8,10 shows 41
"fincreased non-adiabatic heating with 0, The behaviour of the M=l,5

curve, contrasted''with that of the transmitted ions at higher M, 

again shows the decreasing effect of the main beam as its density • |

diminishes at the expense of reflections. |

The variation of initial temperature with 0 may easily be seen 

from Fig, 7.3, The other important factor in ion heating is the 

electric potential. This is shown in Fig, 8,11,

* (p 4  = %  Wc2c

I
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the model is clearly finding it easier to slow the ions as P increases. 

Thi.s is of course due to distortion heating of the ion Maxwellian even 

at M3M*. (The value (})*, required to slow the cold ion beam increases 

very slowly with ). Now at higher Mach number, much greater ion 

heating is observed as shown in Fig. 8.10, so that similar and exag

gerated behaviour of ^ at high M>M* is expected. This is patently not - 

the case. Growing reflections are forcing an increase in (j) to effect 

their proper slowing consistent with , downstream. It has been seen 

above that the model will sometimes fail to adequately slow the ions 

(Garching parameters), whatever the value of (}>, This increasing 

potential at high P heralds the collapse of the laminar model in an 

extrapolation to higher J3 .

It is expected that as (}> increases, to try and slow the fast ions, 

so the flux of ions should increase. These are shown in Fig, 8.12.

û'i

FIG 8.12
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The curves are at first sight slightly odd, for (nv)(M=2.4)>

{nvj =6) at j8=0,3, where (f) is increasing. This curve should be 

inspected simultaneously with Fig, 8.4 for flux variation with M- 

there this fact is explained. Here the variation at constant M is 

considered. Then the intriguing event is the large slope of these 

curves at M=2,4, 0=0.3, where reflections are a maximum. The 

increase in c}> should be most noticeable in this region, and indeed, 

the M=2,4 potential shows traces of a more rapid- climb, than does 

the M=5 curve. At M=10, low flux is apparent^ and previous para

graphs have suggested that in an extrapolation to high M, reflected, 

ions disappear entirely. It would then be expected that at M=10,  ̂

has the same behaviour as the M=1.5 case. Indeed it is found that 

(j) decreases monotonically on this range of 0 .

Then the evidence above, as concerns the ion heating may be 

summarized as follows:

(i) First, in variation with M, there is a low M<M* region (for all 0) 

where few reflections occur, with some heating due to distortion of 

f^ by the potential—but the shock is weak and the effects likely to 

be small; when M^M*, significant reflections rapidly appear with a 

strong .contribution to downstream ion energy - in this domain a 

balance is struck between reflections off the electric potential and 

the ability of that same potential to properly slow the ions; when 

M>>M*, the ions become so cool (at fixed 0), that no significant ion 

behaviour can be expected, heating stays low, and the electric
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potential approaches a level where R^^l.

Strong visual support for these points is given by a rapid 

progression of displays of the downstream ion distribution f^, over 

its two-dimensional velocity space. Then at 0=0,1 and in an order 

M=l,5, 2,4, 4, 6, 10, Figs 8.12, 13, 14, 15, 16, are presented.
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A useful feel the explanations above results. The distribution 

holds all the information on the shock, except for the self-consistent 

electric potential.

At low M=l,5, just a trace of reflections are occuring, with none 

detected by the model at finer grid sizes. The wide thermal spread is 

noted. In the progression to M=2.4, the main body of ions is notic

eably slimmer and more elongated. It may be expected, then, that this 

suffers stronger heating. Clearly some flux has been lost to a fast 

beam of reflected ions. The numerical integrations show that never-the- 

less, this main body is heated above that at M=l,5, The reflections 

manifest themselves by the vertical face at V =0 - the truncation of theX
upstream Maxwellian by the potential - and by their reappearance with

large +v - coordinates in The height of the (roughly drawn
X, y

to this grid size) fast beam, at the face, is approximately that of the 

V^=0 face. At this point, about 64% of ion non-adiabatic heating resides 

in this small beam. As M is increased now to 4 (Fig. 8.14), the fast 

beam is disappearing. The main beam shows further cooling, by its 

reduction in width. The face at V^=0 shows that the display is losing 

some of the reflecting ions, but it has been significantly reduced from 

the M=2.4 example, (Fig. 8.13) At M=6, the face at V^=0 has almost 

vanished. The integrations show that once again the (now total) main 

body has increased its temperature above adiabatic, as compared with 

M=4,0, At M=10 (Fig. 8.16), no vestiges of reflections are found.

The ions are highly localized i n ^ .
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I
It must be remembered that these plots are made under the approximation

L^=0, and so the rotation of each distribution about the magnetic field

in the shock, or the Lorentz displacements of the beams, are ignored.

The height of each distribution is automatically scaled by the

computer to fit the page. Thus it is necessary to observe the scaling

of f^. This is given usefully by f^^^ which increases strongly as the

ions get colder; they rise from f '̂ 1̂6 at M=l,5, to f ^630 at M=10,max max
■■■'IThis is very pleasing visual information, and yet is easily under- %

$estimated. For it is these surfaces, and not the integrals over them, %
Ithat are the solutions to the shock problem, together with (j), ÿ

Attention may be drawn to the large elongation at low of the

i

main beams. The effect is strong and it is noted again thay they

supply a necessary bias of this beam to a drift v„<V_, for R,<1 and2 2 (f)
reflecting ions occur with drift

(ii) Second, in variation with ^ , there is a low-/? region, which is 

denoted  ̂<|3, (in parallel with (i) ) where ho reflections occur, but may 

be situated at M>M* - the conditions M>M*, /3 </? then show that break-’ 

down of the two-fluid theories is here not due to the overturning of 

the ion beams as is commonly assumed; when a region of ion reflect- 'I

ions results where (when M>M*) as in (i), a balance is found between 

ion reflections off <f>, and consistent slowing of the ions; the question 

of P>>P must yet be considered, but the indications are that <p is 

inadequate (Garching parameters) and the laminar model fails.

Then as in (i), visual support is given to these ideas by Figs.

8.17, 18, 19 where at M=2.4, /3 =0.005, 0.1, 0.3, respectively.

y

J
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T^=T^2 to be calculated. In the laminar fields, this level

applies even to the distributions of the model. Then

= 5T̂  + + 1̂ 2 (1-î ) . (8.1)
It is now assumed 

that the ions gain or lose no thermal energy after they have left

freedom. Then T^^ ts this temperature, calculated as

In Fig. 8.20, plots of T^ , and T^^ .̂re given. The upper

155.

The remoteness of the low-j3 example from the v^=0 axis is 

extreme. No skewing is found, while neither this display nor the 

numerical integrations can detect reflected ions. This is then 

the behaviour for all M. The collapse of the fluid theories is 

due to their ignorance of the velocity space distortions, in the 

laminar fields, and not to the appearance of three-valued flows, 

wave breaking, and the appearance of turbulence. This heating is 

small at all M, and a change in the nature of electron heating is 

not expected. At higher values of j3>|3, some reflections are seen 

(Fig. 8.18), This display is a reproduction of Fig. 8.13. At 

0=0.3, a very marked reflected ion tail is found. Again, extra

polation of these trends must be considered. The following para- 

graphs will suggest a solution to the problem. t

The Rankine-Hugoniot relations allow the total temperature. I

the shock, but merely rearrange this energy equally in 3 degrees of

Tf2 = (T^ + Ty + T^) / 3 (8.2) I

I
curves are the Rankine-Hugoniot levels. It is striking that at 

H^2,5, the ion energy is of the order of the total allowed thermal
I
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content down stream 1 On 1.4,^Ii^2.4, a self-consistent solution is not 

obtained, for energy is not conserved. Since this abnormal energy 

is held in the reflected ions (the transmitted level is shown by the 

dotted curve), and the flux of these ions will increase with 0, it 

seems that at 0>O.3, the model collapses (at iow, but increasing with 

0, values of M),
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It would seem that all the requirements of the conservation 

relations have been met. Thus flux is high always,

The ions have been properly slowed, = VgBg. It is discussed

in section 7, that the proper choice of must be made, to conserve 

momentum in the y-direction. However, at low M, the L^=l/6 V^/0^ 

choice is quite accurate (M<A ). Yet energy is not conserved.

It is now required that the jump in ion energy must be checked 

consistent with the conservation relations.

Then extrapolation to higher 0, of Figs, 8.17-19, represents 

the breakdown of the model.

The results of the 0=0.3 runs allow no electron heating at all, 

which is clearly unreasonable, and the 0^0.3 limit is favourable to 

the model. At larger value of M, Fig. 8,20 shows a strong fall in 

the role of ion heating. This fall corresponds to the decreasing 

initial ion temperatures at fixed 0, and increasing M. The graph is 

interesting as it requires large electron heating. At M=10, 0=0.3, 

ion heating is about 6% of the total, and beyond experimental detec

tion. Electron temperature ratios shown in

Fig, 8.21,

7*

too <> 10

M

i
12I
%
I

FIG 8.21
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They are clearly decreasing with increasing 0, but even at M=10,

0=0,3, T^^IOT^. The form of the R-H solution at high hides the

mechanism of electron heating. The rapid fall at M<M* of T^ , is
2due to the term 2 (l-l/V^)/M^ of equation 8,1. As M̂ «>, this tends

2to zero and T is determined by (l-Vg ). It is noted that this is

just 2(f)*. Heating is found from the slowing of the ion beam. The

electric potential dominates and ion heating is small with R̂ f̂ /l.

There then appears to be a return to the case of low-M, simple,

resistive shocks with anomalous electron heating. It has been

assumed in this work, that some adequate form of electron heating

always exists. The high M example is unclear but the following

point emerges. That if L^=l/6 is fixed, then dB/dk =

is fixed. Increasing electron heating over ion heating at high M

by a universal instability will be suppressed . On the other hand,

a dependence gives increasing dB/dx, and increasing currents

in the shock face, since in units of O when

always. This is then further argument for a shock

thickness in units of C/mpe,i
At high M, if the electrons are adequately heated without intro

ducing ion-scale turbulence, and ion reflections have ceased, a second 

critical Mach number is suggested which marks the end of the over

turning of the ion beam. If the model is satisfied, then ion dist

ortion heating occurs. Otherwise, the laminar profiles are suspect.

In either case, the two-fluid theory will not apply, consistent with 

M>M*
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9. On the Electric Potential

in Pig. 8.3. At face value it is extremely simple, and may be compared
2with the plot of = (1-V^ )J2 for an explanation of its smooth shape.

0.1, 0.3, ^ is plotted over the variable M, at = 1/6 V^/Q^.

It has frequently been necessary to invoke data on the electric |

potential, in previous chapters. This quantity is itself an important 

unknown of"the model, A solution in the case 0=0.1 has been given above

An ion heating -mechanism has of course been proposed and so is not

"unexpected. But this curve hides a wealth of detail, so that as perhaps 

the second -major concern of the model, these are now studied. Ï

The final solutions for ÿ are shown in Pig. 9.1. At fixed 0=0.005,
"â
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= h y N ^  + ecf), (9.1)

is satisfied. The ions are 

slowed only by the potential. Since every ion follows the same orbit 

in no distortion of the initial distribution occurs, and the cold 

ions are unheated. There are no ion reflections.

The shape of (j)* is the same for all p. At M=l, no magnetosonic 

shock exists and so ^*=0. As M>1, so must increase to

slow the ions to V^. There is a sharp rise at low Mach numbers, but 

then the asymptotic nature of (to results as M  in an

asymptotic behaviour for cf>*. Then = 15/32 2 «47 in the non-dimen

sional units of this thesis.

The general conformity of the solutions of the model, with , 

is interesting and encouraging, for the model attempts an involved 

estimate of

At 0=0.005, the solution (j)̂< <j>* is found at low M<M*. There is

162.

sThe dotted curve indicates the (often used) potential to slow a

cold ion beam. The energy jump of this beam is calculated for shocks

at constant 0=0.005, and varying JM, and yields the potential o05~
2(l-Vg )/2. Only this value of 0 is used, as the variation of with

0 is less than 1%. Because the properties of ij)* are clearly defined,

it is a useful tool for comparison purposes. When # ^ ^*, it is re-
2called that R,= 2<|)/(1-V ) ̂ 1. When R,=l, and it is insisted that the i(p ^  cp

ions are cold, then the simple energy balance

$

&
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Ivery little ion heating and no ion reflection, and this is as expected, f

At M>M*, small ion heating occurs, and

At 0=0.1 a further reduction in ^ has occured. Again as expected, 3

some upstream kinetic ion energy goes into downstream "temperature" to 

account for

The shape at 0=0.3 is then very curious. At M<M*, the potential 

has again been reduced below the levels of 0=0 .1; ion heating has inc

reased, and so ^ is reduced. But when M^*, and downstream temperature 

continues to rise, the potential now increases! In this case the under

standing of the energy balance is affronted. Then at M>>M*, the potential 

again drops below that at 0=0 .1,

Explanation of the experimentally observed R <1 has been quoted as |
9an important problem in shock physics , as it is closely related to the

ion heating The observation is always simultaneous with M>M*

and reflected ions, as shown by the foot in field profiles. The paper of

Eselevich et. al. gives low-0(^0.05) measurements of R^. The model

offers an ion heating mechanism so has an explanation for R^<1. But it

also predicts an increase in- R, as 0 increases above 0MI.1,9
In Pig. 9.2, plots of R^ are given for the above explanation (Fig 9.1). 

Here = 1/6 '̂ el ~ "̂ il* effect is seen to be moderate, and
always less than ^15%.
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FIG 9,2
Only an ion thermal energy increase can result in decreased -

at least when only electric potential dynamics are considered.

At 0=0,005, R ^1 at M<M* so that no ion heating can have occurred. <P
The numerical work shows that there is no distortion heating at low 

Mach numbers. Then at 0=0,005, and M=l,5, 2,4, 4, respectively,

T. "12
\ a d

= 1,1 , 1,4 , 1,5
while

= 1,0 , 1,0 , 0.95.

The noticeable heating at M=2.4 has not affected R/^1, for the9
proportion of ion heating is small (T^g/T^g 135). The simple energy 

balance (9,1) is well satisfied. At M=4 however, R =.96 and

Then the downstream terms of (9,1), at an initial kinetic energy =0.5,
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give (non-dimensionallÿ)

W g  + <j> 0.48 (9.2)

There is then a 4%"loss" of 

ion energy. It is expected that this energy should reappear downstream 

as temperature. Now in spite of an increase in non-adiabatic heating as 

given above, this energy is only ^0.1% of the initial kinetic energy. 

This is very small and clearly cannot account for the reduction in ^ . 

Some explanation over and above the heating hypothesis, which has been 

proposed in the literature, must be given.

In Fig. 9.3 are presented plots of against M; the condition 

bg=l/6 of Fig. 9,2 is now changed to L^=0. The hard curves are

given at 0=0.005, 0=0,1. The dotted curves

FIG 9.3
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are the finite-L^ solutions, reproduced from Fig, 9.2. The graph re

introduces the problem of shock thickness. For M<M (M is that Mach 

number beyond which the downstream ions have no longer ignorable drifts 

in the y-direction) the two cases agree. For M>M , the potential 

required to slow the ions so that is lower when L^^O. It is nec

essary to examine the effects of ion drift to v^, on the slowing of the 

ions. At 0=0.005 no reflections occur, and all ions have a shock transit 

time to go into their gyro-orbits. They acquire a drift to -V^, and thus 

experience an averaged Lorentz force which in turn retards their motion 

across the shock. This force helps the electric potential to slow the 

ions. An energy balance is then given by the form

2 2 a2̂MVĵ  == ^MV^ + ecj) + —  VyBLg -I- Cheating]  ̂ (9.3)

It is

sensible to suppose that if (the ion Larmor radius) then all their

motion could be converted by gyration in the gradient in B, to flow to -y 

on exit from the shock. They would then be independent of electric pot

ential dynamics. Fig, 9.4 illustrates the forces and typical orbits when

« V

FIG 9.4

%
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A't 0=0,005, even for M>M*, it now occurs that R >1, with the small9
ion heating (^1%) not registering. It has been shown above that ion 

heating may be regarded as constant when is varying, for M<Sl , while 

for I'M>M , remains comparable with experimental errors. As M-x», it has 

been shown that the 1^=0 shock becomes a reasonable approximation. Thus 

the L^=0 curve giving R^^l is taken true, at 0=0.005 - not least because 

R^<1 could never be experimentally verified.

In the examination of model dependence on L^, data at a fixed 

-= 10 was accumulated. At M ^ , 4  ('VM ), and 0=0.1, the measured

values of ^ agree with the L^=l/6 cases, while at M^4 they were

found to agree with Lg=0 shocks. This is demonstrated in a plot of R^ 

for Lg=0, 10 1/6V^/^^, with M, in Fig. 9.5

= <3,/

FIG 9.5

. J
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While choice of at 0=0.005 allowed large changes in R so that

Ri'vl resulted, this does not appear to be the case at 0=0.1. Removal of 9
drifts to -y does not return R^ to order unity, so that shock thickness 

effects do not operate alone. It may now be asked if the difference is 

due to thermal energy increase.

At M=1.5, R,^0.9 when 0=0.1; again, with initial kinetic energy of
. .  4)

0.5,

+ 4» ~ .478 (9.4)

An energy loss of ^4.4%

is found. This holds for all shock thicknesses and is now found to reside

in the temperature increase. Thus there is measured distortion heating

C'VD.024) which is about 4.8% of initial ion kinetic energy.

As must be expected, then, at M=1.5, 0=0.1, distortion heating of

the ions can account for the reduction in R . No reflecting ions were9
registered.

At M=1.5, 0=0.3, a 2% flux of reflecting ions is found. They are 

effective in boosting ion temperature so that the model gives

+ 4» 2  0.453. (9.5)

Then an energy loss of

~9.4% .must be accounted for. The jump in heating (T-T^^) is '^.042 at

~8.4% which satisfactorily accounts for the low value of R . [it must9
be recalled from Fig, 8.20 of the previous section that this shock is 

not self-consistent, as conservation energy levels are marginally exc

eeded].
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At low Mach number, then, and at least for 0^0.3, simple distortion 

heating can account for the drop in ({>, by an energy balance of the form

2 2 + e<}) + [heating^ (9.6)

. It was necessary

to consider the effects of L on the model. But even in the case of thes
M>M shock at 0=0.005, this equation must apply for the self-consistent 

solution requires no net drift in the y-direction, downstream, so that 

magnetic field dynamics need not be involved.

At high 0, and M>M*, it now becomes necessary to consider a new 

aspect in the explanation of R -levels; thus adjustment of shock thickness9
and inclusion of ion heating cannot reduce the problem to that of type 

19,6 ).

At 0=0.3, M=2,4, as the most exaggerated example available (this 

shock is marginally self-consistent, while the M=1.5 shock is not), very 

strong ion heating has been measured (Fig. 8.20). This resides mostly in 

the reflected ion component, representing about 80% of non-adiabatic heat

ing, This is carried by a flux of about 15% of the total. As before, the 

downstream terms of (9,1) give

+ 4» ~ 0.488, (9.7)
JL ~

or about 2,4% of up

stream ion kinetic energy. The large ion heating is found to be about 46% 

of that energy - while this large heating should be apparent in Pig. 9.2 

as a reduction in R^ to R^^O.4, this is patently not the case, for R ^0.931
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A similar occurrence occurs at M=2.4 and the lower 0=0.1. But a 

much smaller flux of about 3% reflecting ions is found, yielding about 

78% of non-adiabatic heating. While an energy balance like (9.6) 

predicts R.'VD.SS, the model forces this higher to R^'v.93. The effect4> • 4>
is decreasing as 0 gets smaller, and Fig 9.3 shows that it is amplified 

by reduction of shock thickness, for R -x .96 as L ->0, an increase of 

some 3%. This is expected for lack of field dynamics leads to increased 

4>, as was shown in the discussion of shock thickness.

At higher 0 (>0) and M>M*, the new event is the emergence of the 

reflecting ions. The reflection process adds large energies into this 

component upstream of the shock, and an energy balance becomes quite 

difficult. It is clear that the effect of reflections is to effectively 

raise the apparent speed of the ions at the shock front, and thus to 

raise the left hand side of equation (9.6). Then each term (other than 

) can be increased to match. Heating has been found to increase, 

with reflections. Now the occurrence of high R^ implies that 4> also 

increases. This is shown quite clearly by returning to Fig, 9.2, and 

a comparison of the curves 0=0.1, 0.3. The expected behaviour is that 

since ion heating increases with 0, so R^ should show an orderly decrease 

with 0 - as in the progression 0=0.005 to 0=0.1, On the contrary, how

ever, 2^ strongly increases in the presence of the reflecting ions. At 

M=10, 0=0.3, this effect is lost and the situation returns to that of 

(9,6). In Fig. 9.1, is exaggeratedly reduced by gyration as in Fig. 9,4.

It is emerging then, that the potential works quite hard to slow 

the ion component. In the absence of reflections, equation (9,6) shows

I

I
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that  ̂ always, for if ^ then cooling of the ions must take

place which is not allowed by the conservation relations (for the total 

plasma) or by the variational principle of section §3, for each charge 

species separately. But it is not clear that this is the case when 

reflections occur. An increase in R of 'v4.7% occurs on the small jump 

0=0.1 0,3, M=2.4, At this point the model breaks down, (Fig. 8,20) by 

excess ion heating. The loci of search points for the self-consistent 

solutions at Culham and Garching suggest that R >1 can occur, but with 

undetermined heating levels (see Fig. 5.5). These loci are discussed 

below. But no analytic demonstration of an ordering ^ seems

possible, for the interdependence of ion heating and c|) is difficult to 

determine. The problem is complex, and left open.

Measurement of R^ at 0^.3^ M'v2,4, in an experiment, would be a 

very good test of the model. It has been held, up to the present, that 

equation (9,6) applies. In particular, in dependence with 0, R^ should 

be tested for the form shown in Fig. 9.6. . This is contrary to equation 

(9.6)

o.a

FIG 9.6
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There is not much experimental evidence. The Culham M>M* exper

iment gives good agreement with R, as given by the model, R.^l. If R, is<P 9 9
calculated from the heating levels of the model, assuming (9.6) to be true,

then R,^.87 would result. Thus Culham gives tentative support to the high- 9
part of Fig. 9.6. Restriction to R^<1 at low-0 has been observed in oblique 

28shock waves, and in the presence of oscillatory subshocks of some low-0

perpendicular s h o c k s . T h e s e  latter are not strictly comparable with the

steady-state model, and their 0-dependence is uncertain. But on.a low-0

(0.005 0.05) region and R^ varies between 'iO,71, at M^>2.4, and

R /UD.5 at M.'V'S. This latter result is far in excess of the model, even at g A
lower 0, but suggests qualitative agreement with Fig, 9,6. While the M>M*

shock of the Culham papers shows from Fig. 5.2, a good agreement of cj) with

the model, their M<M* shock shows a potential slightly lower relative to the

model. Now a condition for the appearance of the subshock is that T^>>T^
9(they are ion-acoustic events occurrlng^^^n 1 while > 1, where is 

an ion-acoustic Mach number, V^/C^) so that their appearance at low-0 is exp

ected from Fig. 8.21 which shows strong reduction of ^Q2^"^i2 increasing

|î.
The suggestion is then that at low-0 ^ 0.05 corresponding to the exp

eriments of Eselevich et al,^^ the electrostatic subshock appears. The

strong oscillatory potential will reflect ions from the first potential max- 
14imum , while these oscillations average about some lower level behind 

the shock. It is this first potential maximum that must be compared with 

the model, in the low 0= .04 results. Knowledge of the amplitude of the 

oscillations would enable a calculation from the model of R downstream.
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corresponding to the averaged oscilloscope traces of the Culham experiments.

At high 0, since T /T. drops, so the effects of the subshock will e 1
decrease until in shocks like that at Garching, T^/T^<1 always and they dis

appear, While at Garching, the Culham shock at M>M* gives

The agreement of this latter example with the model, and the

observed R.'vl there, combine to suggest that the subshock does not exist 9
even at 0^ 0.1.

These arguments can account for the high values of R^ given by the 

model, as compared with Eselevich’s results. The detection of R^^l at high 

0 ^ 0.3, in a steady-state shock [averaged electric field] would be good 

confirmation of the effect of reflections to increase (j>, as predicted by 

the model,

The behaviour of the self-consistent potential has been examined.

Some idea of the difficulty of evaluating (|) has been given by the discussion 

of reflected ion effects. Even without these, determination o f b y  (9.6) 

requires measurement of ion heating, itself, an unknown of the shock problem. 

Ideally, separate expressions for and T^, would be given in terms of the 

initial plasma, and Mach number. Papers by Woods^^ (1969) and Morse^^(1973) 

give expressions for ^ in terms of ion and electron heating, respectively. 

These are

+ I  (Til - Ti2>
1 (9.8)

- 1) + I  (T^2 - ,
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in the non-dimensinnalized quantities of this thesis. Fluid models were |

used, and temperatures are calculated in 3 degrees of freedom. The equations ;1

are defined for purely resistive shocks, which must automatically restrict

them to M<M* - a comparison of <j) as calculated using model heating with 3

model solutions for  ̂would not be expected there. The similarity of these

two independently derived equations suggests that they might be related, 3

and indeed the one may be derived from the other via the Rankine-Hugoniot |
Irelations; thus ~ 0^. In a rederivation of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, %

31 32 fand based on a method of Cairns , Sanderson has obtained these equations

assuming that all current in the shock is carried by electrons. This technique

is reconsidered in the light of the model, below, for it makes no assumptions
i -Iabout ion heating other than that the ions must carry no current, -J , -ty «

However all theories, as averages over the ion distribution function will lose S

information. In particular, it is not expected that they will register ■

distortion heating.

The equation (9*9) may be tested against the model. Using the temperature

observed there,  ̂may be calculated from (9.8). In Fig. 9.7, this is labelled

The model's self-consistent prediction for <p is plotted for comparison,

while also shown is a value of <j), calculated from equations (9.8), but using

the temperature of the transmitted ions only. This is labelled (j)̂. The high

0=0,3 value is chosen, as it exaggerates the effects of ion reflections. It s;

is recalled that these shocks are self-consistent for M>2.4 and Mi^l.4. Finally,
2the standard comparison = (l-V^ )/2 is plotted. The temperature of the

model is assumed to distribute in 3 degrees of freedom, downstream, for
I

optimum comparison with (9.8). Then ‘3
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^12 = = Til

PIG 9.7
At M=1.5, where some reflections occur, and ion heating is

known to be quite large (Figs 8.1, 8.20), The steep slopes at low Mach 

number make comparison quite difficult, but the calculated values are in 

decreasing order.

!)* = 0,32 , = 0.30 , ^ = 0,27 , “ 0,23 (9,10)

That^*>^, has been explained above. It is seen (f>̂ underestimates 

by about 17% at M=l,5, showing that the laminar heating of the model is in 

excess of that allowed by (9,8), It is known that at 0=0,3, M=l,5, the 

shock is not self-consistent due to excessive ion heating. However, as M 

increases, and the model becomes self-consistent, this divergence, 

increases to some 50% at M=2,4, which is clearly related to the reflected

1
..41
?
(
j
J

1
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ions. Then the pure resistive derivations (9.8) do not apply. In this region,

deletion of the reflected ion temperature gives the approximation which

is seen to have a natural comparison with (f)* and with ^ and highlights the 

effects of reflections. At large M'vlo, as reflections reduce, so (})̂ increases 

to 'VfJ). But there is no qualitative agreement. As ion heating gets smaller,

so as expected from equation (9.8) . But <j) is now dropping in the comb

ined effects of distortion heating (R <1), of reduced reflections and shock9
thickness effects.

At a more moderate, and from Fig. 8.20,. a more sensible, value of |8-=0,1, 

similar curves are shown in Fig. 9.8.

I

(O

FIG 9.8
Now underestimates <p by at most only 5%, as against 50% at j3=0.3. 

But the same general behaviour is shown. Reflected ions cause a drop in 

due to their non-resistive heating type. In the derivations of Cairns and 

Sanderson, the requirement that the electrons carry all the current -J^ must

be violated.
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The model then strongly suggests that if laminar ion heating occurs,

noticeably by ion reflections, then the equations (9.8) do not hold.
29Support for these equations is given by Woods , in a comparison with the 

Culham experiment at M>M*. But Fig, 9.8 shows that ^ ^ within exper

imental errors, so the test is not important. There is unfortunately ÿ

little published information on the electric potential levels, and further f-

comparisons of both the model and (9.8) cannot be made, ;•

The argument for the derivation of (9.8) is best given as in reference
31 , and may be made like this : Assume that the electrons carry the current

neV^^, in the shock front. As the ion displaces down the shock front, the

ion-acoustic instability (for example) occurs, and falls in consequence 

(at the expense of the growing plasma waves). Integration of electron §■Iequations of motion in laminar fields, shows that they follow equipotentials ^
1 #and so do not gain energy from these orbits , The effect of falling electron i

velocities in the shock turbulence, causes the electrons to depart from
t;

equipotentials and be accelerated across the shock into the downstream, by
1 -sNow there is the ubiquitous constant electric field V^B^, in the

direction of this drift, so that the potential drop experienced by the elec- -g
1tron in crossing the shock may be written as AyE^ = ^ —  V^B^Ay; Ay is t

the displacement of an electron in the y-direction. But then this energy -V

has been lost to turbulent heating of the electrons. Assuming that the

electrons appear as MaxweIlians downstream, the electron temperature increase ^
2is then proportional to —  of this quantity. Thus

T = (0- V.B Ay) (9.11) Se l  c 1 1
.1

But the current is -|

carried totally by the electrons, so that dB/dx = 4iT/c*NeV ^ = 4TT/c»NeV
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dv^Since = N^V^, dB/dx = 4nr/c*N^ e  ̂ which may be integrated

to give

AB = —  e N V, Ay. (9.12)c 1 1

Together with

equation (9.11), this gives

, The constant

of proportionality has been evaluated by Sanderson to be l/y^, where

is the ratio of specific heats for the electrons, and y^=5/3. Equation

(9.13) is then identical with (9.8) •

Now the interesting new effect suggested by the model, is the

possibility of significant ion drifts in the y-direction. These occur

for the whole ion beam in the laminar fields at M<M*, and at M>M* as

fast currents in the shock of reflected ions. This latter fact has been

noted by Auer et., al. who predicted the observation of ion currents

in front of the shock. Such motions have been experimentally measured
14directly, by Phillips and Robson . No experimental detection of down

stream currents has been made. They are predicted by the model,

while Biskamp and Welter^^, report evidence of fast ion beams downstream
21of a one-dimensional simulation shock. The Earth’s Bow Shock , shows 

evidence of a fast beam, but its y-dependence has not been determined.

Considering only the positive current of reflecting ions, in the 

transition L^, Maxwell's equations give the form
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I® = il Ne (V ® - -5. V 1) (9.14)dx c y N y '

where now a

Again, the electrons see a potential drop (j)- ^  But from (9.14)

this now gives the form

»

reduced electron current must occur. Here n^ is the density of reflecting 5

ions in the shock, while N is the density of the total electron or ion

component. Now the electrons will be slowed by the turbulence, as in the
1 eanalysis above, to give the new potential drop (j) - —  V^B^ Ay . The ions

will help the electrons in the y-direction, thus counter-acting the effects

of turbulence *(this may be understood in terms of the driving mechanism of

the turbulence - thus the driving energy of the (universal) instability

lies in the relative drift v _ = V ^ ~ V ^  , and reduction of this quantityd y y '
would decrease turbulence fluctuation levels). For a given dB/dx, is

now smaller and so Ay^ is expected smaller, when ion current occurs. Î
2 ^1^^2"^1^ 1 i

Te 2  3 « (*- - F  Vl»l fR ay ), (9.15) I

for the

increase in electron energy. The last term is derived using

1 . f V  ̂ a/: ,N y R X dx
as above, but integration 

of Ampere's Law has assumed that f^ can be regarded as constant, and that 

V^" for the reflecting ions is of order the upstream drift V^. Fig. 8,5 

shows that this last is not unreasonable, but f will have a complicated x- 

'dependence in the transition. Compression of the beam across could
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increase its density by about 30%, at 0=0.3 in a simple ^^dependent shock. 

The last term of (9,15) is then a crude approximation to the integral, but 

it is evaluated below at the trailing edge of the transition, and compared 

with the model. The determination of the ion current profile in the trans

ition is non-trivial. There are ions both reflecting off <p, and re-entering 

after reflection, while the main' beam of ions has been shown to acquire a 

flux in the negative y-direction to roughly match the positive flux of 

reflecting ions. At the rear of the shock, there is then no ion flux (nor 

electron flux) so that dB/dx = O, properly. But in the shock, the main 

beam follows an orbit as shown in Fig. 9.9, and for much of the time will 

have no flux to -y, while the reflecting ions do. This suggests that f^ 

should be approximated at some point inside L^, where ion flux is a maximum.

V M /

FIG 9.9

II
I

■I

I
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However, in the spirit of the derivation of (9.13), no reason for the 

acceleration of the electrons across the shock need be given, (i.e. explan

ation of the electron turbulence) while for the ions, some representative 

heating, f^^Ay^, can be used to explain the results of Figs. 9,7, 9,8-. By . n’

means of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, equation (9.15) is rewritten in a 

form suitable for ion temperature measurements.

V w  = *c + - I  (Ti2 - Til) +
(9.16)

5Again for heating

in 3 degrees of freedom. It is immediately apparent that some ion displace

ment may increase <j) above <j)̂. The presence of reflecting ions at cor

responding with their displacement far down the shock face (albeit mostly out

side the shock - an immaterial point for Ay^ is proportional to the energy .I

gain due to which is everywhere constant), gives the required behav

iour, qualitatively, with M, This equation remains insensitive to simple 

distortion heating. The equation may, however, be regarded as explanation of |
Ithe increasing values of R , where strong heating occurs, as studied in the , s

previous section. There seems to be no absolute way to determine the ordering 

of the magnitudes of the last two terms. Considering f^Ay^ as the source of

reflection ion energy, the heating term should then be greater as it must 

include not only the tail energy, but also that of the main beam. Thus it 

appears that always. Some of this energy (f^ Ay^) must go to overcoming

I

the potential however, and so might result. This is mentioned again

below, but observation of cj)>(j)* would be a possible verification of the model, |

so it is not an unimportant question.
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Some estimates of made. Fig. 6.9 above shows that

Ay.̂ 2̂ ^ 2M^ . On the other hand, at extreme 0=0.3, the

maximum observed value of f^ by the model is f^ ‘̂ 7%, The effect might

in a simple approximation be taken dominantly dependent on f^, for at

0=0.3, the L^=0 model can be used to show that Ay^^^2.3 over the observed

range of Mach numbers.

Then in Fig. 9.10, a comparison of (j) with <j) and 6  ̂+f„ Ay^c NEW c R
is given. The

FIG 9.10
agreement has improved significantly, and is now within 10% of the model. 

The shape of the curve is now qualitatively computable with 4>, thanks to 

the f^ dependence chosen. The level Ay^^2.3 (chosen as the y-displacement 

from the point of entry into the shock upstream, to the point of final 

exit downstream) seems to be of the correct order of magnitude. But the

'I
Îi

I
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crude analysis to obtain (9.16) does not set great quantitative value i
. %

on 6 as in Pig. 9,10. ?NEW s
At high JM, is seen to become an unfavourable estimate of

electric potential as compared with the model. The indications are, from ç
1 -5(9,16), that f Ay must change sign. Then the ions must be displacing Iin the negative y-direction, and indeed, at the large shock thicknesses 

of high M=10, 0=0.3, the transmitted ions now have a large flux about 16 

times that of the reflected ions in this direction. Here L '̂ 2 C/o) . which 

is larger than observed levels. If the model is non the less used, then in

the shock a small net flow to -y occurs and à will decrease below <j).INXiiW
Alternatively, an L =0 run at 0=0,3 shows that the model gives = 0.466, |

' • Iwhile temperature increases slightly. In this case the correct ordering i-

^ ^  ̂ results with small error as all heating mechanisms decline, - JNEW C

The high-M model has been shown in section §7 to have better behaviour at I
i

L^=0. The dotted line labelled 4>q / of Pig. 9,10 indicates this latter model I

solution. S

The properties of ^ are of importance. The simple profiles of Fig.
I9,1 hide a wealth of information on the properties of the laminar shock. 

Noticeable is the increase of (j) with increased 0 in Fig. 9,6, |

Experimental measurement of ^ is a sensitive test of the model, for 

while ion heating shows a behaviour expected by the literature, the v 1 

at high 0 result is unusual.

Equation (9,16) gives a qualitative explanation for the measured, 

unexpected increase in R^, Rough agreement of this simple form, with the 

model is found.

In the next section, the breakdown of the model at high 0 is examined.
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§10 On the Breakdown of the Model

In previous sections, it has been shown that the laminar model of a 

plane, perpendicular, collisionless, shock wave may break down in two ways. - 

The first was the obvious one, as an initial requirement of the model - 

thus the self-consistent electric potential is found in some shocks to be 

incapable of a proper slowing of the ion beam according to the conservation 

relations. An example was shown in section §5, by a run at the Garching 

parameters. The second type of breakdown was unexpected - the collective 

heating of the ions, by reflections, is so efficient that such heating may 

exceed the total conservation level downstream. Both these threats must be 

simultaneously met for a self-consistent representation of a shock. It is 

noted that in section §6, it was shown that must be carefully chosen to 

satisfy the conservation relations. However, it is now assumed that this 

choice has no effect on the breakdown of the model, for as long as r^<<L^

the dynamics of this thesis are unchanged, and from section §6, may 

be adjusted to give as desired.

This chapter will investigate the domain of self-consistent model 

solutions. The non-dimensionalized study of this thesis has chosen the 

three ratios M,0, T^/T^, to define the initial plasma and shock strength.

The first two are sufficient to define the total properties of the downstream 

plasma, via the conservation relations, while if T^/T^ = 1, as in the work 

above, the solutions domain is then well defined as a subspace of M,0- space.
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Clearly, (at fixed T^/T^) a trial-and-error search of the M, /J-plane must 

be carried out, and such a search is conveniently performed in the 

approximation.

The model may be used in two ways, when L^=0, The first isolates 

the boundary of the solutions subspace by seeking for a violation of the 

relation is done by fixing M, arid increasing 0, as

suggested by the exaggerated /3-dependence of reflecting ion properties.

At each point (M,j3), the model is used in the conventional way to find <j) 

such that v^=V^, where Vgt^) is the numerical integration downstream at 

any trial-and-error choice of If a shock solution is found, then for 

some (j), v^=V^, and the locus v^(^) has a form illustrated in Fig. 10.1 as 

example (a). The curve intersects 2 ^ point <f> <(}>* so that ion

heating is immediately expected. (It is noted, too, that the locus is 

almost linear so that simple interpolation between two guesses on Vg(^) 

will give a quite accurate estimate for 4> at

OJt,

FIG 10.1
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î
fIf no shock solution can be found, then has a form as illustrated

by example (b) of Fig. 10.1. Then all <j). This behaviour has been s
' !|

seen in the Garching example. At the value of /? where v (̂ ) is tangential to
I

v^=Vg, marginal shock solutions are found. This value of /? is labelled /?*. - %

By this technique, a point (M,/3) at fixed temperature ratio T^/T^, is
Iused to calculate Tg^T^g + T̂ ^̂  by the conservation relations, while ?

the complete use of the model specifies A solution is then T^^» This may a

be represented symbolically as ï
(T /T.) (R-H)

{M,/î %  ^ <j)} => T^2 (10.1)

Now L =0 so s
that no magnetic field dynamics occurs in the transition, and only the electric^ 

potential determines shock behaviour, a different form of the model, at L^=0 

may then be proposed. For specification of and initial temperature ratio T^ 

(.and T^yT^) followed by integration of the ion orbits across the shock (by the 

usual "reversing" procedure), will give v^. If this is assumed to be the 

conservation level, ^2~^2' may be calculated. (Since is unknown, |

no downstream gyration of an ion, with re-entry to the shock is allowed). But | 

now M,/3 may be calculated. This procedure is merely the reverse mapping of i

the brackets in (10.1). It is denoted by

(T /T ), (R-H) i
{*, VgrBg ^ T^2 (10.2) 1

Clearly at

any point in space, the two models must give the same solutions for T^^ 3

(at least in a design where downstream dynamics may be ignored). This method 

avoids the trial-and-error procedure, but will yield a peculiar locus of 

points M,^, in the plane. By using this second technique, the same marginal
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solutions curve, |3= |3̂ *, must be generated. Then T^ is fixed while (f) is

varied and solutions progress along isotherms in the plane, to terminate

at 0 *. o
Further, both these techniques must give the same value of T^g*

T’ig. 8.20 has shown an example of a shock which is properly slowed, but

where This solution "catastrophe" then occurs for j 3 a t  these

parameters. But it is indeed very difficult to determine exactly when ion

energy conservation ceases. Electron heating is observed at ,the parameters

of fig. 8.20, in experiments. Thus even at high 0=1.0 in an experiment due 
10to Hintz (lî̂ '̂ 2.7, 0'̂ '1.O) electron heating is found. So it is probable 

that the ion heating of even the fully self-consistent examples (at 0=0,3, 

M=2.4) should be modulated to allow for some electron heating. But this 

latter is undetermined by the model. From equations (9.8) and using the 

-model's measure of it could be calculated. But <p is in this case so 

large (due to reflecting ions) that the electron heating itself is now in 

excess of the R-H level T^^^I Electron adiabatic heating could be deducted 

but it is always much less than total electron heating (experimentally) and 

not important. These ideas are strongly suggestive that the role of turb

ulence in the collisionless shock is merely to reduce ion reflections. Thus 

as regards the breakdown of the model, the delineation 0^* according as 

^i2 “ ^2^^ will have little physical relevence. On the other hand, finding

0^* such, that v^%V^ for all M,0, is an extreme test of the laminar model. 

Then this latter criteria results in 0^* as shown in Fig. 10.2, The search 

technique is time consuming, and the curve is kept accurate to a few percent 

of 0*. Since inclusion of turbulence must help slow the ions and so alter 

0*, it is of essentially qualitative use physically.
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Fig. 10.2 shows a not unexpected behaviour for 0^*. From above, the 

destructive nature of ion reflections (to the model) is observed at M^M*. 

Then it is at just this point that has a minimum, at P^%^0.23. This is

rather small, and leaves a forbidding amount of M,j3- space inaccessible. 

However, a great volume of experiments have been performed at j3</3*.

I

I
FIG 10.2

If higher values of M are chosen, then reflected ion flux (at constant

P) drops, and so P* may increase. It has been shown how reflected ions

eventually completely disappear, for all j3 as M increases, so that a simple

energy balance (9.6) may again operate. Then (j) must at worst be responsible

for the slowing of the cold ion beam, as M->oo, But in these conditions Vg/V^
2so that ^*=(1~V2 )/2 15/32 and is itself asymptotic to a finite value.

This is easily prescribed by the model, as was seen in the previous section, 
with  ̂^ <j>* at large M, The fraction f^ of reflecting ions that may be ' 

properly slowed by  ̂must then limit, and since this otherwise depends on the \

I
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ion thermal spread, this must in its turn limit. An isotherm is shown in 

Pig. 10.2, and its small variation at high relative to ^ * is noted. The

ratio = n^/N, downstream, stabilizes at f^ 3%, while reflected ion flux

limits at about 20%. The isotherm will always cross /?*. At T^^ shown, the 

behaviour of reflected ion flux may be estimated as follows. When T^^ is 

small, then the upstream ion distribution is as shown in Fig. 10.3.

FIG 10.3
Since v^<<V^, and since

only ions such that can surmount the potential, a one-dimen

sional estimate of fluxes of each ion component is given by

(nv)

(nv) T

2TTVi‘

2ïïv^‘

V  exp
X

exp

(v^-1)2

2Vi‘

2 v /

dv
X

dv

(10.3)
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No dynamics is invoked outside of the transition, for fluxes must be 

conserved. Then if erf and erfc are the error and complementary error func

tions.

2Cnv)^ ~ h { erfc Cx) 4- \l— —  , exp - x }

2v.^ ' __ 2
(nv)̂ , = ^ {erf(x) - U — ”  ‘ ^ }

X = ( ^ * 2 7 “ 1) /

Directly (nv)^ 4- (nv)^ = 1 ,

(10.4)
where

Since flux is conserved, these levels are applied to the downstream. 

Then Fig. 10,4 shows the strong exchange of transmitted and reflected ion 

fluxes at fixed (along the isotherm of Fig. 10.2), and increasing electric 

potential.

f’O

• V*

PIG 10.4
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The dotted line represents a check of the L^=0 model, against the 

computed flux (10.4) . It is noted that at very high (j>, far beyond the 

applicability of the model ((nv)^ > (nv)^), some model flux is lost. This 

is due to a loss of ion information with the appearance of a second ref

lected ion beam; the large volumn of 1/̂  occupied by such a distribution 

makes it expensive to compute. This fact reconfirms that one ion bounce 

is sufficient physically, in the domains oftinterest here. (Flux has been 

maintained high in all work above), The curves then agree very well, and 

it is seen that at ^0.5 > ^  0-47, reflected ion flux exceeds transmitted

levels. Together with upstream acceleration, this point must signal that 

the model is no longer functioning. Thus at constant T^, these curves apply 

first at with at the isotherm and always intersecting. As

^ increases, so decreases reaching a minimum at $X),5, while as T^^ 

decreases, so decreases. If 1 7 % ,  then the mapping (10.2) will imply 

that Clearly, the cooler the initial ions, the easier they are to

slow, ^ d  the closer is ^2^^1 its limit. Then again Thus as

<J)'->0.5 in Pig. 10.4, so shocks progress along an isotherm with ^ 0^*, in 

such a way that the distance along T^^=constant increases with decreasing

^il"
This situation does not apply at low values of Mach number, where the 

shocks are weak (field jumps are small) and possibly large ion temperatures 

must be considered together with the effects of the potential. Thus low  ̂

(rather than low T^^) implies low reflections, but as increases, or T^ 

increases so their numbers increase slowly, to cause a slow asymptotic
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collapse of to M=1 as /3^, The significance of this is postponed until

later in the section.

It is clear from Pig. 10.1 that (}) for a self-consistent solution need

not be less than , as has been commonly held in the literature. On
\

the two are always in close agreement, and together with inclusion of some 

ion-seen turbulence, the state ^ ^ seems likely. Fig. 10.5 illustrates 

how tangential may develop in a progression of increasing /î .

-V

FIG 10.5

Example (a)
2shows = (1-V^ )J2 on this is not observed except marginally at

high M,|3 . Example (b) shows (j> > cf)* on |3 *̂, and is the common event. Once 

again it is noted that observation of ^ 1, in the presence of strong 

ion heating, would be a- confirmation of the laminar-ion model, and bear ■ 

out the qualitative behaviour as in Fig. 10.5.

'3

■I

I
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It is then suitable to examine the finite L case. This is mores
realistic for comparison with experiment, while the evidence suggests that

the solution domàin is extended (Pig. 8.20 shows 0 * ^ 0.3 at M=2, =
1~  while. Fig. 10.2 shows 'v 0.2 at M=2, L^=0) . Some extension

of the qualitative understanding of the shock should result. The important 

difference now is that the model is restricted to the conventional method 

(10.1), for at finite L^^O, the magnetic field dynamics must be specified 

in the transition; this requires knowledge of
i ^ 1In Fig. 10.6, the locus of marginal shock solutions at ^l^^i

shown. This is labelled j3*, and is compared with The errors on P *

are shown. Then slightly improved ability to slow the ions is shown. As

M->oo so L -K) as constant -units of C/to . . Thus the upper curve will more s pi
realistically tend to the L^=0 approximation as suggested by the dashed 

curve. The L^^O curve was generated by using the L^=0 case to make a guess 

at j3*. That this is successful is shown by the similarity of |3 * and 0^*, 

solutions.

to
-Î-

Sf

FIG 10.6
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This dependence on shock thickness can be examined. Improved ability 

to slow the shock has been illustrated above, by the reduction of (j) with 

increasing L^. Here it can be demonstrated by the locus Vg^#), as in Fig. 

10.7.

0 4-r

FIG 10.7
Example (a) shows loci in a region j3<j8̂ *, with <j) increasing when L^=0 

to slow the ions. At high 0=1.0, the h^=0 locus is both lowered (a more 

efficient slowing) and moved to smaller (j) (improved slowing by smaller 

when L =.17 V /^.; while at L =0.23 V / Q . , further slowing occurs, but (j)S JL i S JL IL
must now increase to slow the ions. This last is unexpected, but the broad 

shock effectively reflects ions within its own width. The effect is a 

smearing of the two ion beams, with a new deposit of ions at low v^^V^.

While ions are still reflecting requiring increased (|) , new flux at 2

helps to slow the ions. (This effect will not save the model at high 0, for
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The loss of resolution of the reflected beam is noted.

1
it requires shock thicknesses well above the observed experimentally).

This is shown in Pigs. 10.8, 10.9, which give scattergrams in of the L^^O
I

examples of Fig. 10.7. They are made at v^ (<})) ̂ minimum, and neither is self- 

consistent, but they help to illustrate how ion dynamics will change with L^.
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It is at this point interesting to consider the dependence of shock 

parameters on the upstream temperature ratio A value T^^/T^^=l is

the common experimental situation where creation of a reproducible equilibrium 

usually requires sufficient time for thermalisation to occur^'^^'^^. The 

Garching shock waves have T^^/T^^<1 while an example T^/T^>1 is not known. 

Reduction of ion temperature will lead to a region of increased applicability 

of the model in M,j3-space.

Non-adiabatic heating, T._/T. , is plotted against T /T in Fi^.' r/ laa el il
10.10. The plots are made at M=6, 0=0.3, in a region where computer time is

low, but significant reflections occur. Unfortunately, no solution is found 

at T^/T^=0, for After this point, the curve decreases as

expected as the ion thermal spread, and so the reflecting ion levels fall.

The variation of <j) is given in Fig, 10.11, and shows no significant variation

I
1
i

I
I

I
1
ci
1

so that falling '̂ ĵ 2̂ '̂ iad to ion temperature above.

é

/3'=0.3/ o

V-
1

i

FIG 10.10
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The constant level maintained by  ̂is a co-incidental balance between 

a tendency to increase as T^^ decreases, and a tendency to decrease as 

reflections decrease.

ift,

‘IfU

■ki

■Ifl 

■ l{! 

0-h-

jS“Ji—

/ î = o - 3

o fO fk

FIG 10.11

Further, R <1, even in the <P
absence of significant ion heating, implies that shock thickness is too large 

at T 20. The potential then tends to (j)* when L^=0.

The rapid fall in reflecting ion fluxes is shown in Pig. 10.12.
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FIG 10.12 (a)
At T ./T. =10, there is only ei il

2% reflected ion flux. At T^^/T\^=0.5, the level is 15%. The rapid loss 

of significance of the ion component is best illustrated by a* plot of 

^e2^^i2 with the upstream ratio. This is shown in Fig. 10.13

Ô-3

Imrans

FIG 10.12 (b)
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At ^ 5, the ion heating

falls below common experimental errors and so is not detectable.

These few curves help to explain the change of 0 * with T /T ,er il'
as shown in Fig. 10.14. 

ISO FIC 10 13

/Y = O ' O
X  = j

a  X i-h h ^  fO n  (H- f6 /f Æ)
When T^=0, and all initial thermal energy goes to the ions, an expected

reduction of occurs for the reflected ion flux increases (Fig. 10.12).

The effect is not very pronounced so that as at Garching, does not

lead to a significant reduction-,- or vanishing of model solutions. At T =5T,e 1
where very low reflections occur, an enormous region of M,0-space becomes 

available. This may graphically demonstrate how a reduction of reflections 

can extend the applicability of the model. Since 1^=0 for each of these 0*, 

inclusion of finite will further improve the extent of the solution sub

space .
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The considerations of this section, concerned as they are with the

"mathematical" limits of the model, are not without physical relevance.

This is held in the relàtion between the critical P* of this thesis, with

the critical Mach number, M * , in common use in the literature. Early
22 ."mention of a Mach number limit is given in the review of Sagdeev in 

1964, where the breakdown of a two-fluid representation of a shock is 

found in a theoretical study of solitons. The low amplitude, cold plasma,

frictionless soliton breaks at M^*=2, while modification to this theory
9 igives a now accepted M^* % 2.76 . These estimates are independent of p^, M

and involve no ion heating, A useful j3-dependence for M* has been given

in^, especially for the case of a magnetosonic shock. The energy equat- &

ions for two fluid species of electrons and ions, yield an equation of g
‘Sthe form ‘I

dV
—  1/ (-M. + -  ( ̂ . k k T^) = —

X

(10.15)

The ordering A>C for 

all is reversed with increasing M, so that at some M*, dv^/dx diverges.

If A=C is a condition for the breaking point then it may be added to the 

Rankine-r-Hugoniot relations to fi^ a relation between M*, and p. Fig, 10,15 

shows 31* (p ) r as calculated by Kornherr^, and the p of the model. At P=0, 

J3*— 2.8 in agreement with the soliton theory.

I
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FIG 10.15

Then for (î ^ 0.2, the fluid model, and the laminar kinetic theory • 

model shows excellent agreement. The significance of these critical paths 

is that they predict a change of state for the system. It is then a 

problem to determine how the system changes, for there may be many poss

ibilities. Thus surface waves in water may pass through a number of

critical points as illustrated in Pig. 10.16.47

-'i
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FIG 10.16

It is noted in particular that the state may alter from laminar to 

laminar, or, from laminar to turbulent. Theoretical description of the 

laminar locus is possible, while the turbulent state is in general very 

difficult to understand.

Similar questions may be asked of the geometrical properties of the 

plasma shock wave. The observations of reflecting ions^^ have led to the 

obvious conclusion that the change of shock state at M>M* appears as a 

three-valued flow (no unique two-fluid solutions). Further, the smooth 

profiles in the "foot", and the observation that foot length corresponds to 

the radius of an -unimpeded ion orbit, combine to suggest continuing laminar 

form across M*. These very ideas have been exploited in this thesis. On 

the other hand, attempts at explanation of downstream ion temperature have 

assumed the presence of an ion turbulence.

Fig. 10.15 shows that for all JM<M*, the fluid theories and the model 

allow laminar shock solutions for the ions. (All observed collisionless
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shocks show turbulent electron heating; this may be modelled on M<M* by

a velocity-space change occurs, as a significant distortion of the upstream

these low with ion reflections, force a reconsideration of the idea of 

laminar ions at M>M*, 0<<1. They also find that the subshock ceases at high

%

yan anomalous resistivity in the "laminar" fluid equations). But at M>M*, 4

the new information is that laminar shock solutions are possible for |

while turbulent ions must be considered otherwise. The turbulence must |

be confined to the transition, for a laminar foot is observed even at high |

f while the model further suggests that turbulence must be such as to -

"absorb" reflecting ions in L . The turbulence region is always dominated %s f

-by- a fast reflecting ion tail, in the xon distribution function.

The laminar region , P<P* has two different ion distribution

types. For ^ 0.01, a fast ion tail is present, sufficient to carry ion

energy downstream as shown by the model. But at 0 ^ 0,01, no reflections 

occur (a region labelled P < P r above). Thus M* does not indicate the 

accepted change of state as the appearance of three-valued flows. Instead |

IMaxwellian. This idea is not accessible to the fluid theories. The exp- Æ
11eriments of Eselevich et. al, , which detect ion-acoustic subshocks at

I
Mach number, with continued presence of a "foot". This appears to be

at high 0^0.05 (no initial temperature is explicitly given) and may corres- f 

pond to the model solutions (0^ 0.04, Fig. 8.1); It thus remains a poss

ibility that at very high M, the shocks will remain laminar.

A schematic subdivision is shown in Fig, 10.17, of M,0-space. Here P
Iis plotted on a log scale to amplify the low-0 behaviour.
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•Of

FIG 10.17.
A quite sophisticated extension of the idea of the critical Mach number 

arises, with many suggestions for ion distribution behaviour when the time 

component is released. The regions are summarized as

CaJ Approximate region for application of the fluid equations. Anomalous 

tesistiyity is sufficient to explain shock heating, due to electrons only,

(b) Region characterized by significant non-laminar ions, in the shock trans

ition. At P ^ ^ , downstream temperature as ion Larmor gyration might be 

expected. At /3>>]3* instabilities may be sufficient to result in complete 

turbulent dissipation of the ion beam, in L^; this seems unlikely for calculated 

iç>n instabilities appear inadequate for all observed shocks. Unimpeded up

stream reflection always occurs, as the source of ion energy downstream.
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is suggested by Schumacher's example^"^ (Fig. 3.2), albeit in the case 

of an initialB^'=0 shock; no ion reflection can occur for there is no turning

of the time dependence of profiles is given. Hintz^^ displays a B^=0 shock

(c) Region where no ion turbulence is required in L^, but is expected 4.

downstream due to the fast ion tail. The presence of "super-heated" ions 

in (c) does suggest an early appearance of turbulence here. At very low 

|3 , some evidence of ion-acoustic subshocks (non-stationary) is experim

entally found, contemporary with the appearance of reflections, and a time .ÿ

independent model might be inappropriate - their influence on the ions is 4.

unclear. They are detected in the shaded region, shared with, J

(d) A region where <|3 , and M>M*, and laminar shocks can occur, but with f

a state change in velocity space. Ion energy is carried downstream not by -y

a fast tail, but by a simple distortion of the main beam, which affects t

downstream instabilities. j

It is noted that the low-M shocks at Culham and Garching lie in region 6
4

Ca), the high-M Garching shock in region (b), and the similar Culham example #

in Cc). At least the existence of simple^distorted ion distributions, at s

",
-magnetic field, so that downstream ion heating has been absorbed by the |

distortion. The different ion energies of Fig. 3,2 are unexplained in that

paper. No measurement of electric potential has been made, while no mention "i
% 
1

With smooth profiles in a domain T^>>T^, of negligible ion dynamics. Appl- | 

ication of the theory of this thesis to such shocks would be of interest, 4

amplifying as it does the simple distortion ir-the absence of reflecting ions,if' J
" IÎ"

I
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§11 On Non-Laminar Ions and Ion Instabilities

The immediate problem is the nature of the iS>/3* shocks. The boundary 

0* is of course in reality not a clear divide between laminar and non-laminar 

shocks. Thus the finding that T yVT when 0<0*, probably requires non- 

laminar ion dynamics to allow some electron heating. On the other hand, the 

apparently laminar ions of the 0>0* Garching experiments suggest continued 

relevance of the model.

This is reminiscent of electron heating problems where collisional 

resistive heating remains important even while it is inadequate to explain 

collisionless shocks. A mixed behaviour results. The effects of ion colli

sions, as a non-laminar behaviour, are first considered. It has been ment

ioned in section §2 that the Garching shocks showed collisions. Yet the 

purely laminar model gives heating of the correct order of magnitude , though 

it is not self-consistent.

In the shocks of Kornherr^, the low initial ionization (m,5o%) allowed 

further ionization and dissociation in the shock transition. A non-trivial 

source of plasma resulted, with shock wave remains a magnet

osonic event with non-colliding neutrals (hydrogen) simply passing without 

effect through the shock. This creation of flux required a rederivation of 

the jump conditions.

It was found that the ratio of ions created, to the observed downstream 

density was £^>25%, in the jyS'̂'4. 9 m 2 , 6  shock. Among the conservation relations 
are
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N,V, = (1-E) (11.1)1 1  2 2 

1®1 =V,B, = (11.2)

i

I

For this M>M* shock, the 

usual R-H relations predict The observed ratio is s^m2.9 Now

by (11.2) the plasma is slowed as usual to preserve overall charge neutrality, 

so that while s^ is smaller when E=|:0, the ratio may be larger, with

. But then the ions need not be slowed as much when this is as

expected when ionizing collisions increase N^.

Now, if there is any laminar heating in this shock, it should be easier

to achieve a self-consistent solution. The initial ions will remain approx

imately laminqr if downstream flux is created by neutral-neutral collisions 

only, with no ion-neutral interaction. Let this be assumed. The initial ion 

Maxwellian can be passed through the shock and checked for self-consistency 

in the usual way. However the model conserves flux so that n^V2=l, and so 

Cll.lT iS'violated Cwhere , for self-consistency). The creation of

new, even, laminar, ions cannot be modelled, for f^ is undetermined on their -0

orbits. Thus if ion collisions are ignorable and in a model run, it

would be necessary to artificially adjust the downstream. The extended R-H *1
0

relations allow determination of missing density and flux; thus if AN=N^ -Ng,- 

from (11.1) these new ions must be placed at e/AN. At Garching with em25%, y 

ANmo.7, then m o.36 m and the new ions must be deposited with the

downstream drift, consistent with the laminar ions slowing to It can

be shown that dovmstream temperature is increased by m22%, for em25%.

It has been assumed that the model can slow the (non-colliding) initial 

ions to the more favourable e^O, these ions remaining purely

laminar. Now it has been seen in previous chapters that at the Garching para

meters it is very difficult to slow the laminar ions. Thus when e=0, v =0,4>>
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V2=0.28. But further it is noted then that V2=0.4>V2^^^<K),34, as observed

by Kornherr. Thus the laminar ions cannot be properly slowed and they in

turn must be (as is likely) involved in collisions. (The observed shock

thickness is L '̂ hC/(a . ^ .07 V /J2. , which is thin in units of V /Î2.. Thus s pi i i 1 i
ion dynamics remain dominated by the electric potential, with reduced B^/B^ 

having no effect when e={=0. An L^=0 model will give a reasonable approx

imation) .

In spite of these ions undergoing collisions, it was in Kornherr's 

shock that the ions were found to be heated in two degrees of freedom, in 

excess of adiabatic. Again a totally collisional behaviour is ruled out, 

and some laminar dynamics may be retained. The problem is then, at its 

simplest, to properly slow the ions by ion collisions by operating on the 

fast reflected ion beam which defines the region >/?*, Working aroung the 

properties of the laminar model, it is the large reflection orbit (in two 

degrees of freedom) that is the dominant laminar heating mechanism (especially 

at high 0 ), and this should be preserved.

It is noted that the ions on the point of reflection will be moving 

very slowly relative to the bulk fluid velocity V ^  Vg, and it is just these 

ions that will be the most susceptible to collisions. The equation of motion 

of an ion is

''x ^  ''y -v(v^-V) (11.3)
dx

where v is an

ion collision frequency and "̂ -̂ 2 the local bulk velocity of the plasma.

If L "̂ 0, then the Lorentz term can be ignored, and integrating once gives s
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+ ~  . (|) = -V J (v̂ -V)d?<; (11.4)

If \)=0 the ion is ÿ

slowed by (}), as usual. If or v is small, for fast ions, then the

right hand side is small. If and v is large (the model shows the

slow ions spend about 30% longer in the shock than the "mean ion"), then 

this term is maximal so that

- V ^  1  vdx VL

according to f Ay^. The displacement Ay^ will be unchanged.

■4

h
Ï
1

S 4
  '(

where V is a mean velocity %

across L^. If L^=Vx, where x is the shock transit time, then I

^ (v^ - v^ ) + ^  (}> T V V (11,6) I

An effective potential

M — 2^ - g  T v V  (11.7)
I

results, but is seen 
2only by the slow ions. In particular, for .reflection eé ^ so that

the factor Tv *5 can effect significant reduction in c|) for slow ions. Thus f
1some of the ions reflected when y =0 , may now pass, without laminar heating, 

into the downstream.

This, together with the appearance of these ions with low v^<<V in 

the main beam, will cause proper slowing of the ions, with the preservation

of some reflection heating. It is noted from section §9 that a reduction in f

the fraction f^= R o f  reflected ions may in turn lower self-consistent c|)

R
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The slow ions will have unimportant properties in the downstream. 

Their- flux will be known if the flux of the otherwise laminar reflected 

and transmitted ions is known. It must be assumed that they are deposited 

in ̂  in such a way that proper slowing results. Slowing will result more 

as a loss of fast beam flux, than by deposit of slow ions, at v ^ O, in ̂ . 

The temperature of these slow ions will be low. If they are regarded as 

accelerated into the downstream by , a heating estimate T

results where f^°^ is the fraction of transmitted ions. This is small and 

is ignored.

An estimate of the effect of this mechanism is made, using the L^=0 

-model. Fig. 11,1 shows the initial ion distribution in one dimension, with

, and — Y 2 , indicated (hon-dimensionalized) . Between

these are the "slow ions", marginally transmitted in each case.

FIG 11.1
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The slow ions are shown appearing at small in the downstream. As 

V increases so successive cuts will be taken from the steep vertical face 

of the fast tail. The remaining ions in the tail will be unaffected. When 

L^=0, this can be modelled by simpJy reducing  ̂for the tail only, leaving 

the main beam heating (and slowing) unaltered, A run is made at the Garching 

parameters. The potential is arbitrarily chosen at (f)=(p CV^ min^ Fig. 5.5, 

The reduction in total heating, and the fraction f^ of reflected ions is 

plotted in Fig. 11.2, with vr and (f>̂ . Here T=Lg/V^ from the observed shock 

(this is less than a typical time in the shock of a slow ion) and V= (V^^+V^)/2

tf yfj ̂

*0 ff: ■ 0

FIG 11.2
The rapid reduction in f„ isR

noted. The curve is quite sensitive to so that the fast beam is easily ■ 

reduced in importance. The non-laminar heating shows the same behaviour as
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f^, clearly being dependent on the density of reflected ions. This demon

strates the dominance of this heating process. Only laminar heating is 

shown.

At '^vo.l, ^i2^^iad^^' flax lost is about 9% and applied to the observed 

jumps of the Garching experiment, the slow ions must emerge with n^'^1.5, 

v^'^0.05; this last is a very low velocity, in line with Rig, ll.Kb), and 

so this collisional slowing mechanism will be doubly effective.

At Garching, the number of ions created in a shock transit time required

an ionization rate of ^1.70^^ ions/sec. This is due to both ion-neutral and

neutral-neutral collisions. The former will result in approximately one^

third of the new ions (if the two species have the same temperature at v50%

initial ionization); so v^G.6 This is a lower limit for ion collisions

in the shock, and yet is much greater than the levels of Fig, 11.2 - at v-.5,

^12'^'^iad ' M^ch reduced but still significant. Another estimate for coll-

isionless ions gives v <V-7l  . For Kornherr's shock, so that vvO.6I s  I s
is small. Estimated for ion-neutral collisions as v-<ncr' v^^ >vv. /h _ /%,th 1 mfp 1 s

5where o'is the collision cross section , then v^l.7 in front of the shock,

which is close to the first estimate.

At Lg=0 the tail is then quite vulnerable. There are some extenuating 

circumstances however. The heating observed by Kornherr will include ion

ization energies which is in addition to compressive ion heating so is non- 

adiabatic. If all this energy goes into the ions it was shown above that it 

can increase T^ by about 20%. Thus the required laminar component is at 

T^^/T^^^o.6, allowing larger collision frequencies for comparison (V'vQ.l),- 

The reason for the steep fall in these curves (Pig, 11.2) lies in the highly
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i

localized tail of the L^=0 model. This is shown in Fig. 11.3, in a surface 

of f. overly. Most of the ion density lies close to the vertical face. )

This should be compared with the scattergram of f^ over of Fig. 11,4, 

made at observed shock thickness. There is a noticeably broadened tail, so |

that loss to collisions will be slower than predicted by Fig. 11.2.
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Fig. 11.4 shows that a small second tail begins to emerge. This will 

be easily absorbed by collisions. Also the main beam no longer shows strong 

elongation so for those ions. This is typical of high-|5 runs.

Thus the effect of binary collisions may play a compatible role with 

laminar ion heating in the shock, by helping to slow the over-fast ions of 

the U>i3* region. Their effect will be considerable, especially at low 

where the ions are cool enough to ensure a highly localized tail. The up

stream laminar acceleration remains the heating process. There is also the 

possibility that collisions will occur in the ’'foot". The ion-neutral mean 

free path is about 2\ times the foot length. The ion displacement in the y- 

direction is easily of this order, but the high ionization (^#0%) will require 

more collisions to slow the ions^. The ratio R,^l observed, is in line with(j)
the laminar model. A study of the collisional dependence of the foot profiles 

would be of interest. Thus while small ion heating takes place by collisions 

in L^, and very efficient slowing occurs, collisions in the foot allow some 

acceleration of the reflected ions giving increased heating downstream but lessî| 

efficient slowing.

It is in fact very difficult to find an experimental shock wave that is 

not influenced by collisions. The Culham shock at M>M* is satisfactorily exp

lained by the laminar model in important aspects, but is a. p<p* example. The
7Garching high-j3 experiment due to Keilhacker et al. is highly ionized (better 

than 80%) and might be expected to show low collisional effects. Direct meas

urement of ion heating is made when M^^2,5>M*, |3'vl> j3*, T\>T^ everywhere. Laser J 

scattering at wavelengths less than the Debye radius shows If

.-.I
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a parallel model run is made, this ratio is found to be M ,  without proper
slowing of the ions, and so reduction of the fast tail is required. Now

7comparison of the measured electron and ion temperature of , with the 
Rankine-Hugoniot relations gave good agreement. Thus all ions were seen by 

the laser scattering ion temperature measurements, and thus all ion energy 

is held downstream as thermal fluctuations = Debye radius). Thus there
is no likelyhood of a downstream fast beam (which would not be seen by laser 

scattering), nor of turbulent fluctuations • Further, the intensity •
of ion density fluctuations was found to be Maxwellian so that an equilibrium 
had been established. Further, the electron temperature ^as

found to fall very rapidly after the main shock transition indicating coll

isional thermàlization. The ions must see significant collisions even though 

the initial plasma is highly ionized. Then, as before, laminar heating can be 
efficiently reduced by absorption of slow ions. There is no sign of a tail 

downstream, but collisions seem capable of establishing a Maxwellian form.

This shock showed no foot in field profiles. The loss of precursor 

structure at high P has been noted by Hintz^^, but is observed in the Bow 

shock (P>P*), A study of the susceptibility of the foot to shock parameters 

would again give useful clues to ion behaviour. Thus P and collision depend
ence, and also reflection-number dependence, is required. This has not been 
done to present knowledge. The foot must have at least an ion reflection 

time to form, and Hintz suggests that the finite dimensions of his experiment 
might limit its growth.
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If in Laboratory shocks, collisions so far appear to play an important 

part, it is apparently possible to imagine initial conditions of very low 

density and high temperature, such that v=0 for the ions. Thus at P ^ * ,  the 

M=2.4, 0=0.3 shock of Fig, 8,20 shows excessive ion heating, It

is then at least imaginable that binary collisions are absent and some other 

non-laminar ion process should be involved. Heating in this example, and - 

for P > P * , is as always due to the fast beam; the new alternative can only be

wave instabilities inherent in the raany-beam ion distributions of the region.

I

9It is hoped to show that the dominant ion two-stream instability need -Q

not help slow the ions.

Early linear studies have shown that in the absence of a magnetic field , 1
3 8 iinstability occurs only for T^/T^^3,5 , Two equal ion beams were used, |

symmetric about the electron distribution. This limit is raised (instability
39requiring relatively hotter electrons) when unequal ion beams are used .

Two later papers by Auer et al.^^ and Papadopoulos et al.^^, will be quoted

here. The first investigates the full electromagnetic linear dispersion 

relation, the second the quasilinear development of the electrostatic case 

for propagation perpendicular to B_, Both use simulations. The second shows 

that if T^/T^^l, Bĵ O, the instability may now persist. Quasilinear theory ë

agrees with simulation in the electrostatic domain. The first paper^^shows If

that for hot ions the growth rates are reduced when the complete electro

magnetic case is used, A simulation on the Bow Shock is performed. ‘|
-1Since r <<L <<r., and G >> t >>G. in observed shocks, the wave regions e s 1 e 1

sI
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k 2 >> 1 »  k ^i e

ü.^ |w|^ «  Ü ^X ' e ,
(11.8)

d —  d

To.isatisfy (11,8) it 
2 _  2 , . 2 ,_ 2

peis necessary that w ^ /Q^ »  8m/M. From (11,10), if & =1 + /G^ , then

m

and it is seen that

for large a^, n̂i 21 for hydrogen.

are studied* It

is possible to regard the ions as unmagnetized, while the electrons are 

tightly bound to the magnetic field.

Papadopoulos et al. consider the following simple electrostatic 

dispersion relation:

1 1 2(l+w2g /Q2) ^ 1
+ ^  = -  (11,9)

(w-kVd) (cofkVd)

for equal,

cold ion beams, drift + V perpendicular to B with k parallel to V , The "f
*

electron temperature must satisfy T^<<MV%^.
2 2 2 2 2 ‘ Then these waves are unstable only for k such that 0<k <k^ =2w^

The maximum growth rate is

= WO/g (11.10) I

at k  ̂= %(a)oV„ 2) (11.11)
'd

%

V':
-frÆ
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These may be compared with shock transit times, but of interest here 

is the slowing of the fast beams. This requires, at least, a quasilinear 

study for the velocity space diffusion of a beam. Papadopoulos gives the 

following information.

Moments of the quasilinear equation for t) yield rate equations

for
M

K (t) = -2 /dv ( V  - V. (t))^f. (v,t) , (11.13)] —  “ 3 3 —

a "temperature"

which is the energy of the beam relative to its drift V^(t), for (t)

itself, and for a reversible electron energy due to an averaged EAB_drift, 

Ky^(t), These quantities are coupled via the rising field fluctuations

tp(t) — |Ej^(t)|^ / S tt. For each of the variables ‘̂^^j=K^(t) /
2 2 (t) 2(1 - Vj (t) / , an equation of the form

d'#(t) ^ 2 d
dt dt ^nMVd̂

2rates are then closely dependent on a . Also for e^.

occurs. Growth

|e (t) I = 2 y (t) |E (t)|2, (11.14)dt ' k ' 'k ' k

where y^(t)

is obtained from the linear dispersion relation (11.9) with w=iy^, and
2replaced by (t). Again (11,9) is dependent on a .

Now these equations hold only as long as the ions retain their straight- 

line orbits. When field fluctuations rise to sufficient level, and ions 

become hot enough, ion trapping occurs and the quasi-linear approximation 

breaks down. Thus a numerical simulation is used to compare with the theory.
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and extend the study into the non-linear regime.

Pig. 11,5 illustrates Papadopoulos' results for the slowing of a

beam.

1.0

> 0.1

O.OI

FIG 11.15

The approximately rectilinear 

regions are the quasilinear regime, and agreement between theory and sim

ulation was excellent. In each case the instability saturates at 7,

and it is roughly at this time that trapping occurs. It is now possible 

to look at two mechanisms that might enable solutions for pure collision- 

less, /3>(3* shocks.

The first is the interesting possibility of a collisionless "absorp

tion" of slow ions by turbulent trapping, analogous to (11.6) above.

Up to y^T '^7, while the ions slow, directed energy is transferred 

to K.(t), Ion phase-space (1T,X), shows in the simulations "unclosed 

vortices", with ions slowing and speeding in the rising turbulent fields.
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but not trapping; this occurs when the simulations show significant ions 

moving at the phase velocity of the unstable waves as in Fig. 11.6(c). 

For unequal beams these occur at , where is the real part of

(ü=üĴ  + iy.

(a)

Xui- O

(b) C C )

V,
« ?

FIG 11.6
When the problem is applied to the shock, and again slowing in the 

^(-direction is considered, the fast tail has low density relative to the 

transmitted ions (^dO% typically) and unequal beams must be considered.

In the shock frame, Fig. 11.7 illustrates schematically the distributions 

at some point in the shock with bulk velocity V. The region of unstable 

modes is indicated, with v ^
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FIG 11..7
Then it is noted that the slow ions, velocity , are remote

from V , and will not be trapped.

A further important distribution type will occur in the foot in 

laminar profiles, Reflected ions leave the resistive potential rise with 

negative velocities «̂ v, and return with high positive velocity +v”l The 

total initial Maxwellian of incoming ions is present, ready to impinge on 

the resistive profiles, A schematic for cool and hot ions is shown in 

:Fig. 11.8.

( I )

- V

I

FIG 11.B



saturation times of the ion turbulence with the shock transit time. This 
9has failed . Now a more delicate question is proposed, that is, for the 

degree of slowing, only, of the fast beam. This may occur in the foot.

227.

At low T^, Vp is again 

remote from the slow ions, while it is noted that at very high thermal 

spread (v^ v̂v̂ ) , v^ approaches v^ Again it is unlikely that the

"slow ions" will see the turbulence and be trapped - even assuming that 

the instability can saturate in L^,

The significance is that an undisturbed initial Maxwellian will
's

reach the resistive potential, and that turbulence will not alter the |

number of reflected ions as compared with the laminar model, ^

Thus it is necessary to consider the other more obvious mechanism ;f

for slowing the fast beam - simply the quasilinear slowing, itself. The %

normal approach to the instability has been to attempt to compare the 3,

perhaps ten times thicker than L^, or in L^. . |

A quite positive answer can be given to the second region, L^. The 

large downstream ion energies found in the laminar model are due to the 

reflection orbit, so that on return to the shock front, they already have 'H
Ithis energy. They may lose some energy in crossing L^. Now even if the

laminar model fast beam is slowed by turbulence in L , so that a self- |

consistent solution can take place, the energy of the beams passes very j
3efficiently into ion heating (t) . Some electron heating results. Now ;■

for the region j3>i3*, it has been shown that allowing no electron |

heating. The source of T̂ ^̂  is the large Larmor gyration of the laminar tail. '4

Turbulence in will only change the nature of this "thermal" energy, and s

depending on the energy of the fluctuating fields, ^e2^^i2^^2^^ will persist,

Again Papadopoulos has derived an expression for the maximum turbulent field ;i3
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energy,
40.23XFraax

h n M v /  1 + kfe /%! ,

which agrees well

with the computer simulations. Normalized with respect to the upstream,
2e < 23% at a vl. The simulations average at e of total energy,FMax JbMax

2 2for various 0,25 < w ^ 4. The equation is notably independent of—  e e
2 2 2 4M/m. Experiments examined here have ut /9, "v- lO -10 , in which case

^ M a x  drastically reduced.
9If a' is as small as possible (>1 + 8m/M), then (11.12) gives 

2 ■ 4Y ~1.5 rz,. ,If a vio (Garching), then y v21 9.» The shock transit times ' m i  m i
t^ 0»3J9^ (at 0=0.3, M=2.4 and calculated from the model), t^'iO.S/fi^

(=L /V^, at Garching) and t^^O.O?/^^ (at Culham, mddel calculated) are
2known. But in both the cases of high and low a , the field energy will be 

small (the first because the instability has no time to develop, for with 

time to saturation of the slopes of Fig. 11.5 estimate a beam
_4slowing of less than 1%; the second because e_. ^10 % << N T,_). TheFMax 2 i2

factor 'A<1 of (11.15) is to allow for some wave damping, and is to the 

high fourth power. Simulations showed good agreement with (11.15), but 

with 1 determined from the change in y from the theoretical level.

Thus the two-stream instability would seem to be inadequate in slowing 

the fast beams, in L^, by violating the temperature jump conditions.

Thus the dynamics in the foot must be considered. It has been shown 

that no reduction in the number of the reflected ions is likely to occur, 

so slowing must be considered.
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The foot is broader than the resistive transition (^10 L^) so has 

more time to develop. The extremes 1,5 $7̂  < < 21 (from 11,2), with

saturation time y^r^^?, must now be compared with the time an ion spends 

in the foot. The model predicts this is t^^O.5/^^, comparable with the 

transit time of the bulk plasma (total orbit time for these ions is much 

longer, when time in is considered). The estimate is reasonable for

the orbit appears to be of order half an upstream Larmor gyration (fig.6.9), 

The distribution in the foot is illustrated in Pig. 11.9, as contours 

of constant f^ over V^.

PIG 11.9
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At the front of the resistive rise, the distribution 

has the double tail labelled at I-I; at the leading edge of the foot where 

the ions reach their turning point, v^=0 and the "tail" is at II; in the 

foot, the double tail is at some intermediate position III-III. Slowing of . 

the beams is along the direction of V^, simultaneously, ignoring the inter

action between the tails. (Here the equal beam growth rates will apply, but
2 2the low density of the beams significantly reduces m /Ü and so v ispe e 'm

lower; also drops by the density ratio of tail to main beam).

In parallel with equation (11.9), the dispersion relation pertinent to 

I, above, has been solved in the present work. This is

1
m2 (m - ) (o)+ kx^ )̂ (11.16)

Cos 0 + v^ Sin 

Xg = u^ Cos 0 - v^ Sin

density n=EN^ arranged as in Fig. 11.10,
for equal minor beams of

FIG 11.10
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There is a net ion 

current to V^, unlike (11.9), while it must be indicated that in (11.16) 
the ions are unmagnetized; this is suitable for the main beam; but not 

for the heavily gyrating reflected ions, and is the curious situation of 

a search for linear instabilities inside what is essentially a trapping 

process. Thus only times short with the reflection time should be cons

idered.

Equation (11,9) has been extended to allow different beams. Then 
2with y^l, E=0.1, and « ^140, the growth rates are shown in Fig, 11.11.

V

(O'

to

I

. iZ

FIG 11.11

the usual fashion, is plotted against k

Normalized in

At the same parameters. Fig, 11,12 shows the growth rates along 
(either) drift 'V at 8= ir/4 (or 8= 3tt/4) .

-4

I

I
iI
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"5S
Then is not significantly 

changed, and this configuration will not alter the slowing of the ref

lected beam. At 0= there is an augmented growth rate (this is

typical of the instability, with peak y^occurring for off the drift 

this has no effect on slowing the beam . At 0= 3tt/8, the general 

lack of interaction between the two beams is clear. It is noted that in 

(11,9) , k appears only in the product kV^. For off-V^ propagation, k ;j

will be larger for smaller to give the same growth rate for a given

(kV^). The same is found for Fig, 11.12. If now the values (k Cos #

CC , ) along either beam are fixed for peak growth y , then =_<=_^k ^<k -f1 2   ̂ 'm 1 2 ml m2 'f;
The growth rate at some point is merely the growth of the most unstable 

wave,

There is thus some support for using the growth rate of (11.9).

Their saturation and transit times in the foot are at worst and best

for

.3 ^ Tg 0^ ^ 46 , t^ O.5/0,

(11.17)
21 Ü. ^ y ? 1.5 Q. , y t 7m i ' ' m  s

2The high-#

instability can then saturate in the foot. The time to saturation is

"̂ t̂  so that some acceleration of the reflected ions can occur (their

numbers correspond to the laminar model, if  ̂is unchanged), Fig. 11.5

spows that at about the beams have only slowed by ^10%, while in
1the constant electric field V^B^) they have gained about h of the

final laminar heating level.- The slowing will cause a decrease in the

I

...t

a

I
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displacement , diminished t^, and lower heating compatible with the

demands of the region. Such behaviour may account for the loss of

foot structure in the high-/3 experiments reported here. At Garching 
2 4œ 'vlO and high -may be expected, . For unequal beams (a-10%) it has been

18estimated that y reduces to^60% . This gives y ^12h with t ^t_'•m m 1 s f
and again the instability can saturate. But further consideration is 

necessary.

The instability above has been used for it gives the largest growth

rates of unstable two-stream waves for perpendicular propagation. But it

is a strictly electrostatic study, with a cool electror background 
2T « M . 1/ . The ions are cold while even in the simulations, v. << V_,e i d  i d

or T ft T,. This is an unrealistic situation for shocks (with T =T.e 1 e 1
as usual). The exclusion of electromagnetic modes was shown valid only

for M^^(t)<4 (1 4- 0(x)), P ^ 1 ,  ^ 1^^, This translates to M<2.1, rather

close to M* and the loss of reflection dynamics.

The extension to electromagnetic modes and hot species has been

studied by Auer et al,^^ and the effect is always to reduce the growth

rates. It is further a consequence of this new approximation that peak

growth rates do not occur along the drift direction. Thus slowing of the

/fast beam is in all respects less efficient.

Their particular aim was a study at the hot, 0>0*, Bow Shock para-
21meters P^^l, 0^^O.5, M^5 and where Montgomery et, al. had measured an 

^10% tail. Numerical solution of the full dispersion relation, at the 

Bow Shock, was performed with three values of T\/T^, for equal beams. At 

T^T^=.0028, the growth rate was comparable with the cold ion electrostatic
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result. A thermal!zation time of 5-lO/y^ was assumed, but gave an ion 

thermal!zation length small compared with observation. Thus growth rates 

were too high. At T^/T^^O.28, y^ was strongly reduced by two orders of 

magnitude, and proper thermal!zation length was found. At T /T.^0.56, y 

was again reduced, approaching 2̂̂  and the limits of the unmagnetized ion 

theory. While (11.9) gives y  a.0.35 co ., Auer et al. find y ^.31 w .,
lU ITl i

2 . 5 * 1 0 1 . 1 * 1 0   ̂ respectively.

For unequal beams, these growth rates were reduced (at T\/T^^v05) to 

about 60%. They further correspond to peak growth rates occuring at. ̂ 4^, 

'^35°, '^40°, off the drift direction. At T^/T^=0,28, electrostatic modes 

along are stabilized/" while electromagnetic growths there are ignorable.

Now the strong indication is that even quite cool equal ion. .beams in 

a hot electron plasma will cause growth rates considerably reduced from 

the electrostatic level. Differing beam densities will further reduce 

growth, although the dependence on the temperature of each beam is not 

clear. The model suggests that the temperature of the minor beam can be 

considerable. It has been shown that the incoming Maxwellian will not be 

significantly affected by the foot, or turbulence in L^. Then temperature 

can be estimated from the upstream cut in f^, effected by a potential,

.(sufficient to slow a cold beam of ions) , This is shown in Fig. 11.13,
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Here 0=1, The regions are 1) ions to be transmitted, 2) %

to be reflected, 3) ions which spend some time downstream but return to 

the shock (their effect is small as they carry small f\). At this reason

able potential (no measure of potential at high 0 is known) the thermal
Ïspread of a highly anisotropic minor beam can match that of the main beam,

so that 5 can be expected, and low maximum growth rates are likely. 4
at large angles to The temperature of the main beam can of course

increase to T^/T^'vl, while it has been shown that decreases with dec-

reasing beam density. It is noted that at 0=0,3, M=2,4, the model gives f-â
a minor beam density of , with excess heating, and with "thermal" IIenergy, relative to its own drift, of about 10% of that of the main beam; ?

so T\/T^^.l at worst,,on 0 >0 f. -I

It is then probable that for 0^0*, T^^^T^^, and with no binary coll-

isions, that the instability can be unimportant in the foot. It was noted |
■ ;i

by Auer that electron heating takes place on a very short scale, L^, so

that T./T is decreased there, Eselevich has measured a resistive pre- 1 e
heating of electrons in the leading edge of L , But it is a contribution

of this thesis that the instability must occur in the foot (at least at

0^*), where these considerations do not apply.

There is experimental evidence to support this. The foot appears to

be a quite stable structure,on large scales, while no increase of ion temp-
7,43erature has ever been observed there ; the foot length corresponds to the

28orbit of a laminar ion . These points apply to low and high 0 shocks.

Indeed, tie foot might be susceptible to cold ion two-stream instab- j
. %ility. But this is just the criterion that no reflections occur at alii '

. i
4

J
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The curious situation of a hot shock, where no collisions occur,

and no turbulence, is found in the Bow Shock (the solar wind can have a 

mean time path approaching that of the Earth-Sun distance, while ^few 

kilometers^^I)

Auer's ion simulations were run on the Bow Shock data of Montgomery 
21et al, Fig,11,14 shows the observable portion of a set of remarkable 

ion distributions, taken just before the resistive rise.

JUNE 20,1967 1755 UT
EOLAT. -5 4 .5 *  EC.LONG.357* 

AZIMUTHAL LOCK OiflECTlON. *

0.6" V 5.2* W

?
§
s

ONE COUNT- 
LEVEL

100 2 4 6 8 12 14
SPEED (x  10"^),km see"'

FIG 11,14

Clearly no thermalization is taking place in the foot, where low field 

fluctuations and small electron heating are sometimes observed. This may be 

compared with a downstreaip distribution (Pig, 11.15) where the coalescing of 

the two beams is apparent/ and so some ion trapping is taking place.

■ I
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The time of observation is 104 seconds past the resistive potential 

jump and should be compared with the ^3 second thermalization time of 

the electrons (which defines the jump).

JUNE HO. 1967 1758 UT
AZIMUTHAL LOOK OIRECTION, >

16 8 *

ONE COUNT-^' 
LEVEL

SPEED (X 10-2),km lec''

FIG 11.15

Ihere is then no attenuation of

the fast beam in or before L . There are no collisions. Thus laminars
ions are expected again.

This shock shows the following peculiarities:
44i) The jump has been measured by Fredricks et al. to be M  on a

thickness Lr^c/w . Figs. 11.14, 15 show V_/V_^1.3 across L , while s pe 1 2  s
There is then apparent violation of flux and charge neutrality

requirements. The condition B2/B^>N2/N^ is typical of shock propagating
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oblique to the magnetic field, but flux should be conserved. This seems 

to be an experimental shock (on the scale of L^) behaving as the (3 >(3* 

modelI The electrons are slowed with the main bulk of ions. The defect

ion of V across this shock could not be determined.

ii) The thickness is unusually thin compared with laboratory

shocks where L^'ufew Auer has proposed the electrostatic Buneman

electron-ion drift instability, which is effective on scales and

which is typified by 0^^1 as observed. Subsequently Wu. and Fredricks^^

have shown that the electrostatic limit is inappropriate with Buneman

modes being much lower, or even damped, in a complete treatment. They .

propose the electron-dyclotron drift instability unstable on <C/wpe
lengths, and' operating at T^'VT^, It does not have time to saturate but

is chosen because it can explain observed discrete frequency bands at

harmonics of , in wave fluctuations in the foot and in L . The elect- e s
ron behaviour is fairly well understood. It is noted that the work of 

Wu and Fredricks, supporting the loss of T^>>T^ -type electron instab

ilities, is further argument in favour of slow ion two-stream growth 

rates.

iii) Fig. 11.15 shows a secondary peak of «̂10% the number of main beam 

ions, upstream. A precursor is then expected and Neugebaur^^ has some

times detected slowing of the ions there, but no ion heating.

Now if this shock is oblique, it cannot be properly modelled as

above. Certainly the peculiar jumps observed obscure its proper nature.

But oblique (B^^O) or not (B^=0), the same ambient constant electric

field E V_B_ = - %  V„mB -, is found, so that the acceleration in the y C 1 1  C zl xl
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foot takes place in essentially the same direction. If 2%" 

is non-dimensionalized with respect to|v|, then a roughly similar problem 

to that of the perpendicular shock occurs. This can be judged by the 

relative velocity of main beam and fast tail, and from Pig. 11.14 this is 

seen to be as predicted by the model. Oblique shocks show large amp

litude whistler precursors, but it has been shown by Biskamp and Welter^^
21that for M^^6, the fast beam is unaffected. Since , it seems reas

onable to test the model against the Bow Shock.

Now L 'Kl/m C/w . '^^77 'V./Ü, is very thin in units of V_/0. ands pe 42 pi 42M^ r  i 1 i
is approximated by an 1^=0 model, and is used in the following way.

If (j) is chosen so that V^/V^'^l.S across as observed, then cf)=([)̂ "M3.2,

a jump too small to reflect any ions (at observed P • The main beam

passes through <{> and shows T. /T. ^1.4 with T /T. ^1.

If on the other hand ^ is chosen so that a 10% tail density results,

then ())2 0.46. (Since P > P * no slowing of the ions is expected, and
v_=.35>V_^^ = .3). But now the ions are found to have T._/T._ 26 and at
Z Z 1.Z 11 —

the model density (n2=2,8), ^9.3. The observed Bow Shock data is

~ ^  - 3 , Tiz/Tlad ~ ̂  '
with Y^=2I A

further check is supplied by translating model heating into three degrees 

of freedom; then 4.2, while ^ experimentally^ and so

the perpendicular R-H relations applied to observed initial conditions give 

good agreement with the Bow Shock. (At least as regards temperature).
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A simulation on this shock by Auer^^ showed a fluctuating resistive
2potential jump of mean magnitude MV^ ^^25 (with some precursor 

structure), a level insufficient to reflect ions electrostatically. They 

noted that only fine scale velocity space diffusion of reflected ions

occured, due to two-stream instability.

But they propose that these gyrating ions cause a net current in the 

y-direction, on the scale of the gyro-radius r^. This is consistent with 

violation of ^^^nstream, (also in the model) and with the L^=0

approximation which gives a positive current downstream. Then from the 

x-component of electron momentum balance, and eliminating electron drifts 

by Amperes Law, they find

e(j) (x) = ~  (P + |- ) dx + -  /u B dx (11.18)J n dx e 8n o J y

where u is they
total ion drift in the +y-direction. The first term is the resistive

potential jump, on scales of C/m , and refers to electron heating only.pe
The second is scaled on r^, and is due to laminar ion gyration. In the Bow 

Shock they show the first gives a jump of 100-200 eV on a length of m2 Km, 

while the second gives the same jump on scales from several hundred kilo

meters upstream to mioo Km downstream.

Now the laminar model, together with the simulation^^, suggests the 

following shock profile; from Pig. 6.9, and equation (11.18), it is shown 

in Pig. 11.16.
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FIG 11.16
The total jump A to C 

must give observed 10% reflection, and is ^^0.46. The jump B to C must 

give observed slowing, V^/V^'U.TV, so ^^^0.2 (simulation gives*''->25) . But

a strong foot structure must be proposed, (j)̂ .̂26; this is not found
18 7significantly in , but is in the simulations seen in , The ratio

(i3 1̂.5) can be compared with Culham (j3'V0.i) 'v,25^ and Phillips and Robson^^
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^.55 (0^0.17). This picture can explain ion heating. It predicts a 

slowing overall of V2=.35>V2^^=.3, but it is noted that on the scale 

r^, now, the main beam may displace significantly to -y under a Lorentz 

force, emerging downstream with a reduced x-velocity component and 

proper conservation.

The behaviour of the magnetic field due to this ion current is more 

complicated. The increase in B̂, observed in the foot, while dB/dx=-~J^< 0, 

shows that electron and ion interactions must be considered. But B̂  has 

the same form as <{)̂ when simultaneously observed in the foot.

It is noted too, that the fast ions will continue to gyrate at the 

ion cyclotron frequency downstream, and that currents can persist, aver

aging about a mean in long times. Thus an open orbit (of localised fast 

ions) sketched in Fig, 11,17 would give the field response shown.

A

FIG 11.17
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Electron density fluctuations 
at could be expected, with electrons congregating in potential 

troughs.

The model of this thesis has been used above, by a method which

copies known parameters. It has been principally concerned with laminar

ion heating. Thus the Bow Shock is copied by the requirements of an <10%

tail density, and the slowing of ions by the resistive potential. The

proper heating is then found, with the relative velocity of beam and tail

comparable with experiment. To this extent the model is applicable to the

Bow Shock, There is strong likelihood that laminar ion heating explains

the observed heating, but it is not certain that the potential profile of

Fig, 11,16 is relevant. Thus this static potential rise can be replaced

by a fast-fluctuating potential, with ions reflecting (and not trapping)
off the first potential maximum. But since it is faitly clear that a

/?>(?* experiment can be constructed without, collisions or ion turbulence,
increased emphasis is again placed on the laminar model; since is

»
defined by reflecting ions (as experimentally observed in the Bow Shock),

the decoupling of ion scales and electron scales (^C/w ) due to1 pe
different spatial distributions of species current, is reasonable. Equation

(11,18) shows the total potential jump is additive so that the ions can be 

slowed by a large potential jump which yet allows a decreasing resistive 

rise with falling electron heating. Since T^ is fixed for some (M,j3 ) , 

and M>M* implies ion heating, electron heating must reduce.
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It is interesting to once again consider the implications for shock 

thickness. Section §7 has already shown how positive (negative) ion 

currents can occur as 1*^=0 (L^ sufficiently large),

In Pig. 11.18 a plot is given for the first time of ion flux 

(proportional to ion current) , with L^. At M=6, j3=0.3< /3*, the ion heat

ing is a reasonable proportion of the R-H levels (T /T.^G), significant 

reflected ion flux occurs (and computer time is not excessive). Then 

comparison with experiment seems valid ,

' t u  ( M l

FIG 11.18
A self-consistent shock

width of L '̂ 1̂5 C/m results. This may be compared with L =10 G/m at s pe s pe
Culham (0^0.1, M'v3.5) or with L^=2Q C/m^^ due to Hintz (j3=o.6, M^7.1).
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At 0=0.1, the model has found small dependence of this length with M.

This comparison is reasonable if inclusion of foot dynamics (fon the 

main beam) has small effect; further this length will operate only if 

it is less than electron heating lengths. When no ion dynamics occurs 

(M<M*) , Lg^6-10 even at high 0^^, in experiment. At with 4

ion heating, electron dynamics may play a reduced role (dependent of 

the relative levels of total and ion heating) as in Fig. 8.20; at M » M *  

laminar ion heating reduces again. Thus it seems likely that electron 

heating requires a length at M ^ * ,  of L^'^5-10 still. Theoretical
9 _estimates have been summarized by Biskamp , but remain crude at ^ few

C/w ; also since L “ (anomalous collision frequency) the resistive pe s
can decrease with decreasing electron heating. Broadening of resist- 

ive at M>M* has been observed in most e x p e r i m e n t s ^ a n d  it is 

possible that a laminar decoupling of electron and ion lengths is taking f

place. The length is taken from magnetic field profiles, and the

response of B(x) to the ion current, especially in and behind remains 

undetermined. High resolution profiles would be of great interest, for 

both electric potential and magnetic field. The length decoupling is of
5interest as regards electron heating in the Garching shocks ; this is

perhaps the only shock where the nature of electron heating is not under

stood. Thus no known universal instability can be found operative, where
9T^^T^ always ' and the electron drifts as calculated from
4tt ( 0 )  ( 0 )Ampere’s Law, dB/dx = —  N e V , are too low;V 'V3C , A thick ^30c y ' y s

C/o)^^ shock is found. But anomalous resistivity and the form of the turb-
9ulence spectrum is similar to those of the low-0, T^>>T\, shocks . If
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then V_=3V '^C 0.21 V for L'^IO C/ w L , and T >T. somewhere ind y  s e pe 3 s e i7
the shock, then electron cyclotron instability can occur . It is further 

not without interest that the (non-self-consistent) model runs at G arching 

parameters give no net ion currents downstream, while the same applies for 

the 0 <0* Culham example.

Thus a consideration of the 0>0* region has been performed. Binary 

collisions are important in laboratory shocks, while some "cool" shocks 

might show turbulent slowing of the ion beam. Generally, this latter is 

not expected, and the Bow Shock shows a laminar ion heating on scales much 

larger than the electrons. It has been assumed that only small perturb

ations of the initial plasma occur. The Bow Shock often shows quite 

violent behaviour while there are examples of laboratory shocks (Culham 

0'M3.2 <0*, M^'^'6.3̂ , Hintz 0'̂ 1̂>0*, M^^€.4^^), also strongly turbulent. The 

source of this turbulence is difficult to determine, and may be a necessary 

non-laminar process at high 0>0* given sufficient perturbation of the 

initial plasma. At Culham the thickness is.so large that cylindrical effects 

are important. The turbulence is carried downstream into the plasma "piston" 

and the jump conditions become indeterminate. If it is driven by the two- 

beam instability then it is expected to occur at moderate M^M*. It is 

further possible that no adequate electron heating mechanism due to small 

perturbations can occur at M>>M*, to substitute the vanishing laminar ion 

heating (Fig. 8.20). This occurs for all 0. It has been suggested above 

that the L^^few C/w^^ scaling leads to strong gradients in profiles as 

(L -̂K) in units of . The implied large electron drifts might be
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field, with non-adiabatic heating; while two-stream ion turbulence is not

249.

sufficient to heat the electrons. Experimental study of the high M>>M* 

shocks would be of interest, especially for a determination of the electron S

heating length.

The colTisionless shock wave is an enormously complex event and far 

beyond any detailed over-all theoretical study. Here a simple model has 

been investigated yielding a rare view of the shock on all scales. Of imp- 

ortance has been the ability of the various forms of "laminar distortion • |
iheating" to predict the correct order of magnitude for ion heating. But ISIperhaps equally important is the resilience of the notion of laminar ion |

dynamics; thus in the presence of strong collisions, Kornherr^ has found 

the ions possess two degrees of freedom perpendicular to the magnetic 4

4
noticeably present in the region L^, in the hot 0>0* Bow Shock. The 

results of the run at the Culham MvS.S, 0^0.1 shock are encouraging; thus 

some ion heating is measured comparable with the experiment, which An an %

energy balance

2 2 + ecf} + ion heating ,

predicts <p such

that R,= - V-^) 'X' 0.85. This is not comparable with experiment,9 1 2 * —
which finds R,^l. There is thus evidence that ion reflection forces an4)
increase in total 9* The model's solutions for 9 are an important contr

ibution. Finally, the graphic displays of the downstream ion distribution 

represent new information on shock structure. Suggestions for further
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analysis of their instabilities are clear - for example the 4 '̂||
45instability of Harris (which is stable for perpendicular propagation.

and so will not have any effect on beam slowing) is predicted for both

M^M* shocks, and extension to T 4f 43" is suggested; while the slowX ' y ' z
two-ion-stream growth rates suggest a study of instabilities

-1on times t (where the equilibrium ion distribution is now time

dependent). These displays show that significant ion currents in the

plane of the shock, perpendicular to ^  can occur downstream. Maxwell’s
~47T i eequations in the time independent, plane, shock give dB/dx = ™  (J^ +J^ ) 

Profiles can now vary on the spatial scales U ^ r . C/m of J ^,J ®
1 pe y y

simultaneously, these also being the scales of the ion and electron heating 

mechanisms.
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